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INTRODUCTION 
The treatment of water and waste water, like 
most technology, has developed by a transition from 
art to science. This relatively new technology was 
born of the demands for better sanitation in our 
modern age of population explosion and urbaniza-
tion. Since the need appeared before the technol-
ogy, early water and waste treatment developed 
principally as an art. As new and unique problems 
arose which would not yield to the practices already 
proYen for the usual situation through trial and 
error, scientific principles were applied in an effort 
to bring order to the chaos. Great progress has 
been made and the road from art to science has 
been traversed at a greatly accelerated rate. Yet 
much of this technology has not yielded to the ap-
plication of science, nor is it likely t-0 do so for 
some time to come. This prediction is not prompted 
by any concern for the validity of the basic truths 
of modern science. Rather it is based upon a reali-
zation of the complex nature of the physical, chem-
ical and biological systems involved in water and 
waste water treatment. Consequently, future prog-
ress in making a science of water and waste treat-
ment will come only with a fuller understanding of 
the nature of matter and behavior of these complex 
,-ystems. 
Progress in the science of water and waste water 
treatment depends, therefore, on bringing to engi-
neers and chemists in the field the findings of cur-
rent research. On the other hand, advancement in 
the art of water and waste water treatment depends 
upon the application of engineering judgment 
which in turn must be based on years of experience. 
. .\dyantage can be taken of the experience of other 
engineer:;; and chemists in the profession, ho"·ever, 
through a free interchange of ideas and experiences. 
This series of Sanitary Engineering Conferences 
has been organized jointly by the Sanitary Engi-
neering Division, Illinois Department of Public 
Health, and the Department of CiYil Engineering. 
UniYersity of Illinois, for the purpo:;;e of proYiding 
an opportunit~· to bring to the water and \Yaste 
treatment industry the latest developments of sci-
ence and the vast experience of others. Each con-
ferrnre has bPen rleYofrd to nn intensiYe <lisru,.;;;:inn 
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of all aspects of some single subject. The subject 
of the First Sanitary Engineering Conference was 
Waterworks Safety, and the Second Sanitary Engi-
neering Conference was devoted to Radiological 
Aspects of Public Water Supplies. 
Disinfection and Chemical Oxidation was se-
lected for the subject of the Third Sanitary Engi-
neering Conference because of its general interest 
to all waterworks personnel, including those who 
treat both surface and ground water, as well as to 
those associated with waste treatment. Chlorina-
tion, because it is used for so many purposes, i,-
one of the most commonly practiced unit processe;;:. 
Other disinfectants have seen limited use but con-
siderable experimental investigation. Chemical ox-
idation also has been used for iron and manganese 
remoYal, taste and odor control, cyanide destruc-
tion and other treatment problems. All these as-
pects are related, so they were all included in the 
program of this conference. 
The papers presented at this conference are be-
ing published in these Proceedings, so that they will 
be available in permanent form for reference for 
those who attended the conference and to bring the 
information made available by the conference 
speakers to others who were not able to attend. 
The contribution of these papers by their authors 
is gratefully acknowledged. Without them, neither 
the conference nor these Proceedings would haw 
been possible. 
The Committee gratefully acknowledges the ru-
operation and assistance of ::\Ir. R. K. Xc,,·ton and 
::\Ir. Harold Hubbard of the DiYi,-ion of l"niYcr,-it~· 
Extension, lJniYersit~· of Illinoi:; . 
Conference Committee 
UniYersity of Illinoi:; 
R. S. Engelbrecht 
Ben B. Ewing 
A. F. Gaudy 
Illinois Department of Public Health 
W. J. Downer 
G. E. l\Iargran 
0. S. Hallden 
R. 8. Xclle 
CHLORINE: ITS DEVELOPMENT, CHARACTERISTICS AND UTILITY 
FOR DISINFECTION AND OXIDATION 
EDMUND J . LAUBUSCH 1 
TH E CH LORINE INDUSTRY 
A Green Goddess was born 187 years ago (1774) 
from the union of manganese dioxide and hydro-
ch loric acid. "Cupid," the Swedish chemist and 
inventor Karl Scheele, called the Green Goddess 
dephlogisticated marine acid. It was not until 1810 
that she was given her proper name, chlorine (from 
the Greek word chloros meaning green), by an Eng-
lishman, Sir Humphry D avy, who established that 
Scheele had indeed discovered a chemical element. 
Growth of the chlorine industry was slow until 
the last decade of the nineteenth century. During 
this period electrolytic chlorine production became 
a commercial reality. Chlorine liquefaction also 
was developed and refined during this period, it 
having been observed that dry chlorine did not 
attack iron or a number of other packaging mate-
rials then available. Today, seventy years since 
these historic developments, the replacement value 
of the North American chlorine industry's plants is 
about one and a half billion dollars. 
Until just before the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury, most chlorine used in the United States was 
for textile bleaching, and it was largely imported 
from abroad, principally England and Germany. 
A few United States plants were producing it for 
captive use, but total United States production of 
chlorine amounted only to Jess than 4 tons per day 
in 1900. 
Commercial production of liquid chlorine in the 
United States began in 1909 with the filling and 
shipping of the first chlorine cylinder. This de-
velopment opened new frontiers and paved the way 
for the great surge of the industry that followed 
over the next fifty years. Vehicular transfer of 
ch lorine was supplemented the following year when 
the first 16-ton, single-unit railroad tank car of 
ch lorine was shipped. 
At about the time of World War I , the United 
York~ Technica l Manager, The Chlorine Institute, Inc., Kew York, Kew 
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States chemical industry made its first great strides 
in becoming independent of the European chemical 
industry. l\lany nc\\· use:; for chlorine were deYCl-
oped, and in 1917, an improved ton container had 
been introduced (substantially the same one in use 
today) to accommodate chlorine consumers whose 
requirements could not conveniently be satisfied bY 
using either cylinders or single-unit tank cars. B~ 
1920, the United States installed chlorine capacity 
had increased to about 600 tons per day. 
The period 1920-1940, marked by the boom of 
the twenties and the depression of the thirties, 
brought many new chemical products resulting from 
ever-increasing expenditures b~· the chemical indu:;-
try for research. Many of the largest chemical 
demands for chlorine, such as ethylene glycol, 
chlorinated solvents, vinyl chloride, etc. were de-
,·cloped during this period. The great.er chlorine 
demands led to the introduction (in 1922) and 
popular appeal of the multiple-unit railroad tank 
car for chlorine shipment:::. By 1940, the United 
States installed chlorine capacity had reached about 
2,000 tons per day. 
World War II catalyzed many new uses for 
chlorine and civilian demands quickly returned to 
trends interrupted by the war. Barges, a new ve-
hicle for chlorine transfer, were introduced in 1944 
to serve the expanded needs of consumers along 
waterways. By the end of 1950, the URited State:; 
installed chlorine capacity was about 5,500 tons 
per day. 
I n 1960, the daily chlorine capacity of some 
sixty-seven plants scattered over the United States 
had skyrocketed to 14,500 tons. Total production 
fo r the year was slightly more than 4,500,000 ton ~. 
of which somewhat more than 50 per cent was 
liquefied. And in that year, still another means of 
chlorine shipment \YaS realized with the appearance 
of chlorine tank trucks on United States highways. 
Today, there are literally tens of thousands of 
cylinders and ton containers in commerce in the 
United States, more than 4,500 single-unit tank 
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<'ar::;, 37 chlorine barges and 2 tank trucb. In addi-
tion, substantial quantities of chlorine are moYed 
by pipeline connection between the producer and 
consumer. Truly, the industry is a remarkable one. 
Chlorine Production 
:Mention of methods by which chlorine is pro-
duced is a necessary preface to discussion of its 
characteristics and uses. 
Chlorine is not found free in nature; it exists 
abundantly in the form of chlorides, the most com-
mon and important of which is ordinary table salt, 
sodium chloride. As already noted, the earliest 
methods for the production of chlorine were chem-
ical and involved principally the oxidation of hy-
drochloric acid. The industry today produces chlo-
rine electrolytically; non-electrolytic processes are 
not in general commercial use. 
Electrolytic chlorine processes involve decompo-
sition of sodium or potassium brine, or of fused 
sodium chloride (Down's cell chlorine). The elec-
trolytic decomposition of sodium chloride (brine) 
accounts for well over 90 per cent of all chlorine 
produced in North America. 
The electrolytic reaction is carried out in cell::: 
of various designs which contain and separate the 
raw material and decomposition products. Two 
fundamental types of cells are employed, d'iaphragm 
and mercury, but the quality differences in chlorine 
from these are not of any apparent moment insofar 
a::; sanitary uses are concerned. Normally a puri-
fied, saturated brine solution is fed into the cell. 
Direct current is applied and electrolysis of the 
brine results in the formation of chlorine gas, caus-
tic oda and hydrogen. Chlorine is withdrawn from 
the cell as a hot gas saturated with moisture. Re-
mornl of this moisture is important. That portion 
of the cell gas intended for commercial u::;e is lique-
fied by compression and cooling. 
Dry chlorine, either gas or liquid, is not cor-
ro::;ive under normal temperature conditions. In the 
presence of even small amounts of moisture, how-
e,·er, it is extremely corrosive. The acids formed 
not only may cause equipment failure, but they 
also enhance the solution of iron and other mate-
rials that react with chlorine to form insoluble 
metallic salts. Such salts can easily clog small 
pipes, orifices, and other susceptible parts of 
chlorine-feeding equipment. No efforts are spared 
by producers to dry chlorine gas (by 13crubbing it 
with concentrated sulfuric acid). 
The source of a substantial number of impuri-
ties in electrolytic chlorine is the raw material 
(brine or molten salt) employed. The quality of 
the raw material varies considerably and may be 
influenced by the quality of the dissolving water 
and other factors. Producers therefore carefully 
control the purity of salt or brine fed to cells. 
The list of potential chlorine impurities includes 
a number of chlorinated organics, inorganic chlo-
rides, and dissolved gases, depending upon the raw 
materials, cell components, and processes employed. 
The list also includes impurities resulting from con-
tact between chlorine and various materials of con-
struction, air, and moisture in processing. 
Responsibility for the quality of chlorine can-
not be placed only on the producer, however. Ship-
ping and repackaging equipment also may provide 
opportunities for contact between liquid or gaseous 
chlorine and chlorine-vulnerable materials before it 
reaches the consumer. Moreover, the human ele-
ment in each of the phases, no less than at the 
point of use, has an important and inescapable 
bearing on the matter. 
A large number of consumer complaints are 
made regarding the deposition of foreign materials 
in orifices or delicate moving parts of chlorine gas-
dispensing equipment. The materials that cause 
these difficulties, commonly called "taffy," consist 
largely of a complex of chlorinated organic com-
pounds and, if moisture has entered the system, 
some ferric chloride. Published references suggest 
that many such difficulties are attributable to con-
sumer maintenance errors or to negligence. 
Chlorine Uses 
Who uses chlorine? The latest information indi-
eates that about 81 per cent is used by the chemic-al 
industry for such purposes as manufa.cture of eth~·l­
cne oxide and gl~·col antifreeze:;;, eth~·lcne dichlo-
ride anti-knock fluid, trichlorethylene for metal 
degreasing, perchlorethylene for dry cleaning. vinyl 
chloride plastics and resins, etc.; about 16 per cent 
by the pulp and paper indu,-tr~· for hypochlorite 
bleach; and, perhaps suprisingl~·, only about 3 per 
cent for general sanitation purposes. 
Development of Sanitary Appl ications 
The use of chlorine for the treatment of sanitary 
wastes preceded that for the treatment of potabll' 
"·a ter. By 1830 the npplication of chloride of li11ll' 
for <ll-rnlnrizing sanitary \ra,.:tl'" had bL'<'ll adn1-
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catcd, and practiced to some extent, on the theor~· 
that control of sewer odors would limit the spread 
of infection. This, incidentally , preceded by about 
fifty years the deYelopment of the germ theory. 
The earliest large plant-scale adoption of se,rnge 
ch lorination for deodorization (using chlorinated 
lime) i:> belie,·ed to ha Ye been in London, in 1854. 
::loon after, it was demonstrated in Germany that 
putrefaction of sewage could be retarded b~· 
chlorination. 
The earliest occasion when chlorine was used 
for disinfection has not been definitely established. 
History records its use as a general disinfectant at 
about 1800 by Cruickshank in England, and by de 
~Iorveau in France. 
Application of chlorinated lime for disinfection 
\\'aS practiced in England in 1879 prior to sewer 
discharge of typhoid wastes. From then on the 
action of chlorinated lime on raw and pre-treated 
se,vage was extensively investigated in Europe, 
where the success of limited applications was dem-
onstrated. Thereafter, many bacteriological inves-
tigations also were undertaken in the United States, 
notably by Phelps and Carpenter at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. In 1907 the first 
plant-scale studies of sewage disinfection were 
made at Red Bank, X ew Jersey, marking the be-
ginning of effective sewage chlorination practices 
in the United States. Liquid chlorine was first used 
for this purpose in 1914. 
The uses of chlorine in sanitary waste treat-
ment processes for purposes other than odor con-
trol and disinfection were recognized and adopted 
only many years later. Today, disinfection remains 
the primary and principal use of chlorine in waste 
water treatment, but its uses for numerous other 
purposes are well recognized and ne\\· applications 
are becoming increasingly apparent. 
It was not until the beginning of the twentieth 
century that the use of chlorine and chlorine 
bleaches for the disinfection of water receiYCd much 
attention. Although there are several recorded prior 
instances where chlorine was experimentally cm-
plo~·ed or used as a temporary treatment measure , 
tlic first continuous, municipal application of chlo-
rine to ra \\' \\·a ter specifically for disinfection i:; 
eonsiclered to ha,·e occurred also in England in 
1904-5, when a sodium hypochlorite solution 
(''Ch lorous," containing 10-15 per cent a\'ailable 
l'hlorine) \\·as employed in an effort to combat an 
l·pidemic of typhoid. 
In the United States, the first commercial appli-
ca tion to \\·ater was made in 1908, when chloride of 
lime was added to the Bubbly Creek supply of the 
Union Stock Yards Company at Chicago. The 
onnYhelming success of this application led to its 
introduction the same year to the forty million 
ga llons per day Boonton Rcsen ·oir supply of the 
.Jersey City, :New Jersey water works; this marked 
the first continuous, municipal application of chlo-
rine for water disinfection in the United States. 
Court recognition and acceptance of the practice a::; 
a public health safeguard paved the way for rapid 
extension of chloride of lime disinfection of public 
\\·a ter supplies. 
The only commercial sources of chlorine then 
available were chlorinated lime (also termed chlo-
ride of lime, bleaching powder, etc.) and sodium 
hypochlorite solutions. The poor stability and var-
iable cffectiYe chlorine content of such compounds 
caused many operating difficulties, and ofttimes 
inadequate disinfection dosages were used. ~Iore­
over, equipment feeders then available yielded 
erratic results. Hypochlorite water chlorination 
received renc\\·cd stimulus with the commercial 
arnilability, in 1928, of high-test calcium h~·po­
chlorite. This material, containing a high available 
chlorine content (70 per cent), is relative!~· stable 
throughout production, packaging, distribution and 
storage. Sodium hypochlorite solutions contain a 
lesser available chlorine content and are much less 
stable ; for this and other reasons, they do not enjoy 
the popularity of the high-test hypochlorites at 
water (or waste) treatment plants. 
In 1911, about a year after liquid chlorine was 
produced as an article of commerce, the U.S. Army 
:\Iedical Corps experimentally employed it for 
water disinfection at Fort l\Iyer, Virginia. The 
first plant-scale use of liquid chlorine for water 
disinfection followed in 1912 at Niagara Falls, New 
York. In 1913 improved equipment (Wallace and 
Tiernan) to measure chlorine gas, dissolve it in 
\\'ater , and apply the solution, was installed at 
Boonton, New .Jersey. These developmenb paved 
the way for the rapid adoption of liquid chlorinr 
for water and \Yastewater treatment. 
Xo other community water treatment proecs:; 
enjoys such popularit~· and almost univcr,:al adop-
tion in the Vnited State:; as chlorination. Certainly 
not all of the public health protection afforded by 
current water trratmrnt terhnolog~· ran be attrib-
utrd to chlorination. but it ~ rnlue i:; rvidenrrd h~· 
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Year 
1910 
1915 
1930 
1940 
1948 
Table 1 
Summary af Growth of United Stales Water Plants 
Employing Disinfectian <1• 2 >2 
Plants Increase Chlorine Forms Employed 
Chlorin- .~rtr?te Gas Both Misc. or a.ting Unknown No. % 
18 
340 1790 
291 7 755 
. ? 4650 60 728 2563 1359 
6137 32 1557 3613 37 930 
: Superscript numbers in parentheses refer to References cited. 
its development shown in Table 1. In 1948, the 
latest year for which United States statistics are 
currently available, more than half of all existing 
United States water treatment facilities employed 
chlorination as the only treatment. At least 6135 
facilities employed it alone or in conjunction with 
other treatment; these facilities represented about 
97 per cent of the United States population (80 
millions) served with treated water. 
Progress in the use of chlorine at municipal and 
industrial waste treatment facilities also has been 
steady, but the development pattern is not as re-
markable as that for water treatment. The devel-
opment of community wastes chlorination practices 
140 
... 
~ BOt--~~~--t~~~~--t-_,_~~~-t-~~~--; 
in the United States is indicated in Table 2. 20 t---c::7""T-----+----+--------l 
Figure 1 shows estimated amounts of chlorine 
used in the United States for sanitation. In 1960 
more than eighty thousand tons of liquid chlorine 
were used for disinfection and other treatment of 
community and industrial water supplies, and more 
than sixty thousand tons were used for wastes 
treatment. Now that there is strong official and 
public l"entiment in favor of water resources conser-
Yation (through waste treatment and water re-use) 
and pollution abatement, both established and new 
applications of chlorine may be expected to become 
more widespread. 
Incidentally, although the use of liquid chlorine 
far surpasses that of hypochlorites, particularly at 
Table 2 
Trend in Development of Community Wastes Chlorination 
in the United Stales• <•-•> 
Treatment Plants Estimated Population ServedX 10' 
Year All Using % All Plants Ben~ting Chlorine Using Plants Using 
Chlo- C hlorine Wastes 
rine Chlorina-
tion 
1910 619 22 3 .6 4 .46 0 . 11 2 .4 
1916 846 55 6 .5 6 . 14 0 .28 4 .6 
1934 3697 655 17 . 7 22 .20 
1940 5580 1127 20 .2 40 .62 14 .34 35 .3 
1945 5786 1262 21.8 46 .86 16 .03 34 .2 
1948 6058 1307 21.6 48 .70 18 .04 37 .0 
1957 7518 2216 29.5 76 .44 37 .84 49 .. 5 
•Data are not strictly comparnble due to ~light variations in 
:o t:tti :i<: ti fa 1 rrport ing and omilyfiral prO<'Prl11rP:'i. 
/940 1945 1950 1955 1960 
Y~ars 
Figure I. Estimated use of chlorine for disinfection and other 
purposes at watu and waste treatment facilities 
in the United States 
larger facilities, hypochlorite chlorine forms are b:-.· 
no means obsolete or diminishing in importance. 
These forms are especially appropriate at smaller 
treatment plants where current growth is partic-
ularly apparent. 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CHLORINE 
Chlorine gas is classified as a respiratory irri-
tant. It is so intensely irritating that concentra-
tions above about three to fin parts per million 
(by volume) in air are readily detectable by the 
normal person. At higher concentrations the se-
verely irritating effect of the gas makes it unlikely 
that any person will remain m a chlorine-
contaminated atmosphere unless he is unconscious 
or trapped. Chlorine ga;: on moist ;;kin . or liquid 
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chlorine, may cause skin and eye burns on thesr 
tissues. 
Acute Toxicity 
Low concentrations of the gas irritate the mu-
cous membranes and the respiratory system. Larger 
amounts cause eye irritation , coughing and labored 
breathing. If the duration of exposure or concen-
trations are sufficiently great a number of other 
characteri stic symptoms appear. In extreme cases 
the difficulty of breathing may increase to the point 
\Yhere death can occur from suffocation. Chlorine 
produces no known cumulative effect s and if death 
from exposure does not occur, complete recovery 
can be anticipated. 
Chronic Toxicity 
Concentrations of gas in the magnitude of one 
part per million are said to produce slight symp-
toms after several hours' exposure, but careful 
examination of workers exposed daily to detectable 
concentrations reportedly has shown no chronic sys-
temic effects. The American Conference of Gov-
ernmental and Industrial Hygienists fixes the 
MAC for an eight-hour exposure at one part per 
million. Local chronic effects have not been clini-
cally demonstrated, nor has sensitization with con-
tinual exposure. P ersons with asthma, bronchitis or 
other chronic lung conditions or irritations of the 
upper respiratory tract should not work near chlo-
rine. Others should have suitable respiratory pro-
tective equipment readily available at all times. 
Physical and Thermodynamic Characteristics 
Chlorine in commerce is a compressed, liquefied 
gas under pressure which readily vaporizes under 
normal atmospheric temperature and pressure con-
ditions. Chlorine in shipping containers has both a 
liquid and a gas phase. The gas is greenish-yellow 
in color and has a characteristic, penetrating odor. 
These properties make it readily detectable. It is 
about two and a half times heavier than air and, 
therefore, uncontained seeks a low level. The liquid 
is amber-colored and is about one and a half times 
heavier than water. Because of its vaporization 
rharacteristics, liquid chlorine, as such , i,- rare!~· 
seen. 
Vapor pressure may be defined as the pressurr 
of chlorine gas above liquid chlorine at cquilibriun1 
in a container. Theoretically , the pressure of onr 
pound of chlorine in a container is equal to that of 
Temperature in deq F 
Fig ure 2 . Vapor pressure of l iquid chlorine 
(from Kapoor and Martin") 
any other amount. Therefore, prcs;.;ure 1s not an 
indication of the contents of a chlorine container. 
As shown in Figure 2, vapor pressure is influenced 
by temperature, and increase::; rapid!~· with temper-
ature increases. Hydrostatic rupture of containers, 
then, may accompany extremely high temperatures 
(except that built-in ~afety precautions are taken 
to prevent this). 
The volume of liquid chlorine also increase" 
considerably with increasing temperature, and tlrn;.; 
density decreases. The volume-temperature rela-
tionship of liquid chlorine in a container loaded to 
its authorized limit is shown in Figure 3. Xote that 
a full container at 70 ° F . is about 89 per cent 
liquid; at about 154 ° F. it is 100 per cent liquid. 
T emperature beyond this point may cause rupture 
clue to excessive pressures. Thus, chlorine con-
tainers should never han heat applied to them 
directly. Cylinders and ton containers are designed 
with one or more fusible plug safety devices which 
melt - causing discharge of container contents -
a t betweeen 158-165° F. Similarly, because liquid 
chlorine expands with increasing temperature, pre-
cautions must be taken never to trap liqtiid chlorine 
in a pipeline, for example, between two closed shut-
off valves. 
One volume of liquid chlorine vaporizes into 
about 460 \·olurnes of gas. This feature is especiall~· 
important \\·hen reckoning \Yith chlorine leaks. 
Ch lorine gas is only slightly soluble in \Yatrr 
and. as ~ho\rn in Figure 4, its solubilit~· dec rea~rs 
at higher temperature,;. Because of this charac-
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Figure 3. Volume-temperature relation of liquid chlorine in a 
container loaded to its authorized limit (from Kapoor and Martin "! 
teristic, water is not a ,,uitable absorptiYe medium 
for leaking ch lorine; moreonr, it aggrarnte:::: the 
situation due to corrosion. 
Chlorine can exist in a solid state as well as a 
liquid or gas. Chlorine hydrate or "chlorine ice" 
sometimes forms with high concentrations of chlo-
rine and moisture at reduced pressures and tem-
peratures below about 49 ° F. This is an occasional 
problem \Yith chlorinators that usually may best be 
olved by \rnrming the make-up water. 
Except in isolated instances, chlorine is trans-
ferred by pressure differences rather than by pump-
ing - usually it is mond by its mm Yapor pres-
sure. This, as noted earlier, is a function of the 
unloading temperature. Now, in order to withdra\Y 
gas, liquid must be rnporized. Heat is lost in 
Yaporization and therefore the Yapor pressure i,, 
reduced. Especially if discharge rates are high, thr 
liquid might be cooled sufficiently so that frost 
forms on the outside of the container, thereby fur-
ther decreasing the discharge rate. ·when such a 
,.:ituation occurs rates may be increased by circu-
lating room temperature air around the container; 
neYer place the container in a hot water bath or 
appl~· rlirect heat. Similarly. if the occasion arise" 
when dealing with a leaking ton container, neYrr 
Dalo ore saturated (equilibrium) 
values and practical solubt!tly 
is about one-half lheorelicol 
value indicated 
Curve do/a Cl 
:r::"' deq F qm/IOOqm 
.,, .8 r--- 1---1- ----+-----1 g, 
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[ 
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Figure 4. Solubility of chlorine in water (from Winkler) 
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apply water because (a) the corrosi,·e conditions 
"·ill aggraYate the leak and (b) the heat supplied 
enn by cold water \\·ill cause the liquid chlorine to 
vaporize faster. ('Water ma~· be sprayed on non-
leaking chlorine containers in a fire to help prc,·ent 
build-up of hydrostatic pressures and possible rup-
ture of the containers.) 
Chemical Characteristics 
Chlorine is neither flammable nor combustible. 
but it is a highly reactin material. Under specific 
conditions it reacts '"ith most elements. often with 
extreme rapidit~·. Dry chlorine. gas or liquid, is not 
corrosiYe under normal atmospheric conditions to 
most common engineering construction materials; 
moist chlorine, hmwwr, is extremely corrosi,·e to 
most of them. 
Chlorine reacts "·ith many inorganic com-
pounds. For example, it:5 reaction "·ith alkalis i~ 
the basis for manufacture of calcium and sodium 
hypochlorite5. It has great affinit~· for h~·drogen , 
for example, the reaction of chlorine and hydrogen 
:-ulfide. It also reacts "·ith man~· organic com-
pounds. in much the same 'rn~· a,- \Yith inorganic::::. 
,.:ometimes "·ith explo~iYc Yiolrnre and frrqurnt.l!· 
11·it h the eYolution of heat. 
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Figure 5. Relative amounts of HOCI and OCI- formed 
at various pH levels 
When chlorine is dissoh·ed in water at temper-
a tures between 49 ° F . and 212 ° F . it reacts to form 
hypochlorous a nd hydrochlori c acids : 
C l2 + H 20 ~ HOCl + H Cl 
This reaction is essentially complete within a Yer~· 
few seconds. The hypochlorous acid ionizes or di~­
sociates practica lly instantaneously into h~·drogen 
and hypochlorite ions : HOC!~ H + + OCI-. These 
oversimplified reactions represent the basis for u :::c 
of chlorine in most sanita ry applications, and the 
h~· pochlorous acid an<l hypochlori te ions a rc of 
greatest intere:; t. It i;;; important to note, ho\\·cycr, 
that the formation of acids explains why moi:;t 
chlorine has a corrosive effect on metals not ordi-
narily affected by dry liquid or gaseous chlorine. 
Hypochlorite chlorine forms also ionize in \rntcr 
and yield hypochlorite ion which establishes equi-
librium with hydrogen ions: 
CaOCl2 + 2H20 ~ 2HOC I + Ca( OH ), 
NaOCI + H 20 ~HOC! + N aOH 
Thus, the same equilibria are establi shed in wa ter 
regardless of whether elemental chlorine or h~· po ­
chlorites are employed . 
The reartions depend on the pH of thr \\"at<'r 
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Figure 6. Relative amounts of chloramines formed 
at various pH levels 
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a~ indicated in Figure 5. Chlorine exist s predom-
ina tely as HOC! at low pH levels. Between pH 
6.0 and 8.5 there occur;; a nry sharp change from 
undissociated to completely di ~soc iated hypo-
chlorous acid . Abon pH 7.5 hypochlorite ion~ 
predominate , \\·hilc above pH 9.5 chlorine exist;: 
a lmost entire !~· as OC I-. The significant difference 
between elemental and hypochlorite chlorine form:-
is the resultant pH and the influence of same on 
the relatiYC amounts of HOC! and oc1- existing 
at equilibrium. C hlorine tends to decrease pH 
while hypochlorites tend to increase it. 
The reactions of chlorine with ammonia in solu-
tion are of great :; ignificancc in water and wask-
\rnter treatment. In the presence of natural or 
added ammonia (or other nitrogenous material) a 
complex of chloramines is obtained: 
NH3 + HOC!~ NH2Cl + H 20 (Monochloraminc) 
NH3 + 2HOCI ~ NHCl2 + 2H20 (Dichloraminc) 
XH:i + 3HOCI ~ N CLi + 3H20 (Trichloramine) 
Thc~e chloramincs arc profound!~· different from 
HOC! and OCI- forms. They exist in various pro-
port ions depending on the rela tiYe rates of form a-
tion of monochloramine and dichloraminc which 
rhange with the relative concentrations of chlorinP 
and ammonia , as \\·ell as \\·ith pH and tcmpcraturP. 
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As indicated in Figure 6, above pH about 9, mono-
chloramines exist almost exclusively; at pH about 
6.5, monochloramines and dichloramines co-exist in 
approximately equal amounts; and below pH 6.5 
dichloramines predominate, while trichloramines 
exist below pH about 4.5. 
All chlorination practice, irrespective of the pur-
pose for which it is employed, may be classified as 
free residual chlorinat1.on or combined residual 
chlorination (see Figure 7). With molar Cl2: NH 3 
BIOLOGICAL 
e TO DESTROY IS 
concentrations of 1: 1, both monochloramines and 
dichloramines are formed, the relative amount of 
each depending on the pH. Further increases in 
the Cl2: NH3 ratio result in the formation of some 
trichloramine and oxidation of part of the ammonia 
to nitrogen and other gases. These reactions are in 
practice essentially complete when two moles of 
chlorine have been added for each mole of ammonia 
present. Chloramine residuals generally reach a 
maximum when one mole of chlorine has been 
added for each mole of ammonia, and then decline 
to a minimum value when the Cb: NH3 ratio is 
about 2: 1. Further additions of chlorine produce 
free residual chlorine. The point where all ammonia 
is converted to trichloramine or oxidized to free 
nitrogen (and possibly nitrous oxide and nitrogen 
trichloride) is referred to as the breakpoint. Chlo-
rination below this level is combined available 
residual chlorination; that above this level is free 
available residual chlorination. In waste treatment, 
the latter is rarely achieved. 
Chlorine has a strong affinity for other materi-
als, particularly reducing agents, which sometimes 
exert a considerable chlorine demand. In these 
reactions, the chlorine atom manifests its great 
tendency to lose electrons to form chloride ion or 
COMBINED 
RESIDUAL 
CHLORINATION OR INHIBIT 
BACTERIA TOXIC 
CHEMICAL 
FREE 
RESIDUAL 
CHLORINATION 
•TO DESTROY 
OR CHANGE 
SUBSTANCES 
CHLORINE 
OXIDIZES 
• BREAKPOINT 
• SUPERC HLORIN-
ATION 
Figure 8. Water chlorination 
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organic chlorides. Reacting substances typically 
include Fe++, l\In++, l'\02- , H2S and the greater part 
of organic material present. The reactions with 
inorganic reducing substance;; are generally very 
rapid; those with organic materials are generally 
:::low, the extent depending on the kind and form of 
excess available chlorine present. 
SANITARY CHLORINE APPLICATIONS 
Water Chlorination 
The utility of chlorine in water treatment i:; 
attributable to its toxicological characteristic;: and 
it:; strong oxidation capacity (see Figme 8). Chlo-
rine i:; employed either to destroy or control ba<·-
teria, or to modif~· the chemical character of the 
\rntcr. or for both purpo:::es. ::\ot all chlorine form,: 
arc equally efficaciou>< for all purposes. 
Although chlorinr a;; a chemical oxidant l1a,: 
1·un:;idcrahle utility in \\'atc·r treatment, b~· far it,: 
mo~t important u:::r i,: for disinfection , and for 
nui;:anec and other organi::;m control. 
0Ycr the ~·ears se\'Cral theories haYc been ad-
rnnced to explain the mechani;::m of biological 
de;:trnction or inactirntion by chlorine. The cur-
rent theory i::-: that death of barterial organism,: 
re:;ult from a ehemiral rradion of chlorine \\·ith an 
enzyme s~·stem es,:ential for cell metabolism. To 
be cffectiYe the chlorine must penetrate the cell 
111cmbranc (;::ee Figure 9). H~·porhlorou~ acid ex-
hibits substantial!~· greater abilit~· than oc1- to 
penetrate cells and de:::trny c,:~ential enz~·me;:. 
:-iimilarly, inYestigations :;uggest that dichloraminc,: 
arc more effectiYe than other inorganic chloramine 
forms, but again not near!~· comparable to free 
chlorine forms. Organic chloramines and other 
organic, chlorine-containing reaction products haye 
little or no practical biological effect. 
The reactions of chlorine with ammonia in solu-
tion have already been di:::cus;:ed. Although chlora-
mincs are capable of attacking organisms, the~· 
have a lower oxidation potential than free chlorine 
forms, and thus their potenc>· a5 oxidants is grea ti~· 
diminished. (Sec Figure 10.) 
In \rnter treatment, the principal chlurine-
rnlnerablc material" (other than biological f orrns) 
include organic and inorganic nitrogen and "'ulfur 
compound;;, iron, manganese and, occasionally, ni-
trites. Under some conditions organic matter ma~· 
react with chlorine to form chlor-addition or chloro-
;;;ubstitution product:;. and in other cases, completr 
oxidation might occur. The real significance of 
organic chlorine reactions in water treatment is the 
chlorine consumed in reaction with the organic 
matter and possible tastes and odor,; resulting from 
the reactions. 
Chlorine oxidation of reducing materiab is a 
typical water treatment application. Sulfides arc 
usually oxidized to sulfites or sulfate". If pH rnlucs 
are suffi ciently high and enough ch lorine is applied. 
manganous and ferrous forms can be oxidized to 
insoluble manganic and ferric fo rm=- . Nitrites, par-
ticularly native to waters contaminated by sewage 
and certain industria l wa;:te:;, similar! ~· ran lw 
oxidized \Yith chlorine to nitrate". 
Combined chlorine form,:, prineipally inorganic 
ehloraminc;;, arc effecti,·c for disinfection prm·iding 
the concentration and expo:;ure time arc adequatr. 
They do not alte1: exi;;ting taste:; in \rater, but 
ofttimes the>· do prennt chloro-sub,:titution tastP" 
from forming. \\"here iron or mangam'"l' rc1110\'al. 
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Figure JO. Principles of woter chlorination 
color reduction or control of difficult tastes and 
odors of organic origin are specified, free residual 
chlorine treatment usually is necessary. 
Wastes Chlorin~tion 
As for w~ter treatment, chlorine is used in 
sanitary and industrial wastes treatment to attenu-
ate or destroy biological organisms and/or to 
change the chemical character of the ~aste (see 
Figure 11). Biological c6n~rol is perhaps the most 
important application in sanitary wastes treatment, 
whereas alteration of chemical character appears 
to be the most general ~urrent . u_se, iq the industrial 
wastes t reatment field. · 
Essentially the sam·e factors influencing water 
chlorination practice apply to. wastes chlorination. 
Because free residual chlorination is seldom accom-
plisjied, wastes disinfection is a relative matter: 
complete destruction of bacteria of sanitary signifi-
cance is rarely an objective. Moreover: in sariitar~· 
wastes and especially in certain industrial wastes, 
a far greater variety and number of organisms 
usually are involved. 
Settleable organic solids in wastewaters usually 
present no special operating problems although they 
can exert a substantial chlorine demand until their 
separation and removal is accomplished. Colloidal, 
non-settleable solids, particularly those that are 
organic, present some problems. Like proteins and 
amino, acids, many of these have a distinct affinity 
for chlorine and exert a very substantial chlorine 
demand in the process of chlorine absorption and 
formation of chloro~addition products. 
Chemical reducing agents such as hydrogen 
sulfide, , sulfur dioxide, soluble sulfite salts, etc., 
which consume oxygen and may cause septic con-
ditions , are normal to many wastes. Among indus-
trial \rnstes that are strongly reducing in character 
are those from sulfite pulp mills , oil firlds and 
petroleum refineries, tannerie::<. frxtile d~·rhoui'cs. 
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Figure I I. Typical applications of chlorine in wastes treatment for resources conservation and pollution obotemenl 
and many chemical manufacturing plants. Treat-
ment of such wastes may involve their oxidation, 
in whole or in part, by chlorine. The effect is a 
reduction in waste putrescibility and oxygen re-
quired to satisfy B.O.D. 
The amount of chlorine required to carry chloro-
oxidation and chloro-addition reactions to equilib-
rium at any given time interval is a function of 
many factors, including the concentration and type 
of chlorine, chloramines, oxidizable and chlorine-
absorbing materials present. Some wastes have such 
a high chlorine demand that other treatment ap-
proaches are dictated for practical reasons. Simi-
larly, certain other wastes are unaffected by 
chlorine. Of the chemical wastes for which chlorine 
treatment is commonly employed, cyanide-contain-
ing metal-cleaning and electro-plating wastes, and 
phenol-containing gas, coke or other petrochemical 
wastes, are most outstanding. The presence of 
cyanides and phenols in untreated wastes dis-
charged to surface waters imposes a potential pub-
lic health hazard and often creates economic and 
csthetic problems of serious magnitude. These 
chemicals can be readily oxidized by rhlerine under 
certain well-defined conditions. 
Chlorine finds several applications in the treat-
ment or pretreatment of textile wastes. It may be 
used as a coagulant aid, for bleaching, B.O.D. re-
duction, septicity control, grease recovery or other 
incidental purposes. And as an adjunct to conven-
tional or modified biological treatment of food-
processing wastes, chlorine may be employed for 
::: imilar purposes. 
Finally, in the reuse of trcatrd :::r\\'age and somr 
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industrial effluents and process waters, chlorine may 
serve as a disinfectant to prevent disease transmis-
sion, to control slimes, marine and other biological 
nuisance organisms, in addition to oxidizing objec-
tional waste products. 
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FEEDING, HANDLING AND STORAGE OF CHLORINE 
ROBERT D . MANN 1 
As with any problem and its solution, the need 
for and the application of chlorine for disinfection. 
taste and odor control, etc. has a multiplicity of 
inrnlved factors. Since some of these items. arc 
complex and others are potentially dangerous, it is 
important for personnel to study and know all de-
tails of the process to gain the maximum effcctiYC-
ness for the application and to yield the maximum 
safety to operating personnel and equipment. 
The proper facilities and operating procedures 
for storage, handling and feeding of chlorine should 
never be thought of as being so commonplace that 
there is no need for either improvement or periodic 
training. 
Proper chlorination should begin "·ith building 
facilities designed for maximum conYCniencc com-
patible with maximum safety. Too man~· times 
chlorination rooms appear to be afterthoughts 
crammed into a small corner of the building 
(Fig. 1). 
Chlorine containers and the chlorine feeding 
equipment should be stored in rooms with no other 
equipment present. Since chlorine container val\"Cs 
and connections occasionally leak, this prcYCnts 
corrosion of equipment and provides safety for 
personnel in the plant. The room should be ~cces­
sible only from the outside to avoid chlorine ga~ 
entering other areas, and the door should open 
outward with a panic bar on the inside. The 
storage and equipment rooms should be equipped 
with a fan or fans at floor level to change the room 
air in 2-3 minutes, and a gas mask or masks should 
be stored outside the chlorination equipment rooms. 
An extremely desirable feature is a gas-tight ,vin-
dow between the chlorination room and the interior 
of the control building The chlorinators can then 
be placed facing the windo"-, so that operation and 
feed rate can be checked without entering the 
chlorination room. 
An adequate quantity of properly sized chlorine 
containers should, of course, be stored for read~-
1 :\lidwe:-t RPgionn l l\'fann~rr, Fi :.;1•hf'r nnd P0rtpr (',0 1npa11y, 
'.\ln~ · wood, Illinois. 
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availability. The size and quantity of these con-
tainers depend on consumption rates and availabil-
ity of cmwcnicnt suppliers, as "·ell as their ship-
ment policies. 
Chlorine under normal conditions of tempera-
ture and pressure exists as a gas, but for commer-
cial purposes it is made available as a liquid under 
pressure and packaged in various sized steel con-
tainers depending on consumption or physical fa-
cilities available. They are filled to contain a 
definite weight of chlorine, and since liquid chlorine 
expands with increasing temperatures, the volume 
of the containers is such as to allow a definite 
amount of free space to provide room for thi~ 
1000 lb 
Distribution 
pone/ 
DO 
Chlorinotors 
D 
Locate exhaust fan near 
floor on outside wolf. 
Provide louvered air in-
take ond locate to give 
cross -ventilation. 
Figure 1. Typ ical chlor inator room layout 
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expansion . This free space is equal to about 12 
per cent of the container volume when the liquid 
ch lorine is at 68° F. The liquid chlorine is shipped 
in 40, 100, 150 and 2000 pound containers, but the 
40 pound container is seldom used. The 2000 pound 
containers are shipped and stored in a horizontal 
position and have two halves. With the axis be-
tween the two halves in a vertical line, the upper 
Yalve will discharge chlorine gas and the lower 
rnlve will discharge liquid chlorine. Chlorine is 
also shipped as 15 one-ton containers mounted on 
a flatcar or a truck trailer . Chlorine is also avail-
able for larger installations in 15, 30 and 55 ton 
tank cars, and the chlorine can be withdrawn as a 
liquid from the tank car at the rate of 8,000 pounds 
per hour limit. Railroad cars, of course, require 
sidings and pressure padding of the tank by dry 
compressed air or inert gas to yield the necessary 
transporting pressure and the ton containers re-
quire heavy duty mono-rails, hoists and scales or 
chlorine flow meters. The smaller cylinders are 
most common and expensive per pound, but are the 
most convenient to handle because they can be 
moved by a single person without heavy and ex-
pensive equipment. When using the smaller con-
tainers of chlorine a depressed scale pit is extremely 
desirable for safety and ease during placing of the 
cylinders on the scale. This avoids the lifting of 
the cylinders up onto the scale platform. Another 
im·aluable aid i~ a two wheeled cylinder cart for 
transport. 
Within the container, chlorine gas exists in the 
free space above the liquid chlorine. Both the liquid 
and the gas are at the same pressure and this 
pressure is dependent upon the temperature within 
the container (Fig. 2). 
All containers are equipped with valves and, 
depending upon the relatiYe position of the con-
tainer and valve, the liquid chlorine or chlorine gas 
can be discharged from the container when the 
valve is open. When the container is positioned to 
discharge gas, ' chlorine gas leaves the container 
from the free space above the surface of the liquid. 
Simultaneously the liquid chlorine, at a uniform 
rate , changes to chlorine gas at a rate sufficient to 
replenish the quantity of gas being discharged. As 
the liquid chlorine changes to gas, it absorbs heat 
from its surroundings, which tends to lower the 
temperature of the chlorine, the container " ·a lb 
an<i thf' air !"urrounding th e rontainer. Thi ,_ rool-
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figure 2. Chlorine vapor pressure curve (from the Chlorine Manual 
published by the Chlorine Institute, lnc.J 
mg effect definitely limits the sustained rate of 
chlorine gas discharged from the container. 
When the containers are positioned to discharge 
liquid, liquid chlorine leaYes the container directly 
through the container valYe. The liquid chlorine 
is forced through the open Yalve by the pressure 
of the chlorine gas confined in the free space be-
tween the surface of the liquid chlorine and the 
walls of the container. Simultaneously the liquid 
chlorine within the container at a uniform rate 
changes into chlorine gas at a rate sufficient to 
keep the enr enlarging free space filled with gas. 
In this particular case the quantity of liquid chlo-
rine that changes to gas is negligible; therefore, 
there is no cooling effect and the rate of liquid 
discharge is limited only by th e ,: izc of the con-
t.ainf'r Yalve. 
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At present and in most operations requiring the 
use of chlorine, the general practice is to meter the 
chlorine as a gas. The sustained rate of chlorine 
gas discharge from a container is limited as already 
mentioned. For example: the sustained rate of 
chlorine gas discharged from a single 100 pound 
cylinder is 40 pounds per day; the sustained rate 
of chlorine gas discharge from a single 150 pound 
cylinder is 50 pounds per day; and the sustained 
rate of chlorine gas discharge from a single 2000 
pound container is 424 pounds per day. It :;hould 
be noted that each of these limitations is a rate 
limitation, that is, quantity per unit time. These 
limitations demonstrate why rate requirement:=: 
must always be taken into consideration " ·hen 
designing a chlorine supply system that will be 
capable of supplying the chlorine requirements 
demanded by a particular operation. 
Total chlorine requirements must never be con-
fused with rate requirements. For example, the 
total daily chlorine requirements may be only 
100 pounds; however, if this quantity is to be used 
within a two-hour period, the rate requirement is 
50 pounds per hour or 1200 pounds per cla~-. To 
calculate the feed rate capacity of a chlorinator, 
use the following equation: Flow (MGD) X 8.34 
# / Gal X Dosage (PPM) = Chlorinator Feed 
(PPD). 
In cases where the rate requirements exceed the 
discharge rate of a single container, multiple con-
tainers must be connected by a manifolding sys-
tem or, if possible, the next largest-size container 
may be used. For example, if the rate requirement 
of an operation is 240 PPD, either six 100 pound 
cylinders or five 150 pound cylinders must be 
manifolded to supply this rate, or a single ton 
container can be used to handle the job. Even-
tually, a point is reached where it becomes eco-
nomically impractical to obtain the desired chlorine 
supply in this manner. When this point is reached, 
and this may vary from one installation to another, 
a chlorine evaporator must be installed. 
For gas withdrawal it must be remembered that 
the chlorine from the container is a saturated va-
por, and a portion of this vapor will be condensed, 
if the rnpor is chilled even slightly. The presence 
of liquid chlorine in the chlorinator will seriously 
interfere with the operation of the chlorinator and 
this possibility must be avoided to a maximum 
degree. There are senra l points to be considered 
to avoid rcliquifaction of chlorine. Containers be-
ing connected to the supply system should be at a 
temperature equal to or 10\Yer than room temper-
ature. The chlorine supply line should not pass 
through any area or zone \\·hose temperature is 
lo\YCr than that of the cylinders. For example, lines 
should not pass under a window where a cold draft 
could chill the pipe. If these zones arc unavoidable , 
the chlorine lines should be insulated or heated, but 
not above 150° F. The chlorine container room 
temperature should desirably be equal to or 10\Yer 
than the temperature of the chlorinator room. 
The container should not be exposed to direct sun-
light or a radiator while connected to the supply 
system. 
One important provision, which should always 
be made, is to slope the chlorine supply gas lines 
back toward the chlorine containers. By doing 
this, any liquid chlorine that forms "·ill run back 
into the containers. If this is not possible, liquid 
ch lorine traps should be installed at the low points 
in the supply line. Each trap should be moder-
ately heated to about 5°-10° F. above the ambient 
temperature , to eYaporatc any liquid chlorine that 
may flow into it from the adjacent piping. 
The problem of liquification , within certain lim-
its, can be completely eliminated by installing a 
pressure reducing valve in the chlorine gas line~. 
By doing this, the chlorine gas pressure is reduced 
in all parts of the chlorine gas supply line on the 
downstream side of the ,·aln. For chlorine gas, as 
is the case for all gases, the particular temperature 
value below which liquification can occur decreases 
as the pressure of the gas is reduced. Therefore, 
by setting the pressure reducing valve to the desired 
pressure value, liquification can be prevented down 
to a temperature several degrees or more below 
the lowest anticipated temperature. It must al-
ways be remembered that this applies only for the 
downstream side of the valve. 
This problem of liquification must never be dis-
regarded, because it can lead to the development 
of an extremely hazardous condition in the chlorine 
supply system requiring the use of manifolded 
containers. In such cases, should an empty con-
tainer be replaced by a container whose contents 
arc a different temperature from the liquid con-
tents of the containers on the line, chlorine gas ,,·i ll 
condense and flo\Y into the containers whose con-
tents are at the lower temperature. This could 
result in filling the free space abon the surface of 
the liquid . and once full !'honlc! the container min 
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be closed, the tremendous pressure that would be 
exerted by the liquid chlorine as it absorbs heat 
from its surroun.dings could cause the container to 
burst. Therefore, it is absolutely essential that an 
empty container be replaced by a container whose 
liquid contents are the same temperature as the 
other containers on the line. And it must be re-
membered that this distillation process will occur 
\\·hether the contents in the new container placed 
in service are hotter or colder than the contents of 
the containers in the line. To prcYent this, full 
containers should be stored m the same room as 
the containers in service. 
To yield higher volumes of gas, it is desirable 
to use an artificial evaporator. An evaporator is 
a sealed metal chamber having a liquid chlorine 
inlet line and a chlorine gas outlet line. Its purpose 
is to provide the heat of vaporization to the chlo-
rine. The chamber is immersed in a water bath 
which is heated by immersion heaters, usually 
electrical , thermostatically controlled to maintain 
a constant water temperature. Evaporation can 
also be obtained by steam or by directly pumping 
hot water into the bath. In operation, liquid chlo-
rine, piped from the chlorine containers, enters the 
cYaporators, absorbs heat from the chamber wall, 
and is converted into chlorine gas, which is dis-
charged from the evaporator through the chlorine 
gas outlet at rates up to 8000 PPD or higher. In 
the light of comparison, 19 one-ton containers 
would have to be manifolded to obtain this maxi-
mum rate (Fig. 3) . 
When the chlorine gas supply is obtained from 
a chlorine evaporator, it is considered standard 
practice to install a pressure-reducing valve in the 
chlorine gas outlet line adjacent to the evaporator. 
In this case, the valve is of the type that remain" 
closed until the chlorine gas pressure in the evap-
orator on the upstream side of the valve reaches 
a prese_t value, at which time the valve opens auto-
matically. The use of this type pressure-reducing 
valve is considered a normal safety measure which 
is taken to prevent liquid chlorine from passing 
through the evaporator and into the chlorine gas 
supply line. Of course, an automatic pre~sure­
rcducing valve is not mandatory. A manual shut-
off yalve can be used instead; hO\YeYer, strict 
attention by the operator is required at all times 
when the evaporator is in operation. The auto-
matic type pressure-reducing Yake can be pneu-
rna tically, hydraulically or electrically actua terl. 
Solenoid valve 
controlled by r Rt!<Julotor-f!ller 
evaporator waler 
t both temperature Air or water To outside supply /me atmosphere Chlorme pressure reducing and 
1• relief valve 
shut-off valve 
Evaporator 
Front view 
• 1/2• drain t 1/2• make-up 
line (fns// 
wo fer recom-
mt!nded) 
Rear view 
Figure 3. Typical installation of chlorine evaporator 
The use of a pressure-reducing valve of the type 
just described serves not only as a nearly essential 
safety device, but its normal function of reducing 
the chlorine gas pressure helps prevent liquifica-
tion from occurring in the chlorine gas supply 
system. 
Since wet chlorine is extremely corrosive and 
chlorine gas is toxic in concentration, special mate-
rials must be utilized for handling. Piping for 
chlorine gas and liquid chlorine should be Schedule 
80 wrought iron, and fittings and Yalves should be 
300 pound malleable iron. The connection should 
be made with an equivalent of lithargc and glycer-
ine and never ordinary pipe dope or Permetex, 
since these serve as lubricants and not seals. The 
lines should be cleaned after installation, with 
carbon tetrachloride preferably , and dried thor-
oughly. I solating cylinder and header rnlves are 
usually bronze Chlorine Institute valves with 
monel trim, while flexible cylinder connectors and 
manifold-to-chlorinator connectors should be 500 
PSIG annealed copper tube cadmium plated. Be-
fore an~· chlorination system is put into ste ad~· 
operation. and eYery time container:' arc changed, 
the entire piping system should be checked \Yith 
ammonia. A pol~·cth~·lcne ~CJ UL'('Ze bottle i;: excel-
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as shown. however. in 
gas withdrawal systems 
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Figure 4 . Flexible connector and header for use with chlorine ton containers (chlorine gas withdrawal) 
lent, since the ammonia fumes forced out of the 
bottle will readily combine with any leaking 
chlorine to yield the t attleta le white ammonium 
chloride (Fig. 4). 
Chlorine solution feeding, the most common 
feed method, also requires special materials to han-
dle the corrosiveness of chlorine solution. Chem-
ical rubber hose is excellent, has high pressure 
ratings, is relatively inexpensi\'e, but eventuall~· 
corrodes, yields increasing head losses and must 
be supported and eventually replaced. Plastic hose 
such as polyethylene is reasonable in cost , has high 
corrosive resistance, but is difficul t to handle be-
cause of its relative rigidity. It has lower pressure 
ratings normally and must be supported. Plastic 
pipe, such as Uscoli tc, is excellent for chlorine 
solution service . It has high corrosion resistance, 
high pressure ratings, is reasonably priced and is 
relat ively self supporting. Because of the fittings, 
it is more expensive to assemble. Rubber lined and 
plastic lined steel or cast iron pipe are excellent, 
but are extremely expensive to purchase and install , 
since they must be prefabri cated and no fi eld cut-
ting of the piping is allowable. A small defect in 
the lining is disastrous since corrosion of the piping 
" ·ould resul t. 
The solu tion control Ya!Yes whi ch have gen-
erally proYen most sat isfactory are the Patent 
Saunders diaphragm ty pe Ya l\'es, which can br 
manual or automatic . 
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There are many installations where one or more 
chlorinators are alternately fed to one or more 
points. In these cases solution distribution panels 
are required. Panels may or may not have flow 
meters as required by the installation. The dis-
tribution panels are available in both plastic or 
rubber lined pipe though all types are not available 
in both materials. Meters are desirable for the 
control of flow and can be through-flow rotometers 
for small flows and by-pass rotometers for large 
flows. 
There are two general types of solution appli-
cation points: closed main and open channel. For 
a closed main the corporation cock type diffuser 
is used for the smaller chlorinators up to 2000 PPD. 
The purpose of the corporation cock is to allow the 
diffuser tube to be inserted and withdrawn without 
interference from the flow of water in the main . 
With the stopcock closed, the diffuser is inserted 
until it strikes the plug and the guard chain is 
connected. The cock is then opened and the diffuser 
is pushed into the main. For larger chlorinators 
and for concrete mains a similar but larger type 
of diffuser is used. 
This type diffuser may be made of Uscolite, 
hard rubber, silver or rubber lined and rubber cov-
ered metal pipe. The end of the pipe may be open, 
in which case it extends to the center of the main, 
or closed and the pipe perforated, in which case 
the diffuser can extend all the way across the main. 
For open channel application plastic open diffusers 
with drilled orifices are used for chlorinators with 
capacities up to 2000 PPD. For larger chlorinators 
similar diffusers made of Uscolite or rubber lined , 
rubber covered metal pipe are used. These can be 
fabricated in all types and sizes and are tailored to 
fit the specific installation requirements. 
The purpose of all diffusers is to thoroughly 
disperse the solution into the flow stream and to 
keep the solution from coming into contact with 
the walls of metal mains before it is diluted by the 
main flow stream. If the diffuser is rubber lined 
metal, it must also be rubber covered since the 
solution will also come in contact with the outer 
surface of the diffuser. 
For all installations where application is made 
against a back pressure greater than atmospheric 
pressure, a Saunders-type valve should be installed 
in the solution line, as well as a back check valve, 
so the chlorinator can be isolated for servicing. 
In some installations it is possible for the back 
Rote valve 
Chlorine gas Flow meter 
Figure 5. Chlorinator flow schematic 
pressure to be less than atmospheric, when the 
chlorinator is not in operation. One such installa-
tion is when feeding into the suction of a pump 
which has a negative suction pressure. When the 
water supply to the chlorinator ejector is stopped, 
the pump suction could hold the chlorinator under 
vacuum and thus keep the vacuum regulator from 
closing. Gas would continue to flow in this case 
and would fill the system with gas. The possibility 
can be avoided by the installation of a suction 
breaker in the solution line itself. 
Once an adequate supply of chlorine gas is pro-
vided, either directly from the chlorine containers 
or indirectly from the chlorine evaporators, the 
next two objectives that must be attained in any 
operation involving the use of chlorine gas are 
(1) regulating the rate of gas flow and (2) con-
trolling the regulated rate of flow. Both these 
objectives can be attained by installing certain 
components in the chlorine gas supply line, and 
assembling and mounting them inside a cabinet 
for protection. 
The purpose of a chlorinator is to feed a known 
controlled rate of chlorine safely to a point of 
application. Considering chlorine as any gas avail-
able under pressure, the feeding unit would consist 
of a rate control valve and a meter (Fig. 5). 
The purpose of the rate valve is to regulate the 
flow of chlorine gas through the lines; the purpose 
of the flow meter is to indicate the rate at which 
the gas is flowing . Operating this system, one 
would assume from casual observation that these 
two components are sufficient to meet the objec-
fo·es. The flow rates can be adjusted to the desired 
value, as indicated by the movement of the float 
in the flow meter, by opening or closing the rate 
,·ah-e. However, continued operation and careful 
observation would show that the po;:; ition of the 
float changes. Therefore, although the flow rate can 
be regulated, there is no control. 
After making a study of the problem of no 
control, it \\"Ould be found that the flow rate 
through the valve is dependent upon hrn factors: 
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t 1) the rate rnlve opening and (2) the relative 
chlorine gas pressures on the upstream and down-
stream side of the va!Ye, commonly referred to as 
the differential pressure across the seat of the rate 
Yalve. 
Referring to the Figure 6, it is observed that 
the pressure P, is the pressure of the chlorine gas 
in the supply line, while pressure P2 is the pressure 
of the chlorine gas at the discharge outlet in the 
system. Studying this system for a moment, and 
a>'suming the absence of a pressure reducing valve, 
this study will reveal the fact that pressure P, will 
,·ary as the temperature of the container \'aries 
and pressure P 2 will Yary as the pressure at the 
outlet yaries. Therefore, the relative pre;;:sures var~· 
and the differential pre;;:sure arras;: the seat of the 
rate vain, P, - P 2 , also yarics. Although a pres-
sure-reducing valve installed in the chlorine gas 
suppl~· line \YOuld maintain the pressure P, con-
stant, it has no effect on the outlet pressure P2. 
Since pressure P 2 varies, the differential pressure 
P, - P 2 varies and as before, there is no control. 
Realizing the causes of no control, it is a simple 
matter to take the steps necessary to correct them. 
The steps are two in number: first, to place a 
metering pressure controller in the chlorine gas 
supply line ahead of the flow meter, and second, 
place a differential pressure controller across the 
seat of the rate valve. These are shown in Figure 6. 
The purpose of the metering pressure controller 
i" to maintain the chlorine gas supply pressure 
constant. :Normally, this provision would not have 
to be made for chlorine supply systems equipped 
with a pressure-reducing valve; however, the na-
ture of the chlorine gas requires this controller to 
have a special function. 
The purpose of the differential pressure control-
ler is to maintain the differential pressure, P, - P2. 
across the seat of the rate vain constant. The 
controller accomplishe::; this by maintaining the 
pressure P 2 on the downstream side of the rate 
Ya Ive (between the rate valve and the controller) 
constant. Ho\\·enr, the action of the controller is 
such that it automatically and instantaneous]~· ad-
justs the pressure, P 2 , relatin to the pressure P, 
to maintain the differential pressure P, - P 2 con-
stant, if the pressure P, on the upstream side of thr 
rate Ya!ve should for any reason yary s li ght!~· frorn 
it;;: pre-set controlled Yaluc. 
Continued operation and careful observation of 
this sy;;:tcm would shm,· that the flm,· rate ran br 
regulated b~· manually adjusting the rate vah·r 
opening, and further, ' that this flow rate, as indi-
cated by the position of the float in the flo\\' meter. 
remains constant. Therefore, the system mrets thr 
objectins providing the mean:; for metering chlo-
rine gas at a controlled and regulated rate from 
=-upply to sen·ire. In c;o:sence. then. this is a gas 
flo\Y regulator. 
Although the system is mechanically sound 
from a flmy control standpoint, there are two fa<'rt=-
that have been neglected. One i:; related to bark 
pre;:sure; the other i::; related to safct~·. 
The pressure factor invoh·es the back prr:'f'ure 
at the point of app lication. l~p to this point in thr 
di:::cussion, it has been assumed that this bark 
pressure is zero, that is, the discharge is to the 
atmosphere. In practice, ho\\·evcr, the chlorinator 
is used to apply chlorine gas directly to either 
\\'ater or industrial waste \Yaters, and in most in-
stances the back pressure at the point of applica-
tion is considerably greater than the atmospheric 
pressure. Actually, the system in its present dc,:ign 
stage will provide a controlled and regulated f!o\\· 
of chlorine gas up to a back pressure just short 
of the pressure of ch lorine gas in the chlorine ga:; 
supply line. This ii:; made pos;:iblc by the use of 
the differential pressure controller. However, \\·hen 
the back pressure exceeds the chlorine gas supply 
pressure, water will flo\\' back from the point of 
application and flood the chlorination system. Ac-
tually, this in itself i;: no great problem since it 
can be controlled by placing a pump in the chlorine 
gas supply line to overcome the back pressure. 
Before proceeding \\'ith thi:;. the safety factor 
should be taken into consideration. 
The safety factor involns the fact that chlorine 
is an extremely toxic substance. Therefore, op-
erating the :oystem ,\'ith ch lorine gas confined under 
greater than atmo,:pheric 1)l·e,;;,;;urc is dangerou5. 
If for any rea:'on the s~·stcm should develop a leak. 
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toxic chlorine gas would be released to the sur-
roundings. To prevent this possibility, the pressure 
of the chlorine gas within the system must be re-
duced to below that of normal atmospheric pres-
~urc. By doing this, air will rush into the system 
~hould a leak develop during the course of opera-
tion. Operating the system under a partial vacuum 
requires that the metering pressure controller, the 
first component in the sy tern, actually serve as a 
,·acuum regulator. This special function referred 
to earlier in this di~cussion, requires that this con-
troller be an integral part of the chlorinator. 
A water jet ejector is used to create the vacuum. 
Placed on the discharge line, it can be sized to 
create the desired vacuum and at the same time 
sized to discharge at a pressure sufficient to over-
come the back pressure at the point of application. 
Certain properties of chlorine actually dictate this 
course of action. 
One property that must be considered is the 
limited solubility of chlorine gas in water, this 
being approximately one per cent at normal water 
temperatures. The ejector mixes the chlorine gas 
"·ith the water at the point of application. Another 
property that must be considered is the highly cor-
rosin nature of wet chlorine gas. Since the dis-
charge line from the ejector is in contact with the 
'rnter to provide mixing, water vapor exists in this 
line - particularly at periods of shut-down. It is 
not difficult to build a water jet ejector from ma-
terials which are resistant to attack by both wet 
chlorine gas and concentrated chlorine solution, the 
latter being formed in the ejector assembly. The 
only practical choice, from the standpoint of over-
all simplicity, reduced total cost, and corrosion re-
sistance, is to use the water jet ejector to create 
the vacuum. 
In this component, the operating vacuum is 
ereated by the flow of water through the ejector 
by restricting the passage way and thus reducing 
the pressure. It is at this point that the chlorine 
is mixed \Yith the \rntcr, being discharged as chlo-
rine solution. Since the discharge is usually atmos-
pheric pressure or higher, and the gas entering the 
rjcctor i;;; under partial vacuum, there is a tendency 
for the chlorine solution and any entrained gases 
to fto\Y back into the gas system of the chlorinator 
at a nlocity that depends upon the back pressure. 
Therefore, it is necessary for the 'rntrr to leave the 
rjrctor nozzlr at a wlorit>· rxrerdinµ: the bark 
flmv nlorit>-. Thi~ wlorit>· i~ arhif'\WI lw n rathN 
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Figure 7. Chlorinotor llow schematic 
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large pressure drop across the nozzle and generally 
~peaking, the absolute (Gage+ 15) water supply 
pressure must be between two and one-half and 
three times the absolute (Gage+ 15) back pressure. 
Finally, to make the chlorinator fool-proof, 
both from a safety and operational standpoint, two 
additional components must be added. These are 
a pressure relief valve and a vacuum breaker 
(Fig. 7). Figure 7, which represent the completed 
manually operated chlorinator, shows these two 
components along with the water jet ejector 
sketched into the system. 
The purpose of the pressure relief valve is to 
nnt the system to the atmosphere outside the 
operating area in the event that chlorine gas under 
a pressure greater than the pre-set value enters the 
system. This could be caused by a dirty or sticking 
metering pressure controller (solids) or by liquid 
chlorine entering the system and vaporizing, caus-
ing a positive pressurization. 
The purpose of the vacuum breaker is to admit 
air to the system in the event that vacuum builds 
up in the system beyond the desired rnlue. With-
out the vacuum breaker component, a condition of 
excess vacuum could occur during either operation 
or shut-down. The cause and effect of excess vac-
uum arc: first, if during operation. the chlorine 
gas supply should be exhausted, or shut off, exec:,;~ 
vacuum \YOuld build up rapidly within the srtem. 
In this e\·ent, the differential pressure controllrr 
would open up "·idc in an attempt to pas~ enough 
gas to maintain the diffrrcntial prc~~ure arro,;:s thl' 
scat of the rate valve. At the same time, the 
metering pressure controller would al,;:o open "·ide 
in an effort to maintain the control pressure. Thus. 
1111clrr the~f' condition~. thr rntirr ~'Arm. inrluding 
t lw rh lori1w ga::: :::11pplY ~~·~tf'rn. i~ opf'n to t lw 
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'rnter being chlorinated. Since the flow of chlorine 
gas under this condition \rnuld become ::: tatic , \\·ater 
vapor would dissolve in the chlorine gas present in 
the system. Under these equilibrium conditions. 
the \Yater vapor would rapidly penetrate the entire 
system, and therefore, the chlorine gas supply pip-
ing as well as the chlorine containers could be sub-
jected to the highly corrosin \Yet chlorine ga~. 
The piping and components of a properly dcf' igncd 
chlorinator could withstand this exposure since 
they are constructed of materials resistant to at-
tack; however, the piping and components of the 
liquid or the chlorine gas supply system arc con-
structed of materials suitable for dry chlorine scn·-
ice only and would suffer extensiYe corrosion dam-
age. Even v;orse, in the event the water supply to 
the ejector would be turned off under this high 
vacuum condition and the ejector back check vake 
could leak, as any valve can, the entire system 
would be flooded with water. If it should occur in 
spite of all precautions, provisions should be made 
to drain this back flooding water out of the chlo-
rinator before any of the control components come 
in contact with the water. Normally , before the 
flooding of the system occurs the vacuum breaker 
opens, admitting air to the system upstream of the 
rate valve. The air flows through the rate valve 
and the differential controller to the \Yater jet 
ejector being discharged into the water treatment 
process. The flow of air at high velocity across the 
differential pressure controller valve seat effectively 
prevents water vapor from entering the system. It 
should be noted that the vacuum breaker is placed 
in the system on the downstream side of the flow 
meter, and in this arrangement the zero flow posi-
tion of the float will indicate that the suppl ~· of 
chlorine gas has been exhausted. 
As a final note, it should be mentioned that all 
chlorinator components, including the interconnect-
ing piping, must be constructed of materials which 
are resistant to attack by both dry and \Yet chlo-
rine gas. The development of certain specialized 
plastics and metals has been a boon to operators 
of chlorinating equipment, since the materials arc 
virtuall~· inert to corrosive action. Other materials 
which arc used in chlorination equipment arc g!af:s , 
Hastclloy "C" steel, sikcr, tantalum, Koroscal , 
Teflon, Kell-£, etc. 
The water supply lines to the chlorinators 
,;hould always have a shut-off vah·c included. It 
ran he manna\, f:Olenoirl oprrated or motor opcratrd 
for start-;.; top scffice. In large lines, \\·here large 
flo11·s arc involwd , a slmwr-closing motor-operated 
min will help to limit \Yater hammer. 
There arc man~· f:peeial type" of control for 
('hlorinaton: other than manual. Thef'e increase the 
initial cost, but ~-ield around the clock results with-
out the need of conf'tant attention. The manual 
units ' feed rate is , of rour:::c, manually adjusted b~· 
operating personnel. 
Another type of control unit is the Step Flm1· 
Control Chlorinator. There arc actually brn typr:-
of step flO\Y control chlorinators and the first is the 
;:cmi-automatic or start-stop unit. There arc oc-
casion:o when it is desirable to start the chlorinator 
\\·hen some other device starts or at some specific 
time or times of the da~· and then stop the unit. 
A common case is with the deep well pump and 
'rnter standpipe with a float switch in the stand-
pipe, \Yhich starts the deep well pump on ]my 
level and stops it on high level. Since the deep 
\Yell pump capacity is essentially conf'tant \Yhilc it 
i:; running, the chlorine flO\Y rate :;hould be ron-
f'tant. " ·hen the pump startf: or stops, the chlo-
rinator starts or f'tops due to the starting or stop-
ping of the chlorinator ejector water flow. 
In some cases \Yater may be available from a 
:::cparate source at sufficient pressure to operate the 
chlorinator. In this cnnt, a po\\·er operated valw 
in the water supply line can be opened and closed 
to start and stop the chlorinator. Thi::: valve is best 
operated by electricity to avoid the necessity of 
compressed air. These vah·cs are operated hy a 
f'ingle-pole double-throw switch and if not avail-
able a single-pole double-throw relay can be fur-
nif'hcd to obtain this action. If the chlorinator if' 
to operate in conjunction \Yith the deep \Yell pump 
the relay can be actuated by the pump starter with 
the relay coil parallel with the pump starter hold-
ing coil or energized through a spare interlock 
contact on the pump starter. A remote switch of 
any sort such as a float S\Yitch, pressure switch, 
etc., could start and stop the unit. 
It may be required to start and f'top the chlo-
rinator at certain specific times of the da~-. Thif' 
method is used for shock treatment of po1Ycr plant 
condenser cooling water. In this eYcnt, a timer can 
be furnished to open and close the electric motor 
operated water supply ,·alve, and it can be adjusted 
to turn the chlorinator on the required number of 
timr,.: }H'r rlaY nnrl krrp t11c· chlorinntor in OfH'l':t-
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tion from zero to 100 per cent of the time between 
starts. 
There \\'ill al~o be cases where water is not 
aYailable under sufficient pressure to operate the 
chlorinator. In these cases a booster pump will be 
required to raise the pressure of the available water 
to a rnlue sufficient to operate the chlorinator. In 
moi,:t cases, a turbine pump is used because of its 
high head, lo\Y capacity characteristics. The chlo-
rinator can be started and stopped by starting and 
::;topping the pump. 
Another popular automatic control system is the 
multiple rate control chlorinator. There are instal-
lations where the water from more than one pump 
is to be chlorinated, and because the pumps may 
be of different capacities and/ or are pumping water 
requiring different chlorine treats, it may be nec-
essary to feed different amounts of chlorine for 
each pump. A typical installation may consist of 
four pumps pumping water into a standpipe, which 
is equipped with a four level control float switch. 
The multiple rate chlorinator can, of course, be 
operated by any set of remote switches which could 
in any manner dictate the chlorine flow rate. 
Probably the most popular type of automati-
cally controlled chlorinator is the throttled flow 
rate unit. There are many cases where automatic 
,:tart-stop or multiple rate chlorinators are not 
acceptable and a range of flow of chlorine is 
required. 
Due to the remote location of a chlorinator 
from the point where the effect of chlorination is 
determined, a chlorinator whose flow can be con-
trolled from this remote control point may be re-
quired. Such a chlorinator is known as remote set. 
The remote set chlorinator is basically a man-
ual chlorinator with an electric or a pneumatic 
diaphragm-operated rate valYe in parallel with the 
manual rate Yalve, and this rate vah·e is controlled 
by Yarying the remote manual loading station. A 
predictable program cam can signal this type chlo-
rinator by acting as the remote control signal into 
the chlorinator. This is used in cases where the 
chlorine flow requirements can be predicted, but 
not determined by any measurable variable, such 
as flo\\'. 
There arc installations \\'herr the chlorine flo\\· 
rcquiremrnts arc proportional to the main \rnter 
Hern·, and the main \\·atrr flmy rate i~ measurable. 
For these installations an auto111atic proportioning 
h·JH' of c·hlorinator i,.; u~<'d. \\·hic·h lins lorn] nr 
remote dosage control. The transmitted signal to 
the chlorinator can be vacuum, pneumatic, time 
duration, pulse frequency electrical, slide wire elec-
trical, etc. from the various type flow meters. 
There are many different type flow meters used 
to measure the flow in the line to be chlorinated but 
most arc modifications of the following basic types: 
A) Magn etic meter: measures flo\\' by generating an 
electrical signal proportional to flo\\· and does not 
restrict the flo\\'. B) Differential pressure meter: 
consists of a restriction in the flow line. Venturis, 
orifice plates, flow tubes, nozzles, etc. fall into this 
category. Various types of instruments, such as 
mercury manometers, mercuryless bellows meters, 
force balance D/P cell, bypass rotameter, etc., can 
be used for metering this differential pressure. 
C) Level type meter: consisting of an open chan-
nel with a restriction, which causes the level in the 
channel to change with the flow. These include 
Parshall Flumes, rectangular and V notched weirs, 
nozzles, etc. These changing levels can be sensed 
by moving float units or by bubbler units. The 
bubbler merely pumps air down into the channel 
or tank and by changes in back pressure indicates 
the changing level. D) Propeller meter: a pro-
peller mons by the passage of the flow, and gen-
erates a pulse frequency, electrical signal. 
The main line flow meter transmitters, magnetic 
meters, static and bypass manometers can all be 
equipped with vacuum, pneumatic or electrical 
transmitters. The D/ P cell transmits a pneumatic 
;;ignal. 
The rnoYing float Je,·el instrument can haYe 
nlcuum , pneumatic, time impul::;c or electric trans-
mitters. The bubbler Jeni instrument can have a 
pneumatic transmitter onl~·. The propeller meter 
can have a Yacuum. pneumatic or electrical tran~­
rnitter. 
One of the more sophisticated types of control. 
"·hich is coming into popularit~· "·ith the adnnt of 
more reliable analytical equipment. is the combinn-
tion signal control chlorinator. The ba::;ic unit i,.; 
a ratio control :;ystcm. In automatic proportioning 
the main line flmy transmitter dictates the chlorinr 
fto\\· rate. but thrre i,_.; no report back of chlorine 
fto\Y rate to determine if the chlorine fto\\· ratr ha;; 
follo\\'ed the dictates of the tran,.;mitter. In a ratio 
control ~:-:>tern the main ftmy line i,; rquipped 1Yith 
a flow tran;:;mitter and the fto\\· ~ignal i~ trans-
1nittcd tu a ratio controller. 
Jn thr c·hlorinator n m<'trr j,.; in,.;tallf'd in the' 
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Ch/orinolor 
Dosage control valve 
for proportioning 
action 
Maximum transmission 
dis/once recommended 
1000 feet 
Air supply 
Power 
supply 
Air supply 
Residual chlorine onoly zer 
~-- Or. other pneumatic 
transmission device 
Parshall flume or weir Air supply 
Power supply 
Power supply 
.----b:H--,_ Air supply 
Flowme/er 
Magnetic flowme/er 
0 
Orifice plate, venturi. 
flow nozzle, etc. 
Figure 8. Schematic of pneumatic automatic proportioning system 
with pneumatic residual chlorine control 
chlorine gas line and a flow signal is also tran,.:-
mitted to the ratio controller. 
In the ratio controller the two signals are com-
pared and a signal to contro l the chlorine flO\\. rate 
is sent to a rate YalYe in parallel with the manual 
rate \·alYC in the chlorinator. In this manner, the 
\Yater and chlorine flows arc compared \\·ith the 
dosage set on the ratio selection dial, and the 
chlorinator Yaried to bring the ch lorine flO\\. to its 
proper Yalue. 
Another system is a combination of flo\Y and 
the signal from a residual chlorine analyzer. The 
flow transmitter signal and the residual analyzer 
signal can be fed separately into the chlorinator 
nr 111ultiplicd together to rompcn,.:ate for flO\\" and 
<"hlorinc demand requirelllcnts. Thi" i:;; general!~· 
lllo,.:t applicable to \rater since ,.:('\\·age pre~ent,.: 
111rrn~· problc111,.: nf "olid:-: and rhcmical interfering 
:-:11b:-:tancc::: \Yhieh affert tlic re:::idual signal. Ho\Y-
cn·r. equipment ha;;: been in:::talled on both t>·pe:; 
of ;;:en·ice. The initial co:;t of thi;;: t~·pe of equip-
111cnt i::: expen:::iYC. but the ;;:ayings o\·er the long 
length of time on chlorine can nHrnY time:-: justif~· 
the expen,.:e. \Ye forc,.:ec the time \\·hen continuou:-: 
1word:' of chlorine rc,:idual \\·ill be required in 
many area,;; in the country (Fig. 8). 
Another t~·pe of "pccialized control is the f!O\Y 
and ORP analyzer ~ignals. The flO\\" ;;:ignal ancl the 
ORP signal can be fed "cparatel~· into the chlorin-
ator or multiplied together to rol!lpensatc for f!O\\. 
and chlorine demand requirement:::. Since ORP 
measures the relative concentration" of the oxidized 
and reduced percentages of a sub~tance, this unit 
is not applicable to chlorine residual anal~·zing, 
since an encl point is reached and actua l re;;:iclua l 
is not measured. This t~·pc of :::~·"tem is extremely 
applicable to sewage plant prechlorination to help 
eliminate odor problems and reduce plant load due 
to up-plant septic condition,.:. 
Although the cost of chlorination is a "mall 
percentage of the total plant cost. its contribution 
to the owr a ll processing i::; extremely important 
from the public safety standpoint. Becau;;:c of the 
\·irtual necessit~· of chlorination it is extrcme!Y 
important to: knO\\. the proce:'~ both in its aclyan-
tages and limitation": train per~onnel in safety 
procedures and proper maintenance of equipment; 
Jiayc the proper ph:nical facilities for storing, han-
dling and feeding cl(lrine; and, finally, make a 
careful ana l~·sis of "~·stem requirements for special 
,.:torage, handling and feeding control to get maxi-
mum Yalue for money spent. 
If these thing" arc safofaetorily done , this por-
tion of ~·our t reatment process should y ield the 
maximum confidence in safety and operation. 
THE GERMICIDAL EFFICIENCY OF SILVER, IODINE 
AND QUATERNARY AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS 
CEc1L ·w. CHAMBERs1 
In selecting a germicide for water treatment, 
certain criteria are important. The effect of pH, 
various ions, organic matter, temperature, and 
other chemical and physical factors on the micro-
bicidal effici ency of the active agent are major 
considerations. Compatibility with chemicals nec-
essary to other phases of treatment of the water 
supply should also be weighed. Are convenient and 
accurate methods available for determining the 
concentration of germicide applied? I s the concen-
tration shown by the test indica tive of the germi-
cidal efficiency? Are the life span and effectiveness 
of the residual predictable? If laboratory data arc 
submitted in support of the use of a germicidal 
agent, they should be evaluated or interpreted by 
someone familiar with the problems of testing such 
materials for use in water. Finally, having satis-
fied the technical criteria, is the cost in terms of 
equipment, space, and material acceptable? 
i\fost of this discussion will be devoted to silver, 
quaternary ammonium compounds and iodine, with 
brief coverage of chlorine dioxide, bromine and 
ultraviolet light. 
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT IU .V.l 
The use of this disinfectant is limited to special 
situations where other methods arc not considered 
feas ible. Because nothing is added to the \Yater 
there is a minimum possibility of taste and odor 
problems, but no protective residual germicide i:-3 
provided. 
Personnel working where U.V. is used must be 
protected from prolonged exposure to its emana-
tions because severe "sunburn" can occur. Protec-
tion of the eyes is particularly important. The 
. .\merican Medical Association has suggested tol-
erance limits for exposure to U.V. 
The germicidal effect of U.V. is mostly limited 
i In charge of Bactcrici<lnl Sturlic~ uf Ucrmici drs l~cscarcl~ llrnnch, 
Di,·ision of \Yater Supply and P ollution Control, U. S: Puhhc _H ealth 
~t:n· ii·e , Hobert A. Taft S:\nitary Engi11t·t>r111g Ct·nh'r, C11u·1n11at 1, Ohio. 
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to the output of wa,·clcngths in the vicinity of 
2570 Angst rom units. It is a good germicidal agent. 
but its success ful use depends on adequate engi-
neering to assure that sufficient U.V. energy ac-
tuallv reaches the desired point of application. The 
gern;icidal efficiency of the tubes decreases with use 
because the glass gradually loses its transmission 
effi ciency. The light output should be determined 
at regular intervals with U.V. meters designed for 
the proper u·avelength. The cold cathode tubes 
han better life expectancy and are less prone to 
blacken at low temperatures. Tubes should be 
cleaned frequently. 
U.V. light will not penetrate most materials and 
has onlv limited ability to penetrate clear water. 
The wa.ter to be trea ted must be free of turbidity 
and color. Ordinary glass should not be interposed 
between the water and light :;:ource because it 
filters out most of the rays of germicidal wave-
lengths. If immersion type tubes are used , par-
ticular care must be taken to remon any deposit ~ 
that form on the glass. 
The cost of using U.V. i:; difficult to relate to 
the price of chlorine, but it appears that the cost 
of current alone would be many times that of 
:;ufficient chlorine to do the same job. 
CHLORINE DIOXIDE 
Chlorine dioxide (Cl02 ) is one of the newer 
halogen disinfectants that liave shown promise for 
use in water treatment. It is a powerful oxidizing 
agent and has a pronounced capacity to eliminate 
certain types of tastes and odors.OJ In many simi-
la r situations, especiall~· " ·here phenols arc present . 
chlorine, while an excel lent gcnnicidc. frequent!~· 
aggravates the ta~te and odor problem. 
Chlorine dioxide is un~table, extremely rnrro-
sin, and a definite explosion haza rd has to be 
considered. Expo~ure to light , clcrntion of storage 
temperature, or contact \Yith organic matter ean 
result in a violent explo,,ion. Sodiu111 chluritr 
(XnClOJ , from \Yhich tl1e gn~ i ~ u ;: u:tll~- generated. 
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i" also explosiw. The cxplo:"iYCne~s i,.: rradil:-.· con-
trolled by dilution with inert gases. 
Chlorine dioxide is an excellent germicide, <1 • 2> 
but it has not beeen possible to establish valid 
germicidal criteria for it s U="C because of the lack 
of an adequate method for accurately determining 
low residual concentrations of the actin agent. 
Because it is such a strong oxidizing agent, more 
CI02 than chlorine may be required to purify pol-
luted waters. 
Factors other than the co:::t of the chemical;:: 
used may govern the expense of water treatment. 
Here, however, only cost of materials is considered. 
The cost of NaCl02 and Cb required to produce 
one pound of Cl02 is about 13 times as great as 
that of one pound of Cl2. 
BROMINE 
An outsider feels presumptuous in coming to 
Illinois to discuss the use of bromine. The work 
done by the Illinois Department of Health relating 
to bromination of swimming pools is well known. <3 > 
Only a review of a few basic factors will be at-
tempted here. 
Bromine is a liquid at atmospheric pressure and 
is safer to handle than chlorine. It produces fumes 
which are very irritating and the liquid causr:; 
severe burns. It is a good germicidal agent and 
effective tests are available for determining resid-
ual concentrations. As \Yith chlorine, the amine 
form is produced when ammonia is present, and the 
breakpoint phenomenon has been demonstrated. 
Bromine and monobromamine are considered nearly 
equal in bactericidal properties and essentiall:-.· 
equal to free chlorine at comparable pH.(4> Some 
of the advantages given for using bromine in s\\·im-
ming pools are: (1) it is easier to feed and not as 
hazardous to store as chlorine; (2) the bactericidal 
efficiency of bromamines, formed under pool condi-
tions, is much greater than that of chloramine;;.:; 
(3) apparent freedom from complaints of eye irri-
tation; and ( 4) odors are not troublesome . Liquid 
bromine costs approximately 3.5 times as much as 
chlorine. 
QUATERNARY AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS 
Physical and Chemical Characteristics 
Quaternary ammonium compounds (Q.A.C.) 
have been known since 1916. These preparations 
are surface-active cationic compounds which ionize 
i 11 \YH trr; th(' long r h ai 11 pa rt of the moleru I(' 
rnrric:; the positive chargc. 
Q.A.C. 's are obtainable a;;: liquids or solids. 
They lo\\·er the surface tcn:oion of \rnter , and tend 
to foam profuse!:-.· unless high!:-.· diluted. They arc 
stable at ordinary temperature;:: , and in use con-
centrations arc not u,.:ually irritating in contact 
\\·ith skin or mucou;;.: ;;.:urfaccs. In general , they arc 
not considered corrosiw in surh concentrations. 
The~· arc frequently markctcd a,.: ,.:trong :;:tock solu-
tion;:: and in thc;;.:c concentrations glass or other 
rcsi,.:tant container,.: ,.:ueh a,.: ,.:tainle"'" stee l or moncl 
metal arc considcrcd ncccssar~·. Because of objec-
tionable flavors, and po:::;:iblc toxic effects, they 
han not been scriou;;.:ly con,.:idcrcd for use in drink-
ing water. The Food and Drug Administration 
does not permit their u!'e in milk and food prod-
ucts. The present r.s. Public Hcalth SerYicc atti-
tude indicates that it i,; unlikely that they \multi 
be acceptable in drinking \rater. i:.i The~· ha n 
been sugge;:ted for use to control algae in s1,·i111-
ming pools. Another u;::c for " ·hirh they han brrn 
advocated is prcnntion of gro\Yth;;.: in cooling :=:)·s-
tem water. Because of these \rnter-rclated appli-
rations. interc:-t in the bactericidal activit)· of 
(~.A.C'. for thr;;;e and ;:imilar 11:::c::: i;: inrrca;;.:ing. 
Tests for Residual Q.A.C. 
Treatment with Q.A.C. differs from halogens. 
;;.:uch as chlorine, bromine or iodine. With the 
halogens the elemental form, the hydrolysis prod-
ucts of its reaction with \Yatcr . or the )I-halogen 
compound formed therein, i,.: usually the actin 
germicidal principle to be con;;.:idercd. The quanti-
tatin determination of the germicide pre;;cnt i~ 
related to the measurement of one or more of thc::;r 
forms. For example. chlorine might be determined 
a,.: hypochlorous acid and/ or chloraminc. In any 
c\·ent. the measurement ,,·otild be essentially a ti-
tration of the amount of chlorine present. With 
rhlorine, the amount of the Yariou,.: forms found 
can be direct!:-.· interpreted in terms of germicidal 
efficiency. In the case of Q.A.C .. there is no such 
common denominator because each Q.A.C. is a 
distinct chemical entity with specific germicidal 
properties and therefore different from the rest. 
Some of these compounds arc much more efficient 
than others, and the degree to which they are af-
fected by different waters rnries \Yiclc ly. 
The lack of an adequate te,.:t for residual 
Q.A.C. has been a problem. \Yhcn a Q .. .\.C . 'rn" 
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added to buffered distilled water and to tap water 
in parallel bactericidal tests, a much higher con-
centration of germicide was required to produce a 
specified per cent kill in the tap water. Chemical 
tests for residual Q.A.C. reflected the amounts orig-
inally added to the water but did not necessarily 
bear a direct relation to the germicidal effect. <sl 
It has been stated that there is no known chem-
ical test that will measure correlation between the 
bactericidal efficiency and residual of Q.A.C. in 
different waters. <n Tests are available for some 
indication of the presence or absence of uncombined 
Q.A.C. at levels of 150 to 200 p.p.m. With regard to 
one widely used compound, a recent communication 
indicated <sl that until a titration or other procedure 
to determine a wide range of Q.A.C. in a field test 
can be devised, such methods should be considered 
for a "yes or no" determination. Of another com-
pound it has been reported that the presence of a 
2.0 p.p.m. residual can be determined, but whether 
this was uninhibited germicidal Q.A.C. or total ac-
tive agent added is not indicated. Milk sanitation 
guidelines providing for the application of Q.A.C. 
in the absence of a satisfactory residual test are 
stated in the suggested Milk Ordinance and 
Code. <9 l The conditions require concentrations of 
!'equestering agents which would not appear desir-
able or economically feasible where large volumes 
of water are to be treated. The problems related to 
a test for residual Q.A.C. increase enormously in 
application of 1 to 5 p.p.m. concentrations, sug-
gested for control of algae in swimming pools. 
Research on development of a satisfactory test for 
residual Q.A.C. is continuing. 
Before use by anyone charged with the respon-
sibility of protecting the health of the public 
through the use of Q.A.C., any such test should be 
evaluated by parallel germicidal tests, with con-
centrations of the Q.A.C. considered for use in 
practice, in buffered distilled water and in a va-
riety of different waters in which it will be used. 
The bactericidal test suggested in the Milk Ordi-
nance and Code< 10l has been extensively used for 
testing germicides fo r water treatment. The chem-
ical test should measure concentrations of Q.A.C. 
related to the bactericidal effect and not merely 
reflect the amount of germicide originally added. 
An example would be a chlorine test in which the 
bactericidal effect is directly related to the post-
breakpoint residual but not to the total chlorine 
originally applied. 
Germi-
cide 
Tobie 1 
Effect of Different Waters on Q.A.C. 
Results Obtained at Room Temperature 
Buffered Cincinnati Norwood Tap 
Distilled Tap 
ppm Required to Kill All E. coli in Minutes 
25 125 1 2 5 
Q.A.C.+ 
Detergent 30 30 5 500 400 400 15,000+ 15,000+ 15_.000+ 
Q.A.C. 
Only 10 2.5 100 80 50 140 120 40 
Effect of Environmental Conditions 
The bactericidal efficiency of Q.A.C. is markedly 
affected by environment. It increases with temper-
ature. The germicidal efficiency of most Q.A.C. 
currently on the market increases with pH in the 
range 7.0 to 8.5 or 9.0. However, there are excep-
tions to this statement, <sl and new products are 
continually being developed. There is currently on 
the market one compound with efficiency reported 
to be unaffected by wide variations in pH. 
The efficiency of Q.A.C. can be affected to an 
enormous degree by the nature of additives used 
in preparing a formulation. In a series of tests, 
equal concentrations of a given Q.A.C. as pure 
active agent and as a combined detergent sanitizer 
were examined under parallel conditions. Results 
obtained in these tests are presented in Table 1. 
In one water the germicidal effect of the Q.A.C. 
was almost eliminated by the inclusion of the de-
tergent: the efficiency of the cationic germicide 
had largely been nullified by compounding with an 
anionic detergent. Soaps also interfere, and in 
swimming pool use it may be necessary to consider 
these facto rs. 
Effect of Different Waters 
In an early investigation of Q.A.C., interference 
of different tap waters with the germicidal action 
of these compounds was noted. O ll It \ms deter-
mined that the interference reaction observed took 
place rather rapidly and did not progress to any 
appreciable degree in tests extending over a 24-
hour period. 
In a later study 02l the effect of hardness and 
other mineral components was extensinly investi-
gated. Severe interference with bactericidal action 
was obsernd in hard water. In these waters the 
calcium and magnesium were mostly present as 
bicarbonate. Boiling for two hours resulted in a 
;::ignificant reduction in interference. This could be 
clue either to precipitation of calcium and/ or mag-
nesium as carbonates or to destruction of bicar-
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Tobie 2 
Effect of Ho rd ness o n Q .A.C.'' 
.'>0 pp111 pll Per Cent of E. roli Sur-
Q .. .\.C. Initial Final yj\· in~ at 22° C . Aftrr (minute:-o) 
2 IO 
~IgSO. 8 . I 7 .3 85 22 0 .076 
~I1tCh 8 .9 8 . 2 90 24 0 . 10 
~li< ( llCO,), 8 .3 8 .3 11 0 8.i 0 .0003 
Caso, 8 .2 7 .) 81 49 2 .3 
Ca Ch 8 .3 8 .0 92 fi8 6 6 
Ca ( I-ICOah 7 .4 7 .4 77 48 R.V 
:-la llCOa 7 .5 7 .v 0 
n .-\II :-'nlutions are c>qui\·nlent to 375 pp1n CuCO:i in distill1·d w :i t1· r . 
bonatc=-. Q .. .\.C.'s \Yerc tr=-trd in di=-tillcd \rntl'r 
containing 375 p.p.rn. of calcium birarbonatf' 
I Ca (HC0 3 ) 2 ), 375 p.p.rn. of magnc=-ium biC'arbon-
ate Olg(HC03 ) 2 ), and also \Yith an cquirnlent 
amount of bicarbonate as the sodium =-alt. The 
data obtained in these tests indicate that bi-
carbonate did not cause the interference. 
Is there a difference in the effect of permanent 
hardness and temporary (bicarbonate) hardnc~s? 
These factors \Yere cYaluatcd in the laboratory b:> 
preparing synthetic waters containing 375 p.p.m. of 
hardness as ).lgSO., ).lgCl2, CaSO., CaCl2, respe<'-
tiYely. The results indicate that a unit of hardnc=-=-
i,: essentially a unit of interference regardlc=-s of thl' 
nature of the hardnes:3 I Table 2), as \\"US later C'On-
firmcd in field studic:-; \Yith natural \\·atcr:-; contain-
ing permanent hardnes;;. The effect of naturnll~· 
occurring alkaline \Yater=- was also examined. 1 n 
=-uch a water haYing a total hardness of 8 p.p.11i. 
and mineral content of 252 p.p.rn., the germicidal 
efficienc~· of Q.A.C'. approached that noted m trst=-
"·ith distilled water and XaHC'O, water. 
Effect of Softening 
The effect on Q.A.C'. of rnnou~ method=- of 
~oftening a hard \YUter were crnluated in the labo-
rator~-. In these studies an initial temporary harrl-
nes" of 415 p.p.m. \\"US reduced to 70 to 75 p.p.rn. 
The desired Jeni of hardness in zcolite-trcated 
water was obtained by admixture with the required 
amount of untreated \Yater. The addition of 
amount,: of seque:':'tcring agents \Yhich reduced hard-
ness to a similar Jeni general!~- resulted in an 
approximately equiYalcnt reduction in interference. 
HO\YeYer, there ,,·as one important exception \Yith 
no c\·idence of any reduction in interference. Thi=-
ocrurred \Yith sodium hcxametapho,:;phatc, a corn-
pound frequently used in water treatment. In 
further tests the substitution of tetrasodium pyro-
pho,,phate yielded a sati=-factor~· rc,;ult. \Yith mo!'t 
compound" the best sequestering agent \rn,; thr 
trlrn,.:11rlium ,_;alt nf PfhY!r11P-rlia111i11r-tl'lra-a('rfic· 
ac·icl . ~n =-inglc· ,.:rqtH•;:h•ring agl'nt \\"a" l'qual!Y 
l'ffectiH· \Yitl1 all eompounck Tlic=-c finding=- are 
further rYidenC'e that each Q.A .C '. !'hould be con-
=-idcred as an indi,·idual entit~-. 
There has brcn somr que,,tion regarding tl1e 
cffrct of iron on Q .. .\.C'. The ,,·ork preYiou"i~· rl'-
ported in the literature dral,; onlY \\"ith ferric iron 
I Fr"' ). In hi~dil~- carbonated \rnters iron i,; u=-u-
all~- prc;::rnt a=- frrrou,:; bicarbonate (Fc(HCO ,L). 
\Yhirh i~ rathl'r rapid],· oxidizrd to the ferric form. 
[n treating frl'=-hlY dn11rn \rel! \rntrr for emergenr:· 
=-terilization of l'quipment. or rnrh a \Yater in clo,,;rd 
=-~·stem=-. the effect of thr bicarbonate form could 
be important. Ferrou:< bicarbonate \\"US produced in 
a closed :::y,;tcm and used in bactericidal tc"t" in 
flasks onrlaid ,,·ith an atmosphere of oxygen-free 
nitrogen. Chemical anal~·sis at the conclusion of 
the test nrified the ab,:;encc of ferric iron. The 
data indicate that the interference of ferrous iron 
at concentration;: found in \Yrlls or mo,;t municipal 
=-upplies probnbl~· \\"ould not be ,.:ignificant unle"s n 
,·er~· Jo,,· roncentration ( 1-5 p.p.111. I of a Q.A.C'. i,; 
being co11,:;iderl'cl. 
:-'mall amounts of strontium, bariu11l. and ,;ilic·a 
arc found in natural \rnter:::. Tests \\·ere run \\"ith 
20 p.p.m. of silica a=- :,:odium :-ilicatc and 1.0 and 
2.5 p.p.rn .. rc;::pcctinl», of barium and strontiun1 n,; 
bicarbonate. At the concentrations used. the=-e 
compounds did not significant!~· affect the bacteri-
cidal effirienr:· of :-olution;: containing 50 p.p.111. of 
(~.A.C. 
Reasonabl~- adequate eriteria to gm·ern the u=-c 
of a nurnlJN uf Q.A.C. 's at concentrations of 50 
p.p.111. or 111on· appear to be an1ilable. For their 
u::;c at lmr coneentrations (1.0-5.0 p.p.m.) with 
longer contact time,;, the prc;:ent ;:tntc of knowledge 
i" not con=-idcrrd adequate. Ho\\"CYcr, \\·here a giyen 
mineral interfere;; , there is little probability that 
reducing the Q.A.C. concentration \\·otdd improYe 
the ,:ituation. Additional rc,,earch, conducted under 
carcfull~- controlled conditions, is needed to eYalu-
ntc the effect of cm·ironmental factors on IO\r 
concentration,; of Q.A.C. This information is abso-
lute!» essential to e::;tabli:::h adequate time-concen-
tration relation=-hip=- under Yar~·ing conditions of 
pH. tcrnpcrntmc. and ,,·ater hardne:0,,:. Research i~ 
hampered b:· lack of a chemical tc=-t to determine 
the concentration of re;;idual Q .. .\.C. in such manner 
that it ran be interpreted in tl'rn1=- of gen11iriclal 
(·ff crt. 
A 
v 
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Adsorption from Solution 
If Q.A.( '. arc Hi"rd in plant cleanup procedure:-'. 
unlimited contact with mops and simi lar matcriab 
should be aYoided. Some additional Q.A.C. should 
be added to allO\Y for demand of such article". 
Cotton materials, :::uch as gauze, ad,;orb ,;ignific:ant 
amounts of Q.A.C., reducing the effecti\'C concen-
tration of the germicide in ;:olution. This ha;: bren 
demonstrated in a number of unfortunate epi;:ode::; 
resulting in the transmission of seriou:; infection,-. 
In one outbreak 40 cases \Yere traced to gauze pad,-
,-tored in a Q.A.C. f'o lution . 
Sampling Precautions 
If low concentrations of Q.A.C. arc used \Yith 
chlorine to control a lgae in S\Yirnrning pools, extra 
care i;: needed in taking water samples for bacteri-
ological analysis. It i:o desirable to maintain in a 
Yiable state until the :::ample is inoculated in the 
laborator>-, all organi,-ms a li\'C at the time the 
"ample \ntS collected. The !'odium thiosulfatr 
I :\a2S20 ,. ) usua l!>· inrluclecl in :;ample bottle" \\·ould 
neutralize the chlorine. 1 t \\·ould not effectiYCly 
1H·utralize the Q.A.C. Therefore , a good neutralizer 
for l,!.A.C. ,-hould abo be includcd. 11 " i If thr tiinr 
in tran,;port bet\\·cen ;;ampling and inundation i,-
c·on,-idrrab le, it is po""ible that, in thr absrncr of a 
nrutralizrr, the Q.A.C. in the sample could exert a 
bacteriostatic or bactericidal effect on organi"m" 
ali,·c and Yiablr at the time the "ample \YaS taken . 
.I udging the quality of the wakr on th<· ba"i" of 
,-uc·h data could be mi::deading. 
lt i:; impoi"sihle to gi\'C a co;:t figure for treating 
11·atpr with all of the Q.A.C. arnilablc. The price 
of one \\·idely di:;tributed Q.A.C., alkyl dimeth>·l 
btnzyl ammonium chloride, is $3 .75 per ga llon of 
a "olution containing 10 prr cent of actiYc agent. 
or $4.52 per pound of acti\'C agent. Therefore. thr 
<'o"t of treating 'rntcr with 1.0 p.p.m. of this com-
pound, all other facto rs being equal. \\·ould hr 
approximate ly 72 time::: the ro;:t of trratmrnt "·itli 
1.0 p.p.m. of chlorine. 
SILVER 
General Considerations 
Sih·cr has a particular affinity for sulfur and 
halogen clement:;. E\'Cryonc i" famil ia r "·ith tl1c· 
l'H:-'C' \Yi th \\·hirh :;i h·er tarnislH'"· Tlii" i,- an Pxa111p!!' 
11f tlip rc·:H-tinn 11f "iln:r 11·itl1 ,-tilfm. n·,-1ilti11g i11 tli1 · 
prnrl11rtinn nf ,.:iln·r :-'tt lfirlr 1..\µ:2:-;1. Thr~r reaf'-
tion,- arr utilizc•d in 1111mrro11" :tnalytiral rncthock 
( 'ry,-ta llinc ,.:i]n·r nitrate I Ag:\()"), a form fre-
quent!~· U:-'Cd in ehrn1ieal 1rnrk. i,- c·xtremely raustie 
tn body fluids. moi,-t ~k in. or 11rncous ~urfaccs . So 
are ,-trong aqucou" solution:; of Ag:\0 ,. and carr 
111u,-t be rxcrei,-cd in handling t licm. 
:-;ilwr i:; readily ionized by· rlrdro ly,.is, and this 
property i,- the ba:;is for :-'OlllC of the systems used 
in the germicidal treatment of watrr. ~i!Hr ron-
rl'ntration;: ustrnlly eon,-idcrcd for " ·atcr trratmcnt 
arc in the range of 25 to 75 p.p.li. 
Water Treatment Considerations 
One of the advantages of using sil\'Cr for water 
treatment is that it docs not itself produce color, 
ta!'te , or odor, nor, so far as is kno,Yn. form addi-
tion products that do so. The rc:::iclual ma>· pcr-
;::ist for a con::;idcrablc period of ti!llC, often many 
days. The bactericidal effect of silYCr appears to 
be lc;;s susceptible than that of free chlorine to 
interference by organic matter. Space rcquircmcnb 
fur cquip111 cnt and "toragc of !llaterial arc moderate. 
Measurement of Silver 
In order to control cffrdin·ly thr condition" 
u11drr 11·hich a \Try low concentration of ,-ih·rr 
i" used in practical application;; or ge rmi cidal tc,.:t;:. 
an accurate method i::: nrcc:;,;ary for determining 
the amount of ,-ih·cr pn'"rnt. A Yaridy uf te"ts 
ha,·c been CYaluatcd. 11" The ,.:ih·cr ronccntration" 
U:-'Cd in water trcatincnt arc ,-o sn1a ll that a Ycry 
stn::'itiYc test is needed. A llHHlificatiun 11 " of thP 
rhodanine tcst11.") and a ,- put tc;:t 111" 171 appear to hr 
the best. The modified rlwdaninl' tl',-t ""'"' u,-rd in 
the laboratory in distilled ll'all'r. ..\ m'\I' :;ct of 
,-ta nda n l:=; should be prrpa red ea(' h ti uw the t rst i,-
run. The test is delicate and ::tnYonc using it 111u:;t 
be thoroughly familiar \\·ith its idio,-yncracie". It i" 
~ubject to a \'aricty of interferrnr<'" in tap \Yater" 
of ,·arying mineral content. A rec·rnt adaptation of 
t hi,- tc"t offer" prn111i:-'l' nf m·l·r1·n111ing tlir i11tn-
ft rcnrc in tap \\·a te r" . 1 1' ' 
The ;:pot tr"t ha" frl'qtwntl~· brrn suggr::; t1·d 
and \1·ou ld be a rom·rni rnt :111d pradiral field t<·"t 
if :-'OlllC uf tlil· prnbl('lll" l'l'latcd to it,- U:-'<' eou ld IH' 
n·,-uh·rd . Tn thi:; tl'"t. thl' ,-il\'Cr i" prcC'ipitatl'cl a" 
"i lwr iodide I Aid I. Thl' ,-;rn1pll' i,- tl1cn filtered 
thrnugh a mcmbrn1w filter . The pale Yrll1rn· .-\ gl 
i,- c·onn' rl<·d to Age~· 1YiiiC"l1 i ~ blal'k. Tlic l'f':-'tllt" 
:1n· i11ll'rpn·t1·d li1· 1·11111parin~~ till' 11111..:11011·11 "JH1t 
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,,·ith a ,:rnr" of ;;tandard,- prcparNl h~· filtering 
>:o lutions to which kn0\\'11 amounts of Ag:\O:i han· 
beeen added. Unfortunately, a variety of factors 
affect this test. 
All of the silver prei'ent in either the sample, or 
standards prepared under parallel conditions, is not 
retained on the filter. When the sample is f'haken 
fo r five minutes before filtering, signifi cantly more 
silver is recovered, and this is further increased 
when a finer filter is used. However, in tests \\·ith 
Ag110111 it was demonstrated that even " ·ith the 
combination of shaking and the finer filter , approxi-
mately 15 per cent of the silver remained in the 
filtrate. Adsorption on glass in the test flasks a l ~o 
significantly reduced the amount of silver re-
covered. 
It is possible that the spot test might result in 
reporting considerably less silver than actually 
present. Such an error might have an advantagr 
because the excess silver would provide an added 
bactericidal margin. Unfortunately, the total might 
exceed the maximum concentration of silver per-
mitted for use in drinking water. In the Public 
Health Service Drinking Water Standards, no\\' 
under revision , a maximum silver concentration 
of 50 p .p.b. is being considered. 
Adsorption 
The adsorption of silver by glass and other 
materials creates problems both in evaluating the 
bactericidal effect of silver in the laboratory and 
in using it for water treatment. When silver at a 
concentration advocated for use in water treatment 
is used in tests in "Pyrex" flasks, a significant 
amount is adsorbed from the test solution and this 
introduces an error. In the work reported , this loss 
was minimized but not completely eliminated , as 
was demonstrated by bactericidal examinations and 
the use of radioactive Ag11 0 m. The same amount of 
AgN03 was added to distilled water in a series of 
flasks and allowed to stand at room temperature 
for 181/2 hours and in a similar set for one hour 
before E. coli suspension was added to all flasks. 
The data obtained in these tests are presented in 
Table 3. A significant reduction in the bactericidal 
effect is noted. E. coli was also used in all subse-
quent tests with silver. The use of distilled water 
eliminated the possibility that any silver lost was 
inactivated by minerals in the water. 
Silver adsorbed by glass is not adequately re-
moved by the usual cleaning methods. "Pyrex" 
ppb 
..\gb 
3 ;) 
3,; 
70 
70 
Table 3 
Effect of Contact With Glass an Germic idal Efficiency 
of AgNO, in Distilled Water at pH 6.2" 
Contact 
Timee 
I Hr. 
1 8~ Hrs. 
I ll r. 
18~ Hrs. 
15 
i\ lin . 
38.I 
86.2 
61A 
71A 
Per Cent of Bacteria Surviving for : 
30 I 2 3 4 5 
i\lin. !I r. llrs. Hrs. Hrs. Hrs. 
37.1 29 .0 16.7 8.90 3.43 0.8 \ 
7 IA 60.5 36.7 27.6 16.0 11.8 
38.1 3 1.9 8.0 1.10 -0.01 0 
61.9 41.9 1~.o 6 .. 11 0.26 0.01 
11 HepreS<'nt ati,·e experiment. 
b A111ount of Ag initially a<l<lr-<l. 
6 
llrs. 
0.8.J 
5.96 
0 
0 
"Elapsed time between adding test solu tion to fla sk and adding 
11•st :.; 11 :.; p('nsion. 
Table 4 
Germicidal Effect al Desarbed Ag' '°"' 
Tube N o.I\ ppm ~licrograms 
A g llom b Ap;llumc 
Pn Cent of Bacteria Sur-
Yiving for: 
Controld 
. .\v . 131and141 
142 
143 
. .\v. 135 and HJ 
A,•, 137 and 147 
A, .. 328 a nd :l2!1 
Colloidal• 
Adsorbed 
10,000 3 .00 
1,000 2 .!12 
320 2 .35 
100 3 .36 
10 1 .86 
I 1 .92 
0 . 2 0 .27 
Undiluted' 
2 Hrs. 4 Hrs. 
0 0 
9 .47 0 
8 .33 1 .66 
6 . 10 0 .76 
0 .3.1 0 
3 .20 0 .80 
96 . I 86. 1 
18 .U 3.32 
a Full o f AgUOmNO:i solution during contamination period. 
b In toxifying solution. 
6 Hrs. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
76 . 1 
I .72 
c The amount of adsorbed sih-er remaining after dic hrornatc 
clt-u ning is not reported because tubes could not be count ed subsequent 
to <lichromate treatment due to danger of bacterial contamination h~· 
probe. Howm·er, tubes treated in a parallel fashion were counted and 
showe<l that rlichromate cl C'n ning removed 35-60 per cent of the resi dual 
s ih-t-r. 
'1 Flow- through rinse only, no subsequent dichromate clf'nning. 
e Colloidal Ag110m was not a\·a ilable. 
r l'ndilutcd gross niaterin l in comnwrcinl prorlurt was used -
:wt11u l Ag rontf'nt not known . 
tubes contaminated with a solution containing 1.0 
p.p.ni. of Ag 110111 were cleaned ,,·ith strong dichro-
matc cleaning solution . Distilled water was then 
allowed to stand in these tubes for 1811~ houri' , 
after \Yhich bacteria were added. A marked reduc-
tion in bacterial survival was caused by silver 
desorbcd from the glass, and this desorption wa~ 
further confirmed by the Ag11 0 m tests (Table 4) . 
The growth-inhibiting effect of adf'orbed si lver 
released by glass is important to anyone consider-
ing its use for water treatment. Silver retained on 
a glass sample bottle can be released to a subse-
quent sample even if the container has been steri-
lized before reuse. The potential for error is evi-
dent , and added precautions are necessary. The 
residual si lver can be removed by boiling glassware 
in strong sodium chloride (NaCl) solution . 
Neutralizers 
Neutralizers are important from the standpoint 
of sampling as well as in laboratory testing, be-
cause silver is frequently bacteriostatic at low 
concentrations. This means that the organisms arc 
dormant, not growing but not killed. It is therefore 
desirable to include a good neutralizer in bottle;:: 
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u"cd for collecting sih·er bearing wafrr,. . A mixture 
of sodium thioglycollate and sodium thiosulfatc 
will take care of both silver and chlorine. Sodium 
thiosulfate appears to be less effective with f'ilvcr 
than sodium thioglycollate. 
Diffe rent Sources of Silver 
The effect of the source or origin of silver on it" 
germicidal efficiency has been subject to much dis-
cussion. Docs a given concentration of silver, 50 
p.p.b. for example, from AgNO:i, exert the same 
bactericidal effect as an equivalent a1~ount ob-
tained from a filter device? Is colloidal silver 
c,::pecially germicidal or is the colloid merely a 
means of expanding surface area so ions can more 
easily get into solution? By careful equilibration 
of glas;:warc , parallel tc ts, and much replication , 
the effect of rnriations has been minimized to a 
point where mean valur~ prm·idc the baf'is for 
rnlid conclusions. 
A highly concentrated opaque colloidal silnr 
preparation was centrifuged at 100,000 gravities for 
3 1/:! hours to remoYe colloidal matter. Equal vol-
t11ncs of supernatant and uncentrifuged material 
\\We then used in parallel bactericidal tests . Al-
though the test water receiving the uncentrifugccl 
formulations contained many times as much sih-cr 
a" that receiving the supernatant , the two \\·err 
a lmo"t identical in germicidal efficiency. The re-
mits f' Uggest that both the uncentrifuged stock 
preparation and the supernatant contained silnr 
ions at equilibrium concentrations, the particulate 
~i!Yer in the stock preparation scn·ing only as a 
"ource of supply . While these ;;:olutions could not 
be analyzed, the kill obtainrd with 40 p.p.b. of 
si lYer as AgN03 under similar conditions was essen-
tially the same. These data arc presented in 
Figure 1. 
P ara llel tests were also made \Yith 40 p.p.b. con-
centrations of sih-er as effluent from a filter device 
and as AgN 0 3. It is \Yell knO\rn that silYer is a 
less efficient germicide at Jm,· pH (6.1) than at 
higher pH (7.5). Howenr, it is germicidal at pH 
6.1, gi,·en sufficient time. Lo"· silYer content " ·a;:; 
employed to extend kill curYes \Yhich \\"Otdd proYidc 
a good basis for comparing the effect of silnr from 
the brn source:'. Distilled water \Ya ti U:'cd to elim-
inate interference of minera ls with either the chem-
ical ana lyses or the bactericidal action of the silYcr. 
The lo"· pH 'rn" selected brcau~c this " ·as the pH 
at which the distilled watrr stahilizrd in the test". 
Table 5 
Camparisan of Silver Ni t ra te With Silver From a Filter Device 
40 ppb Ag• in Distilled Water al pH 6.1 
Averageb Per Cent of Bacteria Surviving for Time Indicated 
30 Min. 60 Min. 90 Min. 120 Min. 150 Min. 180 Min . 
AgNOa F• AgNOa F A;:NOa F AgNO, F AgNOa F AgNOa F 
94.4 93.l 78.9 77.7 63.3 63.5 52.4 47.3 36.0 30.3 12.7 18.4 
n By the rhodanine test at start of expf'riment. 
b A,·erage of 3 rxperiments (3 replirnte flasks per expPrinwnt with 
f'al'h type of sih-cr). 
e F is sih-er from filter device. 
.01r-~..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
\Pertains to experiment I only 
o Centrifuged 
o - - - Uncentrifuqed 
li 10 
" 
... 
" '-
"ti 
~ ~ 
50 
·11 ~ 
~ 
90 
99.8~~~~~~~~~~~~'--~~~'--~~--' 
0 60 120 180 240 300 
Exposure lime. min 
Figure 1. Effect of ce ntrifuging on a colloidal iilver preparat ion 
(equal volume• of centrifuged and uncentriluged material 
uied in a/I testi) 
The rcrnlts obtained in these examinations arc 
presented in Table 5. The "imilarit:-· of the kill ob-
tained " ·ith silYer from the brn sources , one of 
\\·hich \YaS unquestionably ion ic ( AgX03 ), indicatrs 
that the silYCr ion is the gerrn irid al principle. 
Environmental Factors 
lncrca~ing pH significantly improYCs the bar-
tcrieiclal cfficirncy of silYCr. Pho;:phatc interferes 
"·ith the action of :=::ilYCr to a moderate degree. In 
tr,.ts at pH 7.5 in :\I / 1500 pho:=::phntc buffer a 99.0 
per l'Cnt kill of E. coli \\"a:; obtained in three hour;:: 
\\"ith -10 p.p.b . of silYrr a" . .\g-:\0:1 . The gcrmieidal 
cfficirnc:-· of :;ih·cr i" "t•riou:::ly reduced b:-· lo\\· trrn-
pcrntu rc:::. and it :::hould not be med at temperature;: 
belo\\· 5° C .. .\t temperature" up to 10° C, long 
holding tirnr" \\"ould br nece""nr:-·. The effiricnc:-· of 
,-ilYr r i" affl'dt·d b:-· 111i11l'ral,- or otliC'r ron,.;titt1!'11t,-
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found in \H'll and tap \rntt·r:". In tr~t,-. \\·itli !lit' 
:"Hlllr amount of ~ilnT in :;~·nthetir pliof'phatr 
\\·atcr, Cincinnati tap water, and \Yater from Xor-
\YOOd, Ohio, municipal \veils, \\·hich contained about 
400 p.p.m. of hardness, the kill time increased \\·ith 
increa,-.ing mineral content. In laboratory tests 
using E. coli grown on agar media, incrcasin~ thr 
organism load from 1,800 to 1,800,000 cells per ml. 
did not perceptibly affect the efficiency of silwr a;; 
Ag-:\0" in concentration;; from 10 to 35 p.p.b. 
In the "·ork reported. it \Ya:' not pos:::iblc to 
inwstigate the effect of a variety of ion:S found in 
natural \rntcr:::. The findings in much of the earlier 
work are of questionable value because of inade-
quate control of test conditions. Recent work, ( "n 
in which a rather high degree of control has been 
exercised, indicates that calcium, phosphate, and 
chloride ions interfere with the action of silver. 1t 
was pointed out that Ag • and CJ- combinations still 
retained some germicidal acfo·i ty. Other workers'" 1 
han reported on the effect of mineral content and 
haYC suggested 1.0 p.p.rn. of sulfide as the maxi-
mum permissible. 
Practical Application 
Sil\'cr can be applied as a li(]uid, b~· desorption 
from filter beds of silYCr coated sand, carbon. 
fabric, or other materials, and by clectrol~·tic 
decomposition of metallic silver. Preparations, >'uch 
as AgN03 or colloidal suspensions, \vith automatic 
closing systems, could be used to maintain thr 
desired feed rates. Such methods might be con-
;;:idered in larger installations where supervision i;; 
available, but they would be subject to many of the 
same problems which have limited the use of other 
liquid germicides in homes and various small 
systems. 
Silver sands and other filter devices haYC been 
advocated as self-limiting dosage methods becau;;:c 
the maximum amount of silver that could be added 
would probably range, in most instances, from 30 
to 300 p.p.b. An advantage might be the ease \vith 
which some of these methods of applying silver 
could be fitted into a conventional water treatment 
operation. The filter would presumably have some 
rnlue, depending on the porosity, depth of bed, 
and other factors, for removing Endamoeba histo-
lytica cysts which silver does not kill at practical 
concentrations. (20 > 
In some of the silver-releasing filter systems 
there is a rapid "knockdown" in the filter. The 
11rgani~111s :-111-Yiving in t lw ti It rate· arc killed at. a 
rate determined hy thr rr:"idual f'ih·rr in the water. 
The practice \vith such :;ystcm;; is to tailor the 
tran:::it time in the filter to a maximum flow rate 
"·hich. considering the minimum post-filtration 
retention time, \\·ill reduce the coliform count of 
treated water to an acceptable lcYCI. Such units arc 
designed to handle a specified maximum pollutional 
load. "\Yhcn this is exceeded an unsafe \rntcr rc-
~ults. Therefore, the design of a given installation 
should be adc(]uatc to handle the maximum level of 
pollution that can occur in the rnmcc water. The 
bactericidal efficiency is determined by the com-
bined effect of filtration and residual. This com-
plicates the control of such a unit because it is 
difficult to relate the concentration of silver in the 
effluent to the germicidal effect. This is particular!~· 
true when the source \rntcr is subject to unexpected 
surges in pollution. 
Household units arc designed to yield water 
having a predetermined silnr concentration when 
operated at a specified rate of flow. Fluctuations 
in flo\v can result in wide \'ariations in the amount 
of silver delivered at the tap. 
"\Yhat, for example, i::; the effect of ,::low leak:" 
found in :;o many homr =-~·:;tcms? Filter unit~. 
operated at reduced flow rate:", deliver water con-
taining a much higher sih·cr concentration. Some-
one periodically drawing a glass of \rnter would 
con;;umc much more sil\'cr than if the unit oper-
ated at the capacity for which it was de;;:igned. The 
effect of increased silver content of the \rntcr i~ 
further emphasized when such \rntcr is used in 
cooking. The silver-concentrating effect of extract-
ing silnr from water used to cook cabbage and 
other vegetables containing sulfur could also result 
in a marked increase in the amount of silver 
ingested. 
The rate at which sih·cr is added by electrolytic 
decomposition of metallic silver is directly related 
to the amount of current applied. Dosage can be 
increased or decreased by varying the current flmv, 
and po\ver consumption is low. 
Because of the slow bactericidal action of si!Ycr 
at the concentrations considered, its value as a 
protcctiYC residual is limited. This is especially 
evident in swimming pools "·here a rapid kill of 
fresh!~· added infectious material is desirable. 
Silver bullion costs 233 times as much as chlo-
rine. The processed forms are considerably more 
expensive. Therefore, after making reasonable al-
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lowancc for the u::;c of a lo\\·cr concentration of 
silnr than of other disinfectants , it appears that 
the application of >'ilvcr i" limited to situation;; 
11·lrcrc rost i::; not a primary con;;iclcration. 
IODINE 
Physical and Chemical Characteristics 
The iodine of commerce is a nonmetallic :;olid. 
It is u:;ually referred to as ''metallic" iodine and 
has the appearance of dark, shiny. thin pieces of 
metal. In this form it is corrosi1·c and ordinary 
metal containers arc unsuitable for "hipping or 
;:;toring it. It is dense and f'Ublimatcs sl01Yl~· at 
room temperatures. 'Vhen heated. it form;:; a beau-
tiful violet Yapor. The hazards due to toxic Yapor,.; 
of iodine arc less than with the other halogens used 
in germicidal treatment of 1rntcr. The Yapor prcf'-
>'urc of iodine at 25 ° C. is only 0.31 mm. The cor-
rc;:;ponding figures for bromine and chlorine arc 215 
and 5,300 mm. respectively. 
At room temperature, the solubility of iodine 
in ethyl alcohol i" 27.0 per cent, but only 0.03 per 
rrnt in 11·atcr. The "olubility in 1rntcr can be 
markedly increased by adding iodide. Contact of 
metallic iodine \\·ith ammonia gas or solution;; i::; 
hazardous because nitrogen triiodide (:\13 ) and the 
related ammoniacal compound (:\1 3 • ::\H:i ) arc 
formed. These combinations arc detonated by nr~· 
minor shocks. 
In aqueous so lution , titrablc iodine exists in 
sc1·cral forms. Hypoiodous acid (HOI) and molec-
ular iodine (1 2 ) arc the germicidal forms of im-
portance. When iodide (I-) is added to gin an 12 
to r- molar ratio of 1: 1.2, titrablc iodine also exist;; 
a;; triiodidc ion 1 I:,- ). The concentration of each 
form of titrablc iodine in the solution depends on 
the pH, total titrable iodine. and L-I- molar ratio. 
. .\t or below pH 6.0 and 7.0, 1Yith a total titrablc 
iodine concentration of more than 0.5 and 5.0 
p.p.m. respcctiwl~·, all of tire titrablc iodine is 1". 
When pH is increased to 8.0, computation::; ::;ho1Y 
that the amount of 12 hydrolyzed ranges fru111 
approximate ly 20 to 90 per cent at titrablc iodine· 
concentrations of 20 to 30 p.p.n1. and 0.5 p.p.111.. 
rc:;pectiycly. ! 211 
Thi::; calculation is affected to a degree b~· the 
decompo:>ition of HOI to iodate (I0- 1, 1Yhich i~ 
non-germicidal. cm The dc=-truc·tion of HO! lw-
c·nmr;; ;;ignitic·ant al pH 8.0 :111d i1ic-r1 ·n ,.;1•,.; 11·it\1 
inrr<'a,.;ing pH. I t Ira,; lwcn ;;11ggp,.;frd tlial 11p f., 
pH 8.0 differences in the ratio of 12 to HOI can be 
ignored and that, under most of the more difficult 
operating conditions, the app li cation of a 10 to 15 
per cent exec:;;: of total titrablc iodine ,.110uld be 
adequate to eliminate the need for determining the 
ratio of the Yarious germicida l forms present.!'' i 
Therefore , thc;:c factors would not be a problem in 
plant treatment of water. because iodide prcsum-
nbl~· 11·otild not be used as a so lYcnt and is not 
normall~· present in water. The hydrolysis of 
J 2 and decomposition of ROI arc represented by the 
follo11·ing equations: 
(1) 12 + R20 ~ HOI + H - + I 
12) 3ROI + 2(0R) - ~RIO,+ 2H20 + 21-
\\'hen r- ion is prc;;cnt. a" i;: the ca;:c \\·ith CO!ll-
lllOn elemental iodine preparations ,.;urh as tincture 
of iodine and iodine tablets "·hich contain 12 and I -
in a molar ratio of 1 : 1, significant amounts of tri-
iodidc ion ( I:,- 1 are formed only at concentrations 
owr 20 p.p.m. For practical purposes, at this ratio . 
if the pH is bclo\\· 7.0 and the titrablc iodine con-
centration docs not exceed 20.0 p.p.111 .. csscntiall~· 
all of the iodine is present as L. At higher pH thi,.; 
problem i;:; 111inirnizccl because less L- is formed. 
Tri iodide ion is onl~· \\·cakly germicidal.CZ' 1 For 
purpo;;c;; of this discu;;sion, iodine concentrat ions 
a;; high as 20.0 p.p.m. arc not con:;idcrcd and L- is 
not a problem. 
Iodine is not considered to form iodamincs 
under conditions J1rCYailing in treatable 1rnter;:. 
Colored 1rntcrs interfere with tire action of 
iodine. c23 i 
The effect of various buffer ions in hastening 
decomposition of HOI at pH Yalue;; abon 8.0 i:o 
al;;o a problem. Phosphate;:; a rc particular!~· bad in 
this respect.en 2• 1 11·hilc borate, citrate, and ca r-
bonate do not cause serious interference. Thi,; 
problem re~ults fro111 the fact that some buffer,; 
accelerate the formation of TO . tire effect being 
that of a catalyst. 
Plant treatment of large ,·ulu111t•,.; of 1n1ter 11·itlr 
iodine miuld not ord inarily be ccono 111icall~· fca,.;ib lc 
hccn11se it i::: ;;ignific:mtl~· 111ore expcn;;iye than clilo-
rine. in tcrr11;; of ('ll't per 1111it of genni!'ida l rffec-
tiq•Jll'""'· ln addition, before iodine ran be eon-
;;idercd for uni,·er;;a l \rater di;;infcetiun, it'°' lcnl,.; 
for human ingestion 1Yitlrout phy:;io logical com-
plications must be more fully under:>tuod . .\ccord-
in .!!h·. insofar as drinkin g 1rntcr is concerned. 
1 11111"!/1' 111 . .11 ""' ' is oil //111/ s lin11/1/ p rrsn1 1/11 lw 
n111 .-<i1 f rrrrl. 
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Table 6 
Effect of Storage and Temperature on Iodine Releasing Tablets 
~torage Time Temperature Number of Per Cent of 
(hour.<) (deg. F.) Tablets Tested Original Iodine 
Remaining 
18 120 2 68.0 
72 t20 2 30.S 
168 120 2 5.4 
What then arc some of the factor,.: that might 
justify the use of iodine for t reatment of water? 
Iodine is considered to lrnvc a<kantagc" for use in 
:;wimming pools because it amids the eye irrita-
tions i;:ometimes encountered "·ith chlorine.<2'•l It 
has been reported to be lc:;s affected by fluctuation 
in bathing loads and to be relatively free of taste 
and odor problems. <261 Combined treatment \Yi th 
iodine and chlorine has been reported to have ad-
vantages in swimming pools but the degree of con-
trol necessary to success with this method has 
limited its use. Because of its storage stabi li ty, it 
could be considered for emergency use in catas-
trophe situations. Under these conditions, admit-
ting some disadvantages, its use could be adapted 
to plant treatment of water in the e,·ent of a chlo-
rine shortage. It could also be used in the emer-
gency disinfection of small volumes of water such 
as canteens as \Yell as for field units and private 
~upplies. 
Iodine Releasing Preparations 
Iodine has been prepared in a variety of :;olid 
forms for emergency treatment of small volumes 
of water. These preparations release free iodine 
when dissolved in water. 
The deterioration of an iodine-releasing prepa-
ration is illustrated by data obtained in studies of 
the effect of storage at 120° F. These data arc 
presented in Table 6. The tablets u:-ed in the"e 
tests were hermetically sealed in foi l envelopes. <2 •' 
The following comments are not intended a" an 
indictment of such preparations. Rather, they arc 
presented as an example of the need for frequent 
determination of potency when there is no alterna-
tive to storage under adverse conditions. It ha,: 
been shown that storage stability at 130° F. , in wax 
sealed bottles, was good for intervals up to eight 
weeks but losses of 10 to 20 per cent \Yerc noted 
after 24 weeks_<2Ml Frequent opening and/ or open 
storage under hot humid conditions results in rapid 
deterioration of such formulations . The tempera-
tures mentioned arc not exces:<ivc bceausc the~· are 
readily attain0d in <'lll<'rg<'n<'Y sit11 ation:< "·ith 
~ 
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Figure 2. Concentration-time relationship for 99 per cent 
destruction of enteroviruses by t, at I 5° C. 
storage under canvas or in unshaded temporary 
buildings. 
Dosage Criteria 
The effect of iodine on virusc:; has been con-
:;idered because they are among the more resi stant 
pathogenic forms encountered. The viricidal activ-
ity has been investigated " ·ith a number of entero-
viruses. In these studies the virus suspensions were 
shO\Yn to be free of demonstrable demand effects. <2"l 
The data obtained in this work arc presented in 
Figure 2. 
It is immediately apparent, when compared with 
bactericidal data presented later , that the viruses 
are much more resistant than the ngetatin bac-
teria. The behavior of the poliovirus I (Lotsha\\· 
"train) is particularly interesting. This virus was 
isolated from a patient paralyzed with poliomyelitis 
and presumably \YaS highly ncurotrophic since it 
"·as used with no further pas,.;agc after isolation. 
The l\Iahoney strain had previously been fed to 
human volunteers without ill effect. 
The Army considers 20-minute exposure to 8.0 
p.p.111. of iodine to be adequate. c:io> Other workers 
~ugge:;t that 10-minute expo"ure to 8.0 p.p.m. is 
adequate fur most waters "·ith the time extended 
to 20 minutes if the water is cold; doubling the 
rnncentration was effectiYe '"ith all \rnters contain-
ing; ;;uch re::: i:::tant organisms as E. histolytica. <28 l 
Pot ahi lih- of \\"fl.t<'r tr0at0d "·ith 8.0 p.p.ni. of 
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iodine \\'US higher than for that treated with 
arceptable concentrations of chlorine. <2 n The sub-
~titution of alcoholic tincture of iodine for iodinc-
rrleasing preparations results in decreased pota-
bility. 
One of the factors in establishing the 8.0 p.p .11 1. 
concentration \Yas that toxic effects arc more of a 
problem in hot climates. The hypersensitiYc rr-
>'ponse of some indiYiduals to iodine may be ron-
sidered, although the exigencies of the emergPnr:· 
usually out\\·eigh these considerations becau;;:e of 
the limited number of persons \Yho would he af-
fected. In tablet preparations, iodides arc frr-
C)uently used to increa;;:e the solubilit:· of iodine. 
This further increases the amount of iodine in-
gested. However, research relating to the possible 
undesirable physiological effect of ingesting iodine 
OYer long periods is continuing. 
With the short time exposures usually preYailing 
under such conditions, the high concentrations of 
iodine indicated are necessary to kill E . histolytica . 
In plant treatment or large field units these factor:; 
arc not serious because filtration is presumed to 
remove cysts and ova. Taste and odor problems 
resulting from the high concentrations of iodine 
needed with ;;:hort contact times can generall:· be 
reduced by using a neutralizer. Howe\'er, the prob-
lems of adequate application of such a method , by 
diverse segments of a population, present difficulties 
that offset most of the advantages. For example, 
reversal of the order of adding the neutralizer and 
iodine-releasing tablets would result in no germi-
cidal treatment. 
Use of Low Iodine Concentration s 
The bactericidal action of iodine was ernluated 
in an extensive investigation of lo\\· concentration;;: 
of an order \\·hich might be u;;ed in emergenc:· 
disinfection of large volumes of \Yater where longer 
holding times would be possibleY'' Iodine has 
certain properties that make it difficult to "·ork 
\Yith at low concentrations. For example, in 
establishing the minimum concentration of post-
breakpoint chlorine which \\·oulcl kill \\·ith a one- to 
two-hour expo~ure, chlorine concentration,- of 0.02 
- 0.05 p.p.m. \\·ere added initially and sucr·r,-,-full~· 
maintained throughout a bactericidal te~t. 1 " "> \\'itl> 
iodine, concentrations giYing comparable >'UIYiYal 
ti mr>' wcrr too low to br aerura tf' I:· 11wa>'11 n·d h:· 
!'hemical mrthod:;. This probll'111 \Y:t:< :<o]q·d b~· 
d<'\·<·loping a ,-:iti,-f:u·trnT 11ll'tl111d it> 11·hil'l1 :111 :1111-
perometer \\'US used. <22 > It had the added advan-
tage that iodine was titrated at the pH of the test 
solution. 
The amperometric determination of iodine ha:; 
been found to be accurate within ± 0.01 p.p.m. in 
concentration ranges of 0.2 to 2.0 p.p.m. Because 
this method measures primarily HOI and molecular 
I 2, and these are considered the forms which arc 
germicidal, the amperometric anal:·sis bears a di-
rect rel a tionship to the germicidal rfficiency. Br-
cause some of the iodine is decomposed to IO-, it 
was not possible to maintain the extremely low 
iodine concentration necessary to a critical demand 
te;:;t. Iodine is chemically less acti,·e than chlorine. 
Therefore, water free of chlorine demand should be 
at least equally free of iodine demand. Such a 
water, having a chlorine demand of considerably 
less than 0.01 p.p.rn., was used in these tests. 
Because of the conversion of iodine to iodates at 
pH values above 8.0, even with the best buffers, 
some depletion of germicidal iodine occurred during 
an experiment. Percentage-wise, at iodine levels 
below 0.2 p.p.rn. the loss was so great that the 
concentration could not be maintained at a satis-
factorily constant Yalue during an experiment. 
Consequently, extended kill r·u1Tes for use in prac-
tical application of lo\Y concentrations of iodine. 
where long retention times arc available, could not 
be provided. At increased iodine dosages the per-
centage loss was not sufficient to seriously affect 
the \Yark. The following species of bacteria were 
used in this study and included : 1) laboratory 
strains of Salmonella typhosa and cultures freshly 
isolated from the blood of typhoid patients. 
2) Salmonella paratyphi and typhi murium, 3) hrn 
strains of E. coli and one of Aerobacter aerogenes, 
4) one strain of Streptococcus f cca lis and, 5) one 
fre;;:hl~· isolated strain each of Shigella schottmucl-
lcri, dysentariae II, flexneri I and sonnei I. In these 
tests it was determined that the bacteria added 
exerted no measurable iodine demand. 1'° 
S. typhosa and .Sh. sonnei \Yere , respcctiYel~" 
the least and the most resistant organisms encoun-
trred. The higher re,.:istance of 8h. gonnci \rn~ 
C'IParh· evident onl:· under a combination of thP 
llH>:<t adYcr,.:e !'unclition:< of pH and tcmprraturP 
!pH 9.15 at 2.0 - 5.0 ° ('.). Aftf'!' continurd grmdh 
on artificial media for ,-ix month,- thcrr appearf'd 
to h!' a ,-ignifirant lo:<:< in rc:<i,;tanrv b~· thr frf',.:hJ~· 
i:<olatrd . ..:.hiw llal'. lfr,-ult,- 1>htai11l'd \1·itlt thf' rnon· 
r1·:<1~t:111t "l'f'l'it'" :1r1· pn .. .:1·1t!<·d in Fi!.'.tlrt ' :l. Tlw~t ' 
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Figure 3. Average p.p .m. iodine req uired to kill all test bacteria 
in one minute 
results indicate the desirability of providing an 
adequate safety factor over and aboYe the amount 
of iodine required to kill E. coli. It is apparent 
that, as with chlorine, pH and temperature are 
factors which have to be carefully considered. The 
minimum concentration which killed all species in 
one minute, under the most adverse conditions, wa~ 
4.3 p .p.m. The minimum concentrations effective 
"·ith all species after a five-minute exposure at pH 
9.15 ranged from less than 0.4 p.p.m. to 3.5 p.p.m. 
at 2.0 - 5.0° C. and from 0.2 to slightly less than 
0.8 p.p.m. at 20 - 26° C. The efficiency of iodine 
was significantly reduced at higher pH's, particu-
larly when temperatures were low. 
The use of iodine in plant treatment is not rec-
ommended and should not be considered except in 
an emergency where more suitable materials arc 
not available. Under these conditions economic 
considerations would limit the use of iodine to lo"· 
concentrations. The holding times necessary to sig-
nificantly reduce virus populations could probably 
be attained. With the more resistant strains, such 
as Lotshaw I and Coxsackie A9, 1.0 p.p.m. of iodine 
would probably be adequate with a three to four-
hour exposure. Because of the long contact time 
necessary at low iodine concentrations, if the ulti-
mate in virus reduction is considered, the desira-
bility of applying iodine at the earliest possible 
point in water treatment is obvious. In present 
water works practice, the degree of treatment which 
rec!11ces the coliform count to the specified lrnl i" 
general!~· con~iderecl adequate for water treated 
" ·ith chlorine. The application of the same criteria 
to treatment with iodine \rnuld appear reasonable. 
Problems in Plant Application 
The solubilit~· of large amounts of iodine in 
11·ate r would be a major problem in water works 
practice. Preparation of stock solutions of iodine 
b~· rli,.;soh·ing in alcohol or in water with an iodide 
tn improw solubilit~· would be economically pro-
hibitin on such a large scale. However, these 
problem,.; \Vere f'UCcessfully rcso!Yed in one instance 
"·here iodine \YaS the only germicide used in treat-
ing a public water supply.<33 > In this work it took 
fin days , using one gram of pulverized iodine per 
liter of water , to produce a solution containing 220 
p.p.m. of iodine. This was a relatively strong solu-
tion because the saturation point of an aqueous 
iodine solution is 293 p.p.m. at 20° C. <3 4 > Inter-
preted in terms of water "·orks practice this would 
mean that to produce 1,000,000 gallons of water 
containing 1.0 p.p.m. of iodine approximately 3,400 
gallons of saturated aqueous stock solution would 
be needed. At decreasing temperatures the prob-
lem would become increasingly critical. 
In the work previously cited, this problem wa" 
reduced in magnitude as follows: the iodine was 
finely ground and combined with sand to form a 
filter. With this system, in 24 hours, one volume of 
filter bed produced 1,920 Yolumes of effluent, con-
taining 135 p .p.m. of iodine. The ratio of depth to 
cross section area in the filter was 28:1. With this 
arrangement, approximately 3.85 gallons of filter 
bed, operated continuously, would provide 1.0 p.p.m. 
of iodine for 1,000,000 gallons of water in 24 hours. 
This equipment \YaS considered much more easil~· 
managed than that used in the application of 
chlorine and not subject to the breakdowns that 
often occur with chlorine equipment. 
The cost of treatment with iodine is much higher 
than with chlorine. The price of iodine (99 per 
cent pure) is $1.10 per pound in keg lots of approx-
imately 143 pounds. No discount is available even 
on ton lots. The corresponding price of liquid chlo-
rine was $0.0625 per pound . Therefore, it would 
cost approximately $9.10 to treat 1,000,000 gallonf' 
of water with 1.0 p.p.m. of iodine. This is rough!:-· 
18 times as much as the cost of an equivalent 
amount of chlorine. While some reduction in dos-
age "·ith iodine might hr ron~ic!rred brcauf'c of 
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probable increased persistence of the germicidal 
residual, the Pconomics arc strongly against the 
use of iodine as a substitute for chlorine except 
under circumstances "·here cost i::: a sepondar~· 
ronsideration. 
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR THE CONTROL 
OF DISINFECTANTS IN WATER TREATMENT 
ROBERTS. lNGOLS1 
The control of chlorine concentration in distilled 
water is simple; however; nature does not pro,·idc 
rain in that degree of purity and certainly there is 
no water which has run over the ground which is 
that pure. Chlorine when added to a Yery high 
quality water would remain at the same concen-
tration and the chlorine would always be present 
as the hypochlorous acid. Natural water, however, 
contains many compounds, both from natural 
sources and from man's activity, which will react 
with chlorine to form derivafo·es. The addition of 
chlorine to natural water as a disinfectant may, 
consequently, result in the formation not only of 
hypochlorous acid but also of chlorine derivatives , 
which may be oxidants, but may also have less 
desirable characteristics. The identification of 
these deriYatins and the control of their quantity 
is a continuing problem, since the concentrations 
of the various kinds of organic matter vary from 
day to day in natural water. 
When a chemist wants to determine the concen-
tration of a chlorine compound in a stock reagent, 
nry pure water, zonite, or a laundry bleach, then 
the analytical problem is quite simple. There is no 
need to identify the chlorine; it is necessary on!~· 
to evaluate the concentration of the chlorine (the 
oxidant) by determining the total oxidizing ca-
pacity. 
The total oxidizing capacity is generally deter-
mined by the addition of pota,.::;ium iodide and acid 
with the liberation of iodine, which can be ::;een by 
the analyst. The iodine i::; titrated with sodium 
thiosulfate with the addition of :-;tarch near the 
end point. 
HOC! + 2 HI ---~ HCl + HzO + I, 
12 + 2 ~a2S203 -:\a,:::i,O,, + 2 Nal 
Thi::; i::; one procedmc with whil'h cYer:· water 
1 I>in:t·t or , ~l'hovl uf :\pplit!tl Hiulu~y , (;l"t•q.::ia fn:-;ti111tc uf Tt•l·h-
nulu,gy . Atlnn.ta, Urorgia. 
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plant chemist must be familiar, but it is not easy 
to titrate low concentrations of chlorine accurate!~·. 
This technique, which is not practical for use in 
water treatment control, is generally limited to the 
calibration of stock solutions of chlorine where the 
concentrations range from 10 to 1000 mg/liter chlo-
rine . For concentrations of chlorine below 1.0 
mg/ liter, a more diluted sodium thiosulfate solu-
tion may be used with a large volume of sample, 
but the end point under these conditions is difficult 
to read. 
In a similar manner the acid orthotolidine test 
for chlorine indicates the total oxidizing capacity 
of the chlorinated water. Its best range of accuracy 
co,·ers the values less than 1.0 mg/ liter chlorine. 
Because some compounds of chlorine react slowly 
with orthotolidine, the test requires five minutes 
before an accurate Yalue can be read . Because of 
its simplicity, this test can giYe rnlues which will 
permit a false sense of security. l\Ianganese dioxide 
floe and/ or nitrites, for example, will indicate chlo-
rine in this test when no chlorine is present, yet 
the insoluble manganese dioxide floe cannot enter 
the bacterial cells to kill them. 
Because natural water may contain oxidizing 
agents, such as suspended manganese dioxide floe 
and/ or chromates from indu::;trial ,rn,.trs, each of 
these oxidizing materials can appear in the analyt-
ical Yaluc for chlorine if rare i" not U!:'ed to differ-
entiate between the hypochlorous acid and the 
contaminants. Further the chlorine may react ''°ith 
::;orne reducing agent~ t Fig. 1) to take on a ne"· 
identity with reduced disinfecting inten,.ity though 
it is ,:till an efferti,·e oxidant toward other reducing 
agent:; and is indicated by some· analytical pro-
(·edures. a:; though it had the ~a111c Yalue as h~·1><1-
(·lilorous acid. 
Let us become quite specific concerning the po;:-
~ible chlorine compounds. In the presence of am-
rnonin. "·hich Ol'cur~ natural!:· in ,;urface "·ater and 
in pollutPd ~tren111~. rlilorinr rrart~ to form th\· 
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figure I. A comparison of the relative ease or rote of reaction 
between various chlorine, disinfecting, compounds 
and the reagents used for analyses 
compounds known as chloramines, as sho\\'n m the 
following equations: 
HOCl + NH3 NH2Cl + H20 
NH2Cl + HOC!~ NHCl2 + H 20 
NHCl2 + HOC! NCI:, + H20 
These compounds have a lower oxidizing poten-
tial; that is, they react more slowly with organic 
compounds and kill bacteria more slowly. The 
chloramines are more easily carried long distances 
in pipe lines of distribution systems than hypo-
chlorous acid, both because the monochloramine 
reacts more slowly with organic matter than does 
hypochlorous acid and/ or to a lesser extent than 
hypochlorous acid. Thus, one molecule of cystein 
needs three molecules of hypochlorous acid to form 
a sulfonic acid: 
HSCH2CHNH2COO- + 3 HOC! --~ 
HOaSCH2CHNH2COO- + 3 HCI 
Two molecules of cystein will require only one 
molecule of monochloramine to form a disulfide 
cystine molecule. <1 > 
2 HSCH2CHNH2COO- + NH2Cl --~ 
-OOCCH2NH2CH2S - SCH2CHNH2COO-
+ NH Cl(NH3 + HCI) 
It frequently becomes necessary to know 
whether the chlorine that has been added to the 
water remains as the hypochlorous acid or has been 
converted by the presence of ammonia to mono-
chloramine. In order to differentiate the various 
forms of chlorine, it is possible to use a specific 
reagent, a set of conditions, or a specifically de-
signed instrument with various chemicals. All of 
these techniques for differentiating hypochlorous 
acid from monochloraminc, dichloraminc, and chlo-
rine dioxide are outlined in ,'itandard M ethods. <2 > 
Each procedure is better in one respect than it is in 
another; for the most nccurate results, one may 
require more time than the person can afford \\·hilc 
the simplest may not be sufficient!:< nccurate for 
~omc purpose;: . 
Thus, for routine plant control of chlorine resid-
ual the regular ac id orthotolidinc test (0.T.) i,; 
most commonly used. One reagent and a set of 
<·olor stand nnls or a color disc nrc nil that arc 
needed. 'Yherc the "·ntcr contains variable amounts 
of ammonia or where a better control of chlorine 
from chloramine is needed , the " fla ;:h" te:;;t or the 
arsenitc modification is most widely used. Ortho-
tolidine-Arsenitc (0.T.A.) test, a widely used dif-
ferential method, docs not completely differentiate 
bcl\Ycen the variou;;: forms of chlorine as some of 
the other more complicated tests do , because there 
arc not enough steps, but it does differentiate be-
tween "free" and combined chlorine. It is based 
on the fact that hypochlorous acid develops color 
\\'ith orthotolidinc (in the first reagent solution) 
very rapidly, even more rapidly than the time re-
quired for adding and mixing the second reagent 
~olution of sodium arsenite . The color development 
from hypochlorous acid is so rapid that neither the 
c~·c nor an instrument can detect any change after 
complete mixing, even at 65° F. At this tempera-
ture , the chloramines develop color quite slowly as 
seen in Figure 1 because there is so little difference 
in their potentials. The arsenite reduces chlorine 
so readily that the orthotolidine can then be added 
to react with the manganese or other interference 
in a separate step. Thus, the O.T.A. can indicate 
the presence of interference, generally, manganese 
dioxide as the contaminant from natural water. 
A second method for differentiating the various 
forms of chlorine uses an indicator, either ortho-
tolidine or N,N-diethyl-p-phenylenediamine mono-
hydrochloride, <3 > and a serial titration for the 
various forms of chlorine. At pH 6.3 and 20° C. hy-
pochlorous acid forms a blue color with orthotoli-
dine which can be decolorized in a titration with a 
standard ferrous ammonium sulfate solution . The 
monochloramines and dichloramines form no color 
in this step, but iodine, chlorine dioxide and tri-
chloramine do. Very few of the common organic 
amines form color in this step. A trace of iodide 
will produce or permit a reaction between mono-
chloramine to form blue orthotolidinc. l\1orc stand-
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ard ferrous ammonium sulfate solution may be used 
to bring about the disappearance of the blue color 
in the second step. This step includes some organic 
chloramines but not all of them. The dichloramine 
is determined in the third step by adding acid and 
more iodide and then adding sodium bicarbonate to 
pH 6.4. In the presence of a blue color, more 
standard ferrous ammonium sulfate solution is then 
added and titrated to the disappearance of the blue 
color. 
To differentiate between hypochlorous acid and 
chlorine dioxide, a second aliquot is taken and 
malonic acid at pH 4.5 .is added to the sample. 
After adjusting to pH 6.4 by adding sodium bi-
carbonate, orthotolidine is added; a blue color indi-
cates chlorine dioxide, the malonic acid has com-
bined with the hypochlorous acid by adding the 
chlorine into the unsaturated carbon-carbon bond. 
To differentiate between trichloramine and hy-
pochlorous acid two methods may be used on a 
third aliquot of the sample. The sample may be 
agitated with an effective mechanical stirrer or b~· 
"baking with chloroform to remove the trichlora-
mine. An addition of orthotolidine with the devel-
opment of a blue color indicates hypochlorous acid 
which can be titrated with the standard ferrou~ 
ammonium sulfate solution. When the trichlora-
mine is removed by extraction with chlorofom1 or 
carbon tetrachloride, the trichloramine can be de-
termined in the organic solvent by titration with 
;;odium thiosulfate after liberating the iodine from 
a potassium iodide solution or with neutral orthoto-
lidine and ferrous ammonium sulfate. 
The interference of manganese dioxide can be 
determined on a fourth aliquot by adding, to the 
sample, buffer, iodide ion and sodium arsenite (to 
reduce all the chlorine) before adding orthotolidine. 
After adding the orthotolidine, the presence of 
manganese dioxide will develop a blue color which 
can be titrated with the ferrous ammonium sulfate 
and subtracted from the free chlorine step. The 
iodide ion is needed to facilitate oxidation of the 
arsenite by the chlorine and the chloramines and 
finally with the manganese dioxide at pH 6.3. 
At temperatures above 20 ° C., the blue color of 
orthotolidine forms but begins to decompose before 
titration can be carried out, the extent of decom-
position depending upon the extent of the tempera-
ture above 20° C. At temperatures less than 20 ° C. 
the colored orthotolidine reacts \\·ith the ferrou~ ion 
"lowly !'O that there i~ a t<'ndcn('~· to :irlrl rnon· 
than the equivalent amount of ferrous ammomum 
sulfate. 
Many times, it is possible to use one or two 
steps to accomplish a specific differentiation. The 
serial titration is easily mastered but one must 
have an excellent, well illuminated, white back-
ground for precision in recognizing the end point. 
The method has been found very helpful in our 
hands , for it is possible to carry the reagents into 
the field to determine the presence or absence of 
one or the other compound of chlorine. The inten-
sity of the blue color can be used to estimate the 
quantity of chlorine in any one step or to carry 
out a quantitative differentiation with color stand-
ards. It is obvious that all steps will require much 
more time than most operators or chemists want 
to use frequently for controlling the chlorine dose. 
However, for research work or when a consultant 
needs specific information, or when a marked 
change occurs in water quality received by the 
plant (with a change in seasons), the complete 
procedure may be necessary for adequately under-
standing the chlorination procedure. 
The most accurate and complete technique for 
differentiating the various chlorine compounds uses 
the amperometric titrimeter with specific reagents 
in sequential steps somewhat similar to the neutral 
orthotolidine procedure just outlined. By choosing 
a pair of electrodes one can obtain variations in 
current flow roughly proportional to the chlorine 
concentration at a fixed potential. The important 
electrodes of the noble metal, platinum, rapidly 
collects a hydrogen film in the absence of chlorine 
and very little current will flow at the potential 
used. In the presence of chlorine the platinum is 
depolarized and more current can flow. A standard 
solution phenylarsene oxide is added to the aliquot 
slowly. This solution of phenylarsene oxide reduce;; 
the quantity of chlorine and the current flow pro-
portionately. The end point is reached when no 
reduction in current flo"· occurs. It requires a 
little experience to take readings of the volume of 
solution med before adding more standard solution 
\Yhich gives no reduction in current. The first read-
ing is correct. The permissible pH range is quite 
broad depending upon the degree of differentiation 
of the various chlorine compounds desired. To de-
termine only h~·pochlorous acid , a pH 7.0 buffer is 
u;;ed enn though the pH ma~· be as low as 6.0 
brfore there i" an~· interference from the mono-
1·hloran1irn•,; and di<'hlnra1ninc". Tl1f' trichloraminc 
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interferes at pH 7.0 as it does with the first step 
of the neutral orthotolidinc procedure and may be 
~imilarly removed by violent agitation and/ or ex-
traction with chloroform. 
The addition of small quantities of iodide at 
pH 7.0 makes it possible to determine monochlora-
mine and not dichloramine. In order to determine 
dichloramine, an acid is added to produce pH 3.5 
(in the present of iodide). To determine all the 
available chlorine immediately, it is necessary on!~· 
to add iodide and acid and titrate to the final end 
point. 
CHLORINE RESIDUALS IN SEWAGE 
The determination of chlorine or any strong 
oxidizing agent in sewage presents many technical 
problems. Sewage contains many compounds with 
which chlorine reacts readily at pH 7.0 (normal 
for sewage). The ammonia concentration, which is 
high, 10 to 30 mg/liter, reacts rapidly to form 
monochloramine. There are organic amines and 
phenols which are found in the tyrosenc of pro-
teins, as well as other easily chlorinated organic 
compounds. Some of these reaction products (new 
compounds) are bactericidal; some are not. More 
of the organic compounds will react with (reduce) 
the chlorine at pH 2.0 than at pH 7.0. This means 
that if one adds the common acid orthotolidine 
reagent for color development at pH 2.0 (com-
monly used for acid 0.T.) the orthotolidine may 
develop color or the chlorine may be reduced more 
rapidly by some other organic matter present (be-
cause of the low pH). Then, it is simply not avail-
able for reacting with the orthotolidine. Further, 
if and when the color of the orthotolidine has de-
veloped, indicating the presence of the oxidized 
form of the orthotolidine, this new compound may 
lose color because it too can oxidize another more 
easily oxidized compound (this is the titration pro-
cedure with the neutral orthotolidine, Palin, tech-
nique) . 
In order to prevent many of these competing 
reactions and to stop the reaction between chlorine 
and the organic matter of sewage, an excess of a 
strong reducing agent is added, either sodium 
thiosulfate or phenylarsene oxide. The total amount 
of the sodium thiosulfate added must be known 
accurately: the excess is determined by titration 
with iodine. The iodine can be added without too 
much error because it never develops a high enough 
!'oncentration under these conditions to react rap-
idly with the interfering organic matter in sewage. 
The iodine end point ma~· be determined ,,·ith the 
development of the starch iodine blue color or with 
an increase in current by the amperometric titrator. 
Good correlations ban been found between the 
bactericidal properties of chlorine in sewage when 
it is determined this \my and the concentrations of 
chlorine observed. 
While the elennth edition of Standard JI et hods 
does not include an alternative procedure for chlo-
rine in industrial wastes , other technique;; liavc 
been published. Katz has shO\rn that cyanide can 
be added and the determination of the oxidation 
product of the cyanide by the chlorine is then an 
indication of the quantity of chlorine. The method 
is given in Standard Methods for determining oxi-
dation product cyanil chloride under the determi-
nation of cyanides. In the directions for determin-
ing cyanide, an excess of chlorine is used; for 
determining chlorine, an excess of cyanide is added 
as the first step. The determination of cyanil 
chloride is the same. 
DETERMINATION OF OZONE 
Ozone is not commonly used in America for 
sterilizing potable water because it is both expen-
sive and transitory at the pH values normal for 
\\·ater. Stable solutions of ozone may be prepared 
at pH 2.0 and 4° C. The stability of the ozone can 
be readily determined by studying the opacity of 
the ~olution to ultraviolet light. The solution of 
ozone has the same UV spectrum as the gas has in 
the gas phase. 
The ga~, ozone, is readily generated in an elec-
tric arc; the efficiency of generation is a function 
of oxygen concentration of the gas and its absolute 
humidity. Thus, the same electrical power input 
,,·ill generate the most ozone from the purest, driest 
oxygen gas. Extremely low temperatures, -10° C. 
to -40° C., are frequently used for ozone genera-
tion because the low temperature limits the abso-
lute humidity and retards the decomposition of the 
resulting allel. 
The determination of ozone depends on the in-
tent of the analyst. Ozone in solution can break 
down by itself into hydroperoxal ions with a similar 
oxidizing capacity to the initial ozone. The hydro-
peroxal ions have many of the characteristics of 
ionizing radiations in water because ionizing radi-
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ation of a solution of oxygen in water can al>"o 
produce hydroperoxal ions. The half life of the 
hydroperoxal ions is extended, however, to two or 
three hours at room temperature and pH 5 to 7. 
The ozone half life at these conditions is too short 
to measure. Where the analyst wishes to measure 
the total oxidizing capacity of a solution agitated 
by an electric-arc-generated, oxidizing gas, then 
the problem is simple. Add iodide ions and titrate 
the resulting iodine with thiosulf ate; this is simi Jar 
to the use of iodide and acid for measuring the 
total oxidizing capacity of a chlorinated industrial 
'rnste. Where it is necessary or desirable to differ-
entiate between ozone and hyclroperoxal ion, it is 
necessary to use a different procedure. 
Ozone and chlorine dioxide have some similari-
ties in their reactions with certain organic com-
pounds and with the iodide ions. Thus, the mole-
cule of chlorine dioxide can gain one electron at 
pH 7.0 
2 Cl02 + 2 KI 2 KCl02 + I2 
pH 7.0 
"·hilc in stoichiometric studies with some organic 
rnmpounds, it appears to break clown completely 
and accept five electrons. At pH 2.0 the molecule 
of chlorine dioxide breaks down easily and co111-
plctel:· with iodide ions to liberate five iodine atoms 
and reacts in the same way \\·ith more organie 
compound;:. 
2 CI02 + 10 KI + 4 H 2SO, --~ 2 KC! + 
pH 2.0 
4 H 20 + 5 I2 + 4 K2SO, 
Ozone breaks down at pH 9.5 with iodide ions to 
liberate one molecule of iodine per molecule of 
ozone (or one molecule of ozone accepts 2 electrons 
and liberates a molecule of ox:·gcn gas). 
O:i + 2 KI+ 2 OH---~ 02 + KOH + I2 
pH 9.0 
At pH 2.0, ozone reacts "·ith iodide to liberate 
nearly six atoms, three molecules of iodine per 
molecule. 
0 3 + 6 KI + 6 HCl 3 H"O + 6 KC! + 3 L 
pH 2.0 
In studies between ozone and organic eo111pound~ 
the stoichiometric relationship is difficult to find. 
It is the recommendation of our laboratories and 
others that some recluctant other than iodide be 
used for differentiating ozone from the hydroper-
oxal ion and/o r other possible oxidizing compounds. 
For low concentrations, the addition of a drop of 
saturated manganous su lfate solution is recom-
mended: the resulting manganic ion or compound 
can be determined with orthotolidine (in the acid 
or neutral tests). For higher concentrations of 
ozone, where titrations can be performed accu-
rately, addition of bromide and then iodide is 
recommended. The resulting iodine is readily 
titrated. 
SUMMARY 
The quantity and quality of disinfectants used 
in \Yater can be controlled by rnriow: analytical 
procedures. Simple tests arc known \Yhich can be 
used readily by non-professional personnel for 
routine plant operation. Then there a re complex 
procedures , for more limited use by professional!:· 
trained people, which can provide information 
about the intensity of the possible disinfecting re-
actions as \Yell as the quantity of the compounds 
present. 
Because the identity of the compound present 
in water requiring disinfection defines the quantity 
necessary for the aYailable contact time at the 
ambient water temperature, it is important to kno\\· 
both the quantity and quality of the disinfectant 
in the water. 
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DISINFECTION AND OXIDATION OF DOMESTIC WASTES 
RAYMOND E. ANDERSON l 
Immediately following an Illinois :;anitary 
Water Board Survey in 1947 of Lake :'.\Iichigan 
\Yaters, and of sewerage and sewage treatment 
facilities within the North Shore Sanitary District. 
the District undertook a comprehensi\'C program of 
\rnter pollution control affecting its own operation;: 
as well as those of local industry and the eight 
municipalities within its boundaries. One of the 
features of this program is our Ordinance Relating 
to Sewers and Sewer Systems, setting forth con-
struction standards, industrial waste requirements. 
and other sewer use regulation". Another interest-
ing activity has been the extcnf'ivc beach sampling 
program each summer for the pa:-t thirteen f'eason:-. 
to determine water quality and the effect of yariou,-
influences at the beaches under study. 
One of the important accomplishments in main-
taining satisfactory water quality for both recrea-
tion and public water supply has been the improve-
ment of effluents from the sewage treatment plants 
of the North Shore Sanitary District. Of specific 
interest to us today is the application of chlorine 
as a disinfectant to reduce the coliform content to 
a Most Probable Number per 10om1. (MPN) ac-
ceptable to the Sanitary Water Board (with at-
tendant reduction in B.O.D. resulting from ox-
idation of organic matter in the un-chlorinated 
effluent). 
Although our own experience has been limited 
to the chlorination of sewage effluents, we should 
perhaps make a general statement concerning the 
amount of chlorine required to disinfect wastes at 
various stages of condition or treatment. It has 
been generally determined that the range in dosage 
of chlorine required for disinfection is on this order: 
Raw sewage 6-12 p.p.m. 
Septic raw sewage 12-25 p.p.m. 
Settled sewage 5-10 p.p.m. 
Septic settled sewage 12-40 p.p.m. 
Chemical precipitation · ' 
effluent 3-10 p.p.m. 
1 Ct•twral :\lanngl•r, Xorth Rhorc ~anitnry District, "·aukegan, 
Illinois. 
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Trickling filter effluent 
Activated sludge effluent 
Sand fi 1 tcr effluent 
3-10 p.p.m. 
2-8 p.p.m. 
1-5 p.p.m. 
The District now has fiyc primary treatment 
plant;: "·ith flows that aYcrage less than 1 million 
gallons per da~· each ,,·hich are located immediately 
adjacent to Lake ~Iichigan. \Yith outfalls extend-
ing approximately 1000 feet into the lake. These 
are in the municipalities of Lake Bluff, Lake For-
C>'t, and at the foot of Park A nnue, Ravine Drive, 
and Cary AYcnue in the City of Highland Park. 
Although chlorination of the effluent at these loca-
tions ha:- been practiced during the summer for 
many years as a :;afcguard for the beaches, it was 
not until ne\\" equipment and improved operating 
procedures were instituted early in 1948 that we 
became acute)~· aware of certain basic principles 
regarding effluent disinfection and oxidation. Ref-
erence is also made to two other primary treatment 
plants where basic principles of chlorination were 
observed until 1958, when they were abandoned as 
a result of consolidating our facilities. These were 
located on the Jake shore at Winthrop Harbor and 
Zion. 
Obvious, of course, has been the necessity of 
operating these facilities at the highest performance 
possible throughout the varying conditions imposed 
upon them. The plants are subject to storm water 
run-off, infiltration from high ground-water levels, 
garbage grinders in considerable number, and in-
dustrial wastes. As a result, we have experienced 
the fact that the characteristics of primary efflu-
ents are fundamental to the results achieved: 
1. suspended solids shelter bacteria from the disin-
fecting qualities of chlorine - that is "clumps" of 
solids protect the organisms from bactericidal ac-
tion; 2. organic matter acts as an absorbent -
chlorine is, in a sense, "soaked up" by these com-
ponents; and, 3. dissolved industrial wastes exert 
an additional chlorine demand since many of these 
wastes have a special affinity for chlorine and a 
chemical side reaction must be f'atisfied before a 
residual can be obtained. 
Another factor ,,·ith which ,,.e Jia,·c hac! to 
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contend until recently in the chlorination of pri-
mary effluents is the source of water supply. De-
spite the fact that both Winthrop Harbor and 
Lake Bluff are directly on Lake Michigan, their 
source of water came from wells. Although these 
situations have now been changed since Winthrop 
Harbor's sewage treatment plant has been aban-
doned in favor of a pumping station and Lake Bluff 
now has a Lake Michigan source of water, it is 
interesting to note that effluents originating from 
well water supplies present additional problems in 
attempting to maintain chlorine residuals adequate 
to insure a satisfactory bacterial kill. Mineral con-
tent and sulfur compounds, especially at Winthrop 
HarbCJr, created operating difficulties that required 
considerable attention with respect to the applica-
tion of chlorine. The addition of chlorine directly 
from the cylinder through a diffuser is very difficult 
under these conditions. In fact, I would venture to 
say that this method should be resorted to only 
when solution feed is not possible. 
At our five existing lake front primary plants, 
we endeavor to maintain a consistent chlorine 
residual of between 1.0 and 2.0 p.p.m. throughout 
the day - usually the peak hours of demand. The 
ac id orthotolidine test is a useful and practical one 
for the many operators who use a block comparator 
for comparing the color produced against known 
standards of chlorine residual. In as much as these 
facilities are not continuously manned, the rate of 
chlorine feed is controlled by the volume of sewage 
flowing through the plants for treatment. A float 
mechanism controls the valve feeding the chlorine 
to solution. We have learned from experience what 
settings to make on the chlorinators in order to 
satisfy the anticipated highest demand during the 
day. As a result, an excess of chlorine is usually 
applied during the night hours when the deman<l 
<lrops off with weaker sewage and a lower flow. 
At these smaller plants, we use 150 pound cyl-
inders of chlorine. These are received in truck-loa<l 
lots of 75 at a central distributing point. Storage 
is provided under a large concrete structure on the 
f'ide of an embankment, thereby protecting the 
cylinders from the heat of the sun, and from un-
usually warm air temperatures. 
A separate room or building, as the case may be. 
houses the chlorinating equipment at each plant. 
In addition to the feed apparatus, there arc two 
~ca l es, each capable of supporting four 150-pound 
cylinder:;:. The;:c are all manifolded , and proper!>· 
valved, so that as one bank of cylinders is nearing 
completion in content, the other can be put on the 
line without interrupting the application of chlorine. 
The two larger secondary treatment plants use 
ton cylinders. These are ·delivered in lots of six to 
ten, and are stored in an enclosed protected yard 
at each location . The special room or building 
housing the chlorinator, scale and electric hoisting 
mechanism also has storage space for cylinders 
that are being readied through the stabilization of 
temperatures of the tank and contents. Currently, 
the District spends about $15,000 annually for 
chlorine. 
Of course, the application of chlorine to our 
secondary treatment effluents presents no particular 
problem and the pattern of results is as expected, 
since suspended solids and dissolved organic matter 
have been reduced to a minimum. No "shelters" 
for bacteria exist, and biological oxidation has 
destroyed organic solids and industrial wastes, with 
their high chlorine demand. This is especially grat-
ifying since the effluents are also discharged into 
Lake Michigan. However, of special interest to m 
is the fact that we have been chlorinating second-
ary effluents for only a short time; our North Chi-
cago high rate trickling filter plant since August , 
1957 (with an average dry weather flow of a little 
over 3 M.G.D.); and our Waukegan step aeration 
act inted sludge plant since August, 1960 (with an 
average dry weather flow of approximately 10 
M.G.D.). For many years, these have provided 
primary treatment only, so that, concerning these 
locations, we now have an interesting record of 
improvement in effluent quality with a deerease in 
chlorine applied. 
With respect to the actual quantity of chlorinr 
required at the primary plants in order to be as-
sured of good bactericidal action. results over a 
period of years show that the parts per million 
applied has varied considerably with the location. 
At Cary Avenue , the awrage has been 15 p.p.m., 
with a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 23 ; Lakr 
Fore!"t and Park A venue \\·ere somewhat similar, 
with an average of 10 for the former, and 12 for 
the latter. Both had a minimum of 7 p.p.m. ap-
plied , with a maximum of bchYee11 15 and 19. 
Treatment at Ravine Drin se,rnge treatment facil-
it>· is affrcted by a ;:mall milk proce,.:,.:ing plant. At 
thi~ lncatin11 . an average of 33 p.p.111. of rhlori11r 
ha,: bc·rn applird owr tht' >·ra r,.: in nrdrr to ;:ati;:f>· 
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the peak demand. The minimum has been 20. and 
the maximum 45. 
You will recall that Lake Bluff is now being 
served with Lake Michigan water containing less 
minerals than the well water. This reduction in 
chemical content has improved the characteristics 
of the primary effluent, so that less chlorine is now 
required to maintain a satisfactorily disinfected 
final effluent. When well water was the source, an 
average of 20 p.p.m. was required. This has been 
reduced to 15 with a minimum of 6 and a maximum 
of 27. 
Table 1 
Chlorine Applied (p.p.m.) 
Location Average l\1aximum l\linimum 
~:~ !~=~~= 15 23 10 12 rn 7 
Ravine Drive 33 45 20 
Lake Forest 10 15 7 
Lake Bluff 15 27 6 
At Winthrop Harbor, where the sewage treat-
ment plant ,has now been abandoned, the very high 
sulfur content in the well water so adversely af-
fected the quality of the primary effluent that an 
average application of close to 40 p.p.m. of chlorine 
was nece~sary in order to hold a residual of 1.0 to 
2.0 p.p.m. for a good bacterial kill. Satisfactory 
application of chloril).e by the diffuser method 
(so-called "dry-feed") was impossible at this loca-
tion. Higher temperatures of the effluent, as well as 
the sulfur compounds, also inte.rfered with the ab-
sorption of chlorine by the water. 
Turning n'ow to the secondary plants, the chlo-
rine demand of the high-rate trickling filter effluent 
at North Chicago is less than one-half of the pre-
vious primary effluent, so ~hat with only slight 
variations an l,\Verage of 6 to 1 p.p.m. is now ap-
plied to achieve the desired results. Concerning the 
Waukegan activated sludge effluent, the chlorine 
demand has also sharply dropped, resulting in an 
average application of about 4 p.p.m. instead of 17 
when only primary treatment was provided. 
Chlorination of the final effluent is practiced on 
a year-roun'd basis at these two larger secondary 
treatment plants. This is done to protect water 
supplies t9,ll-t a~e . pumped from Lalfe Michigan for 
Waukegan a~d North Chicago. In preparation for 
the design of biological oxidation units for these 
two plants, studies were made of the analytical 
records from the water filtration plants, as well as 
from the existing primary sewage treatment plants. 
Without exception, quality of the raw water at the 
pumping intakes about a mile offshore improved 
abruptly when chlorination of the :;ewage effluents 
began just ahead of the bathing season. During the 
summer period of effluent disinfection with chlorine, 
the average coliform :M.P.N.'s at the intakes were 
on the order of 400 to 600. During the nonchlorin-
ating months, the ayerage coliforms were never 
less than 3000 and frequently exceeded the maxi-
mum average of 5000 in any one month recom-
mended by the U. S. Public Health Service for raw 
"·ater to be treated in rapid sand filter plants of the 
type in Waukegan and North Chicago. Further-
more, the recommended maximum coliform M .P .N. 
of 20,000 in not more than 5 per cent of the samples 
examined during any one month was almost always 
exceeded during this period. In fact, this has gone 
as high as 29 per cent. Comparisons during the 
winter months of wind direction data with marked 
changes in raw water coliform content, and to some 
extent temperature variations, revealed some very 
interesting information. When a prevailing wind 
was such as to keep the sewage effluents away from 
the water works intake areas the raw water charac-
teristics were fairly uniform. However, with a rapid 
change in wind direction that would blow from the 
outfall area across the intakes, the coliforms would 
increase markedly. A rise in water temperature 
would often occur, also. 
The obvious need for year-round chlorination 
has been met at the Waukegan and North Chicago 
plants. This has resulted in a remarkable improve-
ment during the fall, winter and early spring 
months, in the quality of the raw water at the 
intakes of the pumping and filtration plants. Since 
the application of chlorine to the effluents from the 
secondary treatment plants is now on an uninter-
rupted basis (with hourly checks being made to 
~etermine chlorine residuals) the coliform levels at 
the water works intakes are consistently low and 
completely acceptable throughout the entire . year. 
When our expanded beach sampling program 
first went into effect in 1948, it was . our practice to 
begin chlorination about July '1, when the bathing 
beaches opened to. the public and the water temper-
ature was comfc;irtable enough for swimming. 
Analyses of regulariy collected . beach samples 
showed an increase in . coliforms whenever the lake 
! 
was rough and the water became turbid from stir-
ring up the bottom. This would result ·from on-
shore winds. Additional analyses of rough water 
samples, as the summer wore on, showed a <:lecrease 
in the level of coliforms even under these condition:;, 
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probably indicating a measure of disinfection and 
dispersion of the sludge blanket that had settled out 
around the outfall during the nonchlorinating 
months. Subsequently, our program of chlorination 
at the primary plants is now under way about the 
middle of May. B~• i'O doing, the best quality of 
these natural beach waters that can be expected 
prevail" at the start of the season. Of course, the 
quality changes frequently throughout the summer 
a,,; a result of the uncontrollable factors such as 
winrl and weather. This is a story in itself. But 
briefly, we chart conditions at 12 public beaches on 
Lake :Yiichigan through sampling on a regular three 
to six day per week basis. ·Since these a reas arc abo 
affected by various discharges into the lake, these 
discharges are also sampled and analyzed to de-
termine their characteristics and quality . Included 
are sc\\·age treatment plant effiuents, industrial 
waste discharges, creeks and ravines , storm water 
o\·crflows, etc. During the 13 seasons we have 
engaged in this program, we have accumulated a 
great deal of data that, coupled with numerous 
sanitary surveys, have served as a basis for judging 
the quality of the bathing \rnters. Sampling for 
coliform analyses to determine the effectiveness of 
chlorination continues throughout the ~·ea r at our 
hrn secondary treatment plant;;: and at certain 
industria l outfalls. 
With regard to coliform reductions apart from 
chlorination that are accomplished within the sew-
age treatment processes, we have run severa l series 
during the past few years. As expected, there is a 
n ry uniform decrease in the ::vt: .P.X.'s from the raw 
"ewage to the primary effiuent and then through the 
,.:ccondary units. In Waukegan 's raw sewage, we 
have found a median coliform M.P.N. of 24,000,000, 
with a maximum of 110,000,000 and a minimum of 
4,300,000. In addition to our three lake front loca-
tions in Highland Park, we also have an activated 
sludge plant there on Clavey Road where chlorina-
tion of the effiuent is not required since the outfall 
is into a branch of the Chicago River \\·hich is not 
used for either bathing or a:; a source of public 
water supply. At Clan:• Road , we also found a 
median of 24,000,000 coliform:; in the raw sewage. 
with a maximum of 110,000,000. However, the 
111inimum \\·as as low as 360.000. 
The median coliform ::\LP.:\. of the W aukegan 
primary (Imhoff) effiucnt i:; al~o 24.000.000. while 
the C'liwcy Road primar~· ,.:cdinirntation tank rfflu-
(·11t nwdian \\' H:' 9.300.000. Tl1 r ( 'lanv Hn:id un-
chlorinated activated i'luclge effluent showed a coli-
form median of 150.000, \\·ith a maximum of 4,600,-
000 and a minimum of 23 ,000 as compared with a 
2,400,000 median in the \Yaukegan actirnted sludge 
effluent. The trickling filter in Korth Chicago pro-
duced an effluent containing a median colifo rm 
:\I.P.X of 15.000,000 with a lllaXilllum of 46.000.000 
and a minimum of 2,400,000. 
Location 
\Vauke,e;a n 
('la ,·ey Road 
North Chica~o 
Tobie 2 
Coliform Reductions 
( ~l cdian l\!PN/ JOOml) 
Raw Primary 
Sewa.u;e Effluent 
24.000.000 24.000.000 
24 .000.000 9.300.000 
..\ cth·a ted Trickling 
Sludii:e Filte r 
Effluent Effluent 
2,400,000 
J.50.000 
J.5 .000,000 
Ch lorination of the effluent:; from either the 
primary or ~econdar~· plants within our District 
result;;: in coliform :\I.P.N.'s consistently below the 
2400 level requi red b~· the Sanitary Water Board. 
The range may var:· from 36 to 1000, but uniform 
medians year afte r ~·car on the order of 100 to 500 
are normal. 
In addition to the reduction of coliforms with-
in the sedimentat ion and biological processes of the 
sewage treatment plant , our studies show some 
decrease in the B .O.D. through the chlorine contact 
tanks. As with the parts per million of ch lorine 
applied, the reduction in B.O.D. Yaries with the 
location. Data sho\\. that some sedimentation oc-
curs in the chlorine contact tank at each plant. 
HoweYcr , the reduction in :;mpcndcd i'olids is 
consistently less in term~ of parts per million than 
that of the B.O.D. At Car~· Annuc we averaged 
6 p.p.m. or 8.6 per rent reduction in B.O.D. through 
the ch lorine contact tank. At Park Avenue the drop 
was 13 p.p.m. or 12.9 per cent. At Ravine Drive 
the drop wa::; 8 p.p.111. or IO per cent, \rhilc La ke 
Forest dropped 6 p.p.111. or 8.7 per cent and Lake 
Bluff :;:ho\rcd a reduction of 14 p.p.m. or 14.7 pC'r 
cent. 
Tobie 3 
8.0 .D. Reduction After Chlorination 
Lo('atio u P .P.:\I. 
( 'ary A ,·t·n11f' Ii 
Park A , .f' rllll' 1 :i 
Ha ,·inf' I )rj ,.f' S 
Luke' Fon·~t ti 
Lak e Bl11ff 14 
Pn (\·nl 
8.U 
12 .9 
10 
s ' 1 i i 
. .\ t \\' aukl'gan. llllr n ·1·urd,; ,;l1111r o'Ollll' apparent 
rP111arkable rcdul'tiun,.: in the' B.0.1 >. 11f the final 
,.:edi111l'11tatiun tank l'f11ue11t aftl'I' dil11ri11atiun. Dur-
lllg tl11• fall uf 19li0. thi,.: 1r:1,.: 1111 tli1· 11r<l1·r llf ;)J 
p1·r l'\·111 . l '11r,11i11~ t lw .'11hjl'1·t :1 lit t ll' IH'\·1111<1 1111r 
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routine laboratory anal>·sc"', ,,·hich include dail>· 
B.O.D. determinations and weekly determination"' 
of nitrates, we have verified the fact that nitrifica-
tion, which is normal in aeration processes, require:=: 
dissolved oxygen and that the activated sludge efflu-
ent contains sufficient nitrifying organisms to take 
up oxygen during the regular fiye-day incubation 
period resulting in higher five-day B.O.D. valuef'. 
Chlorination arrests nitrification and reduces the 
nitrates in the final effluent, resulting in lowrr 
B.O.D. readings. By using the seeded dilution tech-
nique and destroying the excess chlorine, the car-
bonaceous B.O.D. of the final chlorinated effluent 
can be measured. This more nearly approximates 
the B.O.D. of the final sedimentation tank effluent. 
Under these circumstances, the effect of chlorinr 
apart from coliform reduction is quite significant. 
At this point, we should recount the experience 
of others, and particularly draw on the American 
Public Health Association report on chlorination in 
sewage treatment. With adequate residuals and 
adequate detention or contact time, chlorination 
produces a reduction in oxygen demand of 15 to 35 
per cent. This reduction is on the order of 2 p.p.m. 
of oxygen demand for each part per million of 
chlorine absorbed. In as much as chlorination is 
ordinarily u,-ed a,,; an adjunl't to ~ome other t>·pe 
of treatment , the additional reduction in B.O.D. is 
significant. The relation of fiYe-day B.O.D. reduc-
tion by chlorination alone to that accompli!<hrd 
h~· other forms of treatment is on this order. 
Tobie 4 
Type of Treatment 
Chlorination 
Sedimentation 
Chemical precipitation 
Trickling filters 
Activated slud11:c 
Per Cent Reduction 
B.O.D. 
15- 30 
33- 40 
60-80 
70-85 
85-92 
T n summary, we say that our ,,·ork has been 
neither new nor unique. Rather, we have substan-
tiated basic principles with regard to the applica-
tion of chlorine to treated sewage. Our experience 
has shown that the source of water supply in the 
f'ewage and the characteristics of the effluent to be 
chlorinated are definite factors in the results 
achieved. Our most significant accomplishment 
resulting from adequate chlorination has been the 
reduction of coli forms to an acceptable level. We 
have shown by a comprehensive program of sam-
pling, laboratory tests and analysis of data, that 
chlorination of treated effluent is essential to the 
safeguarding of bathing water and public water 
supplies in the Yicinity of the effluent outfalls. 
DISINFECTION AND OXIDATION OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES 
ROBERT J. BRINK1 
The subject of this paper was to be "Disinfec-
tion and Oxidation of Industrial Wastes." Because 
industry does very little in the wav of deliberate 
disinfection of its wastes, I will dweil almost exclu-
sively on the oxidation of these wastes. 
Where we do become involved with the prob-
lem of disinfection, it is primarily in the treatment 
of water soluble oils or cutting compounds used in 
the machining of our products. Bacterial action on 
these oils can cause rancidity. Cases of dermatitis 
have been traced to this rancid material. Conse-
quently elaborate precautions are taken to prennt 
this condition from occurring. The usual disin-
fectant is phenolic derivatives. 
Onrdo:::ages of this t~· pe of material can causr 
a problem in the disposal of these oils "·hen for 
Yariou=- reasons the~· arc no longer usable. The 
allowable limits on phenols in the effluent frolll a 
dispo>:a] plant are u>:uall~· nil. Also, to dispose of 
phenol::; by chlorination "·here invariabl>· residual 
chlorine remains can cau:"c a :-<econdary disposal 
problem if hexavalent chrome wastes arc also 
present. I will discuss this problem later on in this 
paper. 
Sodium Hypochlorite 
Sodium hypochloritc is used nrv cxtensivclv 
for the destruction of cyanide wastes .• A great de;! 
of literature has been published relative to the use 
of this material for this purpose, much of it con-
troversial. For example, there is the question of the 
amount of available chlorine required to destro>· 
one pound of cyanide. The theoretical amount of 
Cl required to oxidize cyanide to c>·anatc is 2.73 
lb . per pound of cyanide. To further oxidize the 
cyanate to C02 and water should require 4.09 lb . 
of Cl per pound of cyanide or a total of 6.82 lb. 
of Cl per pound of cyanide. In actual practice thi:,; 
quantity fluctuates considerably. \Ye haYe had in-
'. Dirt•(• for . lnrl11:-: tri::il \Ya:-if (' C onln•I, B11i 1·k '.\l 11 !1 1r J)j,i ..: ii•n , Fl in t . 
'.\l irh1g:ln . 
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stances where we have required more than double 
this amount. 
This, however, is only part of the controversy. 
A second, and far more important, question is do 
we or can we always carry this reaction to com-
pletion? From our experience, as well as others'. 
we have reason to believe that it is not always 
accomplished. 
We have a cyanide disposal plant that has been 
in operation since 1950. By analysis we know that 
many batches have not beeen carried out to com-
plete destruction. Experiments have indicated that 
when certain metallic complexes arc present com-
plete destruction of the cyanide cannot always be 
carried out. Work by others has indicated that 
eomplctc destruction of cyanide can be carried out 
if the chlorination is done under certain controlled 
C'ondition:::. 
One ,.:uggested lllethod i,: to fir:<t chlorinate for 
the free cyanide at the pH at which the waste i~ 
reccind. Thi" is usually above 10.0. The pH 
,:hould then be lo\\·crcd to at least 8.0. At this point 
further chlorination should destroy the t·ombincd 
cyanide. 
Another concept is to reduce the pH of the 
\Yaste to approximately 8.0 before adding an>· 
chlorine. At this point the total required amount 
of chlorine ,.J10uld be added. 
Thc;;e and many variations were tried on :::011w 
of those troublesome batchc" of cyanide waste " ·ith-
out ,;ucces,.. 
"·c would like to add. at thi::: point, that experi-
ments \\·ere carried out using chlorine plus cam•tie 
sode for pH control as \\·ell as sodium h~·1iochloritc 
with the ,.:ame lack of "ucce:3:'. We add this becau,.:c 
it has been indicated by others that thi,.: reaction j,.: 
more succe:::=-ful if chlorine plu;; ;;odiu!ll hydroxide 
"·ere used in lieu of :<odium hypochloritc. 
lt is not our intention to malign this method of 
dcstro>·ing c:·anidc. It i~ simply a matter of bcin~ 
rC'ali:::tic. The prc:'C'TW<' nf romplcx r>·anidC' in mi-
1111tC' C]Unntitit·,.: do"" nnt IH'!'(',.:~ari! :, · indi<'ate that 
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one 1s deleteriously affecting a stream or sewage 
di:opo:::al plant (although admittedly this is a point 
of controversy). The toxic effects of limited quan-
tities of complexed cyanides under Yariou,; condi-
tions haYe yet to be clarified. 
T t should also be stated that the problem of 
thc:::c difficult batches of c~·anidc \\·astcs is rela-
tively rare but it does occur. 
Problems haYe been encountered in the handling 
and storage of sodium hypochlorite. The maximum 
a\·ailable chlorine contained in commercial ~odium 
hypochlorite as shipped is approximately 15 per 
cent. To obtain this percentage it i:; manufactured 
under refrigerated conditions. 
To maintain this concentration, it mu::;t be 
,;tored under refrigeration. This is not economical. 
,.:o consequently it i;: usually stored in quantities as 
close to usage a" po,.;sible. 
The storage tank must be lined. Ours are lined 
with polyYin~·l rhloride plastic sheeting. Our lin-
ing has blistered hut it is holding. Others haYe not 
heen so fortunate and have lost their linings and 
tanks due to thif' rondition. 
We do not knmY ,,·hat causes this blistering 
hPrause no trace of chlorine \Yas found in sample;:: 
of the gas formed behind these blisters. Also "·hen 
blisters that haYe not broken arc removed, the steel 
tank surface has remained uncorrodcd. 
Piping to handle this material is another real 
problem. We have tested man~· pla::;tic formula-
tions. \Ye use polyvinyl chloride plastic piping 
exclusively no\\". The fittings arc rigid P.V.C. and 
the runs are flexible P.Y.C. tubing. The Yalves arc 
of the diaphragm type and made of Teflon. Herc 
P.V.C. did not hold up. 
The formation of tear gas has been experienced 
\vhen the pH of the waste being treated was belo\Y 
8.0; consequently an elaborate nntilating system 
was installed. 
A great deal of repair is required on the pump;:: 
used on the sodium hypochlorite. These pumps arc 
of special alloy but the sodium hypochloritc is f'O 
corrosive that rertain parts mu;::t hr replaced rver~· 
few months. 
With all of the problem,; im·olwd in the han-
dling of this material ,,.e feel that they arc off,.:et b~· 
the ad,·antagc::;. One i::; the close euntrol that ean 
be maintained. In our plant \\·c operate with 
batche::; with the treatment rontinuou,;. \Yltl·n a 
batch is collected a ,-ample i::; titrated in the labo-
ratory directly \\·ith the :,:odium hypochloritc. The 
proportioning pump::; arc then ;:ct according to the 
volume of :::odium hypochloritc required per gallon 
of \YaStc. \Ye do not haYc the problems associated 
1Yith the :::toragc and handling of chlorine :::uch a;: 
the ever prc;;cnt clanger of leakage. 
Several plants arc treating their c>·anidc 11·a::;tes 
"'on the job'' such a,;: the rinses follo1Ying a c>·aniclc 
plating bath. Herc again it is felt that the use of 
the hypochlorite is much ::'afcr than using ch lorine 
becau:;c of the proximity of pcr,-onncl to the di;;-
posal s~·stcm. 
CHLORINE 
When u;;ing chlorinr to def'tro~· cyanide an 
alkaline material must hr u:;ed in conjunction in 
order to control the pH. :\[any planb use lime for 
pH control and formation of flor. The~· ha,·c the 
t>·piral problems of line plugging. 
A second problem and one mueh more difficult 
to combat is pH control. It i:< murh more difficult 
to control thr pH of a reartion surh a" this 1\·ith 
lime slurry than with l'a11.-tie soda. but rau,.tir ;;uda 
i;: much mon' exprn,:;in" Al,;o 1Yhcn u;;:ing ram•til' 
"oda a high feed of i-upplcmcntal coagulant aid i" 
u,;uall~· required. 
As \Yith an~· chlorinated compound piping and 
vah·cs can be a. problem. HO\YCYcr. the pla::'tir.-
havc pretty 11·cll soh·cd thi::<. Scnral plant.- using 
this sy;;tem have confirmed om finding:; on the 
problem of complete destruction of cyanide b~· the 
use of gaseous chlorine plus alkali. They too liavc 
complexes remaining at times . 
. .\t this point I \YOulcl like to mention that claims 
han been made that the use of calcium hypo-
rhloritc ,,·ill accomplish complete destruction of 
c~·anicle \Yaste:". This ,,.c have not ycrifiecl person-
ally. Howeyer, one of our cliYisions, using lime plus 
rhlorinc, has verified that they do han rnmc total 
ryanicle remaining at times. When using lime plus 
rhlorinc thr compound formed is calcium hypo-
rh loritr . 
CHLORINE DEGASSING OF MOLTEN ALUMINUM 
This is an application that is using large quan-
tities of chlorine no\Y and the usage may increase 
a,; more appliration.- for aluminum casting,; arc 
found. 
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Specific gases must be bubbled through molten 
aluminum because the aluminum in the molten 
f'tate will pick up hydrogen. The hydrogen will 
cause porosity. 
These pores come to light on machining the 
castings. The expense of sealing off this porosity 
can be tremendous. There is also the cost inrnlnd 
\Vhen the porosity is so great as to cause scrapping 
of the part. 
Chlorine, nitrogen, or nitrogen plus chlorine arc 
;:ome of the materials used for degassing. A com-
pound called hcxochlorcthane is also being used . 
Chlorine is the most efficient of these materials 
but hexachlorethane has some advantages over 
chlorine. With chlorine you have a capital invest-
ment problem for equipment to handle this ga;;;. 
Hexachlorethane comes in a so lid form. 
In the cases we have checked, chlorine was more 
expensive, running as high as $1.44 per ton of 
aluminum cast as compared to approximately $1.00 
per ton for hexachlorethanc. 
In this process a certain amount of free chlorine 
i;: freed to the atmosphere. Air scrubbers are rc-
fJUircd to collect this gas and thi s poses a problem 
of corrosion of the equipment and di;;;posal of the 
rnl lrrtcd acid watrr. 
CHLORINE DIOXIDE 
Ch Jorine dioxide has been used in pilot studie" 
to destroy cyanide. The tests invariably sho\\·ed 
residual cyanide remaining. 
A possible advantage to this material is that 
there would be no tear gas evolved (nitrogen tri-
chloride). This material doesn't look very prom-
ising for this purpose. 
OZONE 
Ozone has several application,.; but again the use 
I am most familiar with is in waste di sposal. 
It is being used in the de,,truction of cyanide. 
Until fairly recent times the cost of the equip-
ment required to produce ozone on a commercial 
basis was prohibitive. W clsbach has done an cxcel-
lrnt job in thr dc,·clopmrnt of mrnnators. 
One large aircraft plant i:< :,;ueel'~:<fu ll:< destroy-
ing their ,,·aste cyanides \vith ozonr. 
A real drawbark to the u:<c of ozonr i;: it" toxi-
citv. Thr thrP:'hold limit. i..: in titl' range uf 0.1 
p.p.m. 
Again there is the old controversy as to the 
complete destruction of the cyanide. Dr. Zabbon, 
in his work, indicates that the cyanide is carried 
to the cyanate only. The Welsbach laboratory 
report claims the reaction is carried to completion. 
There are indications that by the use of copper 
as a catalyst some or all of the cyanate may be 
destroyed. 
There are also claims that ozone, as generated 
\\·ith modern equipment, is cheaper than chlorine 
in any form. The basic cost to produce ozone 
(O:i) is ginn at 11.0 to 14.0 KWH per one pound 
of O:i. The cost to produce 0 3 decreases as the re-
quirements approach t-0nnage quantities. 
The requirements of 0 3 to destroy cyanide arr 
quoted as a minimum of 2.5 lb. per one pound of 
ryanide. 
CHLORINE-A CONTAMINATE 
Chlorine in any form (except combined) l'an 
rause trouble in a plant that is disposing of c~·anide 
and hexavalent chrome. 
Hcxarnlcnt chrome is destroyed by first redur-
ing it to the trivalent state. The reduced chrome 
i;.: then precipitated as the h~«lroxidc usually h~· 
the addition of lime. 
If the chrome, at the trirnlent stage. :;hould 
contact chlorinated cyanide ,,·astes containing re;;:id-
ual chlorine, rnme of the reduced rhromc will be 
oxidized back to the hcxaYalcnt and as ;;; uch ,,·ill 
not precipitate on the addition of lime. 
This can and docs happen ,,·here wastes such 
as these arc treated separate!~· and then pass into 
a common final coagulation chamber. 
CONCLUSION 
We han discus;;:ed but a fp\\· of the better 
knO\\·n chlorine rompounds. 
On thr thcmr of dif'infcrtion and oxidation of 
indu,-trial ,,.a,,te. rhlorinc and rC'l'tain other oxi-
dizing agent" haw thPir p rilllar~· appli('ation in 
\\·a~tc di spo,-al. Yer~' little i:; u:<cd a;: a di:<infectant. 
A point ,,.c haw tried to ;;;trc"" in thi" paper i;;: 
t IH' application of rhlorinc a:;; an oxidizing agrnt in 
the de"t ruetion of rvanidc \nt f:' tc". It ma~· not be the 
ulti111ate an"1rcr in the ro111plctc dr"trndion of 
r·Yanide c·omplcxr" if colllplctc dc·"tnl<'tion i" going 
to hf' drmandrd b1· "tatr authoritir". 
It i~ ho1wd hrrr that minute quantitie~ nl 111ctal-
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lie cyanide complexe:; will br tolerated bccau,_;c 
first of all the toxicity of minute quantitic,- of 1.0 
p.p.m. or Jes:;; of romplex mctallir cyanide to flora 
and fauna and to $C\rnge treatment plant,- i:; "till 
problematical. 
Also the additional co:;t to produce an effluent 
with a concentration of zero total cyanide and zero 
mctallir,- 100 prr rent of the time can be prohib-
i ti\"('. 
Therr arc place:; where regulations of thi:; ,_;ort 
arc ncce,.;;;ary but in mo:;t ca,-es they are not. When 
they are nece::::;ary then ,-o be it. 
It is not specia l treatment that industry i" seek-
ing but simply realistic regulation:;. 
AUXILIARY USES OF DISINFECTION AND OXIDIZING AGENTS 
IN WATER TREATMENT 
:\lARTIN E. FLENTJE1 
Oxidation is an important water treatment pro-
cedure and is the reaction involved in disinfection. 
Oxidation is also employed in taste and odor con-
trol, in the remoYal of iron and manganese, some-
times to oxidize hydrogen sulfide, and as an aid to 
coagulation. 
The most economical ;;:ource of an oxidizing 
agent is the oxygen of the air. Air is 21 per cent 
0 and many water treatment plants aYail them-
selYes of this supply. Aeration adds oxygen to 
water easily and also proYides the added benefits 
of sweeping out objectionable gases (H2S and 
methane, for example) and, through liberation of 
C02. results in an increase in pH. This is of help 
in the oxidation of ferrous iron and the rate of the 
oxid izing reaction increases as the pH increases. 
The amount of oxygen required to conYcrt ferrous 
iron. Fe++. to the ferric form , Fe+++, is small (1.16 
lb. 0 per ~IG per 1 p.p.m. of Fe++ ). In some iron 
remornl plant;;: it has been possible to obtain the 
nere>::::ary ox~·gen for oxidation by use of a simple 
aspirator or a small air compressor. One such plant 
has a 7.5 c.f.m. compressor installed which is more 
than sufficient to supply the oxygen to oxidize 2.0 
to 5.0 p.p.m . Fe at a 2.0 ~I.G.D . flow rate . The 
aYerage results at this plant arc given in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Removal a l Fe a t Ric hmond , Ind iana 
( Air introduced just ahead of filters by compres..~or, reaction time ± 3 min.) 
Constituent Raw Filtered 
co, 0 7)" 36 20 
pH 
Alkalinity 
T. HardneM 
Fe 
~In 
ll.O. 
(18) 9 20 
(i/7) 
(i8) 
7 . 1 7 . ~ 
340 340 
426 426 
2.0 tr. to0 . 10 
5 . ~ tr. to 0 . 10 
0 .0.5 to 0 . 15 
:l :') zc; 
~ince the oxygen in the air i" accompanird by a 
much larger Yolume of nitrn:-(cn lair i~ 78 per cent 
:\ and 21 per rent 0) and beeau;:;e the amount rr-
1 Chit•f ~nnitury EngincC' r . .-\111t•ri«n11 \\·:t h •r \\ . ., 1 k...: ~,.,,·in· ( '11/11-
1•:111~. l n1· .. Ph1lndt•lphi ~1 . PPnn:-.~han1:1. 
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quired is small, it is difficult to control this method 
of treatment and not produce "white water," that 
is water saturated with air that separates readil~· 
in small "white" bubbles as the water is drawn 
from a tap. The plant above has been almost con-
tinuously bothered by white water in the tweln 
:-·ears this method has been used and up until now 
no one has been able to rome up with a good solu-
tion to this trouble. 
In this case, the oxidation rate is rapid . In 
water at lower temperature , the reaction might be 
expected to be slower, as would be the case in an 
impounding reserrnir fed b~· water containing iron. 
One such supply proYides some data on the effect 
of storage, rxposure to th e atmo>:pherc, and pH on 
dissolnd iron in the feeder streams. This is thr 
Beaver Run ReserYoir of the W estmorcland Count~· 
Water Authority of Greensburg in \Yestern Pennsyl-
vania. l\Iinc wastes bring the concentration of iron 
in the upper reaches of this 9.18 billion gallon 
reserYoir to behYeen 4.0 and 8.0 p.p. 111. The reser-
voir is seven miles long , has a surface area of 1125 
acres and an average storage retention of approxi-
mately 161/:! months (1.4 years). 
Ta b le 2 
Effect of Exposure lo Fe of Im pounded Water 
Beaver Run Reservoir, Greensburg, Pennsylvania 
(Fe Content Ineominp; Water - 4 to 8 p.p .m.) 
pH of Fe of 
Reservoir Water Outlet Water 
.'i.0-5.5 0.21 
5 .5---0 .. 5 0 . 10 
6 .. !j and O\'f"r 0. 00 
:\Ianganese is al:::o oxidized and removrd undrr 
thr condition;; in Beaver Run Re:::rrrnir. hut tlil' 
effert is not so easily demonstrated. 
The oxidizing abilit!· of thP ox!·gl·n of the air 
I aftrr ,-olution l i~ gl·twra lly not ,-uffiril'nt fur oxida-
tion and n·1110\·a l of m:rnganc"e in 11·atn. Thi,- 1\':t" 
realizl'd l'arly in :\ l'\1· England. \rl1L'lT 111an!· "up-
plit>s runtainrd both t·olor and n1anganr,-l'. Tn·:1t-
111t'nt plant:- tli handle' "tH'li ,:1q1pli 1'" 11Trf' quit t· 
1·u111pll-x and t·1J111lii1wd :il'r:tti'.111 ... 011tart lh'd,- of 
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<"l>kc, rnagulation, ,.:ettling and filtration . ..\<·ration 
alone could not acl'ompli,.;h the :\In n'moYal task. 
nor is this process often found sufficient today. 
The more actiw oxidizing agent~. chlorine and 
rhlorinc dioxide, ha,·c ~implificd \\·atcr trratnwnt 
"·here oxidation is required. 
American Water Works Scn·icc Company ha~ 
experimented for some years with simplified iron 
removal plants. Having to build plant::; that \Ycrc 
\Yell capable of removing heavy turbiclit~· and bac-
terial pollution loads for the removal of from 1 to 
5 p.p.m. of iron was, to say the least , irksome and 
seemed very inefficient. The opportunity to con-
duct such testing exists in New .Jersey in the area 
near Camden, just across the river from Philadel-
phia. Practically all water supplies here arc from 
a famous underground aquifer known as the Rari-
tan Strata. The water is of exceptional quality and 
abundant, but often contains iron in concentrations 
from 0.10 to as high as 18 p.p.m. The anragc Fe 
removal plant of this section employs coke tray 
aeration, sedimentation ( 1-3 hour~) follo"·cd by 
pressure filtration ·without either pre- or post-
chlorination . A slight trace of H2S gas is some-
times present. 
Our first attempt at simplifi cation provided for 
lowhead ( 4 to 5 p.s.i. at nozzles) nozzle aeration, 
short retention period (±5 min.) and prc~sure fil-
tration at a 4 gallon per square foot per minute 
rate (through sand). Later, it was found that thi" 
plant would operate successfully with only simple 
exposure of the water to the air to save the four 
to five pounds pumping head, as little as five min-
utes retention in a basin and filtration rates a:- high 
as eight gallons per square foot per minute. 
Present design of such stations in this loeation 
eliminates aeration entirely and provides for oxida-
tion by chlorine of the Fe++ to Fe+++, no settling and 
pressure filtration at four gallons per square foot 
rates. Liquid caustic soda, stored in outside tanks, 
is used for providing the optimum pH. The stations 
are entirely automatic and unattended, the filter 
washing cycle being initiated by pre-set electrir 
timers. The use of chlorine results in very rapid, 
complete removal of iron in such a form that prac-
tically all of the precipitated material is removed 
from the filter sand at each wash. 
These plants have demonstrated the oxidation 
of Fe· with chlorine is very rapid and also the 
effect of pH on this reaction. The chlorine contact 
time at these plants has been calculated to be 110 
Tobie 3 
Typical Result s, Fe Removal Plant , Camden , New Jersey 
Area Using NaOH and Cl 
I. \Yate r C haract e r 
.-\lka linity 
T o ta l Hardness 
pl! 
co, 
Fe 
Residual Cl 
Haw 
78 
88 
6 . 8 
20 
2 0 -~ .; 
0 . 7.;• 
• Free C l on top of filteC'. 
2. A \"Cragc ChC'mical no~a,ges 
~. :\Iiscellanf'ous Data 
NaOll 
Chlorin<' 
( Nll,J,::;O, 
(a ) A,·cra,l!c length of filter runs. 
(h) ..\. vcrag(' per cent wash watf'r . 
(c) Duration wa"i h pn filter . 
(cl ) \\' a.;; h water rat e .......... . . . . . . . 
(e) Loss of head throui<h filters, clea n . 
( f ) Lo~s of head through filters , f'nd of run . . 
(.I!) Cos t per m.g. entire plant~approxi111atP .. 
Viltered 
99 
88 
7 . ,) 
~ 
o.o.; 
0.10 
234 lbs . pe r m.g. 
37 lbs. per m.l(. 
() . 3 lbs . per m.g. 
6- 8 hours 
3-5'7o 
3-5 minutes 
8- 10 ~ ./sq. ft ./min. 
:?ft . 
4 ft. 
$36,500/ 111.j(. 
more than fiye minute:;; experience has shown a pH 
of 7.8-8.0 on top of the filters is required for 
complete iron removal. A:; mentioned earlier , tests 
han shO\rn that nr>· nearly 100 per cent of the 
iron precipitated on the sand is rcmo\'ed at each 
filtcl' \Yash and this is accomplished at a relatively 
10\v rate of wash in about three minutes' time 
(Fig. 1). Treatment cost:; a re somewhat higher 
than in connntional plant~, but balanced against 
thi:; are the lower capital costs, the case of automa-
~ 
280 
245 
210 
115 
140 
105 
10 
35 
0 
0 
\ 
\ 
58 
" 
"--r-- '---
116 114 232 290 348 
Tim~. s~conds 
Figure 1. New Jeuey Water Company wash-water disposal studies, 
January 1961 , Fe content filter wash -water 
- Ellisburg station, January 6, 1961 
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tion, the absence of wind borne spray, and elimina-
tion of basin cleaning. 
It may be of interest tu note that further devel-
opment of these plants is going on in an endeavor 
to eliminate the unsightly 'rnsh water which usually 
must be discharged into a nearby stream. In resi-
dential areas, this may lead to complaints and 
objections. This development work has for its pur-
pose the reduction of the sludge to as small a Yol-
umc as possible and recovery of the wash water. 
It appears that it may be possible to concentrate 
the wash water sludge to 1.0 per cent of the wash 
water volume and to lower the Fe++• content of the 
clarified wash water to 2 to 5 p.p.m. Fe+++ where it 
can be returned to the incoming well water going 
to the filters. In a 1.5 million gallon per day plant , 
the ±450 gallons of concentrated sludge slurry ac-
cumulated daily may be pumped to a public sewer 
;:ystem or hauled away in a tank truck weekly. 
. Chlorine is also gainfully employed for oxida-
tion of ferrous Fe where ·waste steel pickling liquor 
i::; arnilable for use as a coagulant. Experience at 
Akron, Ohio, Cl) has demonstrated the economy and 
adrnntages of this practice. At Xew Castle, Penn-
"ylrnnia, the Xew Castle Water Company is able 
to obtain deliYery of such iron-bearing wastes at 
no cost because in this section of the state the steel 
industry ha:; had to contract with waste disposal 
concern;: to haul this material to distant disposal 
plants. The waste at Kew Castle is quite uniform, 
and averages 3.6 per cent (range 0.77 per cent - 4.5 
per cent) free acid and an iron sulfate content of 
2.18 pounds iron sulfate per ga llon anrage (ranges 
from 1.4 to 2.69 pounds). From 0.13 to 0.18 pounds 
of chlorine arc used per pound of iron sulfate for 
oxidation of the Fe" . Besides saving an equivalent 
amount of alum, the benefits using this coagulant 
are more rapid and more complete clarification, and 
better taste and odor control. Cost per million gal-
lons at New Castle including the lime for neutrali-
zation of the free acid of the wastes is hetwecn 
$2.00 and $2.30 per million gallons. 
In our experience, breakpoint eh lorination ha::; 
been of considerable aid in controlling ta;;:tcs and 
odors. The City of Philadelphia " "ater Depart-
ment12> rather proudly states that "Philadelphia 
\\·atcr these days i:;; hard to beat" - a tribute. at 
least in part, attributable to brrakpoint chlorina-
tion (and chlorine dioxide). \Ye han had ,:imilar 
rxperirncc. and the rffrrt 011 ta,-tc and odor trrat-
Table 4 
Effect of Breakpoint Chlorination on 
Plant 
Toste and Odor Treatment 
Averai;r;e Yearly 
Carbon Usage Before 
Breakpoint 
Chlorination 
New Castle, Pennsyh-ania 
~\'I uncie, Indiana 
15,450 
47 ,620 
St. Joseph, ::\lissouri 
. .\lcxandria, Virginia 
3,200 
11~ ,560 
Average Yearly 
Carbon Used After 
Breakpoint 
Chlorination 
7,875 12, 170 
3,328 
36,320 
ment, a::: measured by the change in the amount of 
activated carbon used, is shown in Table 4. 
Eld and FlentjeC3l han described the ability of 
an old plant "·ith no mechanical flocculation facili-
ties and with wooden tub filters with shallmY bed,-
of sand, through various means, to produce a mu-
nicipal supply water meeting industrial qualit~· 
standards much more stringent than those for mu-
nicipal use. The water required must haYe an Fe 
content of 0.04 p.p.m. or less, l\In 0.006 p.p.rn. or 
less , color 1 maximum, turbidity 0.50 maximum, 
and a suspended solids content or filterability such 
that at least 200 gallons of the water can be filtered 
through a 12.5 cm. diameter Whatman Number 42 
filter paper at 50 pounds pressure before becoming 
plugged - the total gallons being known as the 
"plug point" Yalue. The production of such a wakr 
has been largely accomplished through breakpoint 
chlorination. At this plant (Hope\Ycll, Va.), expr-
rience has shown, hmYe,·er, that superchlorination 
alone \Yill not control the tastes and odors this plant 
encounters sporadically. These taste::; and odors 
arc dc;:rribed as "moldy, mu::;t~-. pig pcn" and 
threshold values of 400 have been prc"'ent in the 
ra\\" water for weeks this pa~t summer. Chlorinr 
dosage:; up to 120 pounds per million ga llon;: plus 
up to 500 pounds of carbon per million gallons ,,·crr 
insufficient to produce a totally acceptab le ,,·atcr. 
Chlorine dioxide, K~1n0. and ammoniation did nol 
help. 
At Hopewell, chlorine i::: delinrrd in 30 ton tank 
cars - an installation that ha:; pronn Yer~· >'ati"-
f actor~-. 
Tobie 5 
Chlorine Used at Hopewell , Virginia 
Year Lb~. Chlorine per :\ I.C. Yrar I.h:-:.Chlorincpn:\I.<:. 
195~ 12 .2 19,;; 87.;. 
l9f).) 10 . . -. l !l.;8 ()9 .u 
JH.}li :!-l .3 19.'JH ill .. -, 
. .\t HopC\\'l'll, the effert of hrl'akpoint C'lilurina-
tion on coagulation i;; "triking. Tr"t braker"' con-
taining <'hlorinr "'tand out likr ,:ore tl1u111b" from 
other" \1·ith the ,-an1e ur C'\·1· 11 liigll\'r ('uagulant 
t ln::::tp:l'~. 
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